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Fluidized Bed Combustion of a
Biomass Fuel: Comparison
Between Pilot Scale Experiments
and Model Simulations
In the present work the efficiency of the fluidized bed combustion (FBC) of high-volatile
fuels and the extent of volatile matter post-combustion in the splashing zone and free-
board are investigated. A typical Mediterranean biomass (pine-seed shells) has been
burned in a pilot-scale bubbling FB combustor (200 kWt) at different operating condi-
tions. Both over-and under-bed fuel feeding options have been considered. A FBC model
specifically developed for high-volatile fuels has been also applied to provide a compari-
son with bed carbon loading, in-bed heat release and splashing region temperature ex-
perimental data. Experimental results showed that the biomass combustion efficiency is
always very high as a consequence of the high reactivity of the fuel. Extensive volatile
post-combustion above the bed is observed, whose extent appears to be sensitive to the
over/under bed feeding option and to the excess air. Approximately 80% of the total heat
is released/recirculated in the bed, the remainder leading to appreciable overheating of
the freeboard with respect to the nominal bed temperature. Very low bed carbon loadings
have been found. Model results compare well with the experimental temperature, heat
release and carbon loading trends. However, a detailed prediction of the freeboard tem-
perature profiles requires further improvements of the model.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1842787#

Keywords: Fluidized Bed Combustion, Biomass, Segregation, Volatile Post-Combustion

Introduction
The growing interest for exploitation of nonfossil solid fuels as

an alternative energy source is a result of a number of economic
and environmental issues. Among these, the increasing price of
fossil fuel resources, the disposal of wastes or low-value byprod-
ucts, and issues related to the management of pollutant emissions
and to the global warming concern. Most of the nonfossil fuels of
practical interest, in particular biomass and wastes, are character-
ized by a large fraction of the heat release related to the volatile
matter, so that they are often indicated as high-volatile fuels. The
application of the fluidized bed combustion~FBC! technology to
high-volatile fuels has been proposed as one of the most promis-
ing technological options because of its fuel flexibility and clean
and efficient operation, but poses a series of relatively new prob-
lems @1–3#. Operational concerns have arisen mostly as regards
two issues: the occurrence and the extent of volatile matter and
fuel particles segregation with respect to the fluidized bed@4–6#;
the behavior of ashes, with particular concern to agglomeration of
the bed material in presence of low melting inorganic compounds
@7–10#. On the other hand, the impact of fuel particle comminu-
tion and related generation of elutriable carbon fines on the FBC
efficiency, which is one of the main concerns when burning fossil
fuels, has been reported to be limited with high-volatile fuels
@11,12#.

As far as fuel segregation is concerned, it has been pointed out
that the higher the volatile content of the fuel, the greater the
tendency of the fuel particle to segregate at the bed surface during
the devolatilization stage@13–15#. In fact, the released volatiles
may form ‘‘endogenous’’ bubbles around the devolatilizing par-
ticles, lifting coarse fuel particles to the bed surface. As a conse-
quence, a significant amount of volatile matter effectively by-

passes the bed and is released and burns directly in the freeboard,
resulting in a considerable temperature increase in this region
above the nominal bed temperature. The fraction of volatiles re-
leased in the bed is, in turn, relevant to the achievement of high
fuel conversion in the bed zone, where heat transfer is more effi-
cient. Furthermore, axial temperature profiles in the combustor
affect the cleanness of flue gases and the efficiency of the process
control. The assessment of whether the position of the fuel feeding
system affects or not the post combustion of volatiles is still an
open problem.

In the present paper results of a pilot-scale experimental study
regarding the FBC of a biomass fuel with over-/under-bed fuel
feeding at different operating conditions are reported. The focus is
particularly on the occurrence of fuel post-combustion in the
splashing zone and freeboard. A comparison with the predictions
of a recently presented FBC model suitable for high-volatile fuels
@6# is also proposed, as a first attempt for model validation.

Experimental
A bubbling fluidized bed combustor~FBC-370!has been used

to carry out steady state combustion tests under atmospheric con-
ditions @4#. The pilot-scale 200 kW facility is sketched in Fig. 1.
The fluidization column is made of AISI 310 stainless steel. It has
a circular section~370 mm ID!and a total height of 4.65 m. The
lower section of the column contains the plenum chamber and the
pipe type distributor equipped with 55 vertical tuyeres. The dis-
tributor sustains bed materials allocated in the intermediate sec-
tion, which is also equipped with several access ports. The heat
exchange is accomplished thanks to an array of horizontal
bayonet-type pipes whose adjustable penetration into the bed con-
trols the heat removal rate. The higher section of the fluidization
column ~freeboard!provides the disengagement of elutriated sol-
ids and is also fitted with several ports for temperature, pressure
and gas concentration probes. Two cyclones, the first with me-
dium and the second with high efficiency, are used for flue gas

1Corresponding author. Phone:139 081 7682969; fax:139 081 5936936.
Manuscript received November 10, 2003; revision received September 3, 2004.

Review conducted by: H. S. Lee.
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de-dusting. The entire vessel is thermally insulated by means of
ceramic wool. A propane burner is used for start-up by directly
heating fluidized bed materials. FBC-370 is equipped with a con-
tinuous over-bed/under-bed feeding system. Fuel particles are
dosed by means of a screw type metering device. Particles fall
down directly on bed surface after the passage throughout an in-
clined tube, under the option of O-Bed feeding. Otherwise, they
are passed in sequence to a second rotating screw, which allows
the entrance of particles into the bed, under the option of U-Bed
feeding. Such water-cooled screw represents a significant im-
provement with respect to the pneumatic injection device previ-
ously adopted for under-bed feeding@4#.

A horizontal cooled probe is installed at an elevation of 1024
mm from the distributor and allows gas suction for chemical
analysis at a different radial penetration. The probe is equipped
with a stainless steel sintered tip to prevent capture of fine par-
ticulate. The fluidization column is also provided with a device for
sampling hot bed materials under inert atmosphere, located at the
elevation of 0.49 m above the distributor.

The combustor start up is carried out by using a propane burner.
After the bed reaches a temperature high enough to ignite fuel
particles~e.g., 600°C), the feeding of fuel is started. Adjustments
of operating variables are required in order to achieve the desired
steady-state condition, which is maintained for at least 40 min.
Temperatures, pressures and flue gas concentrations (O2 , CO2 ,
CO, N2O and NO!are on-line monitored and recorded using a
data acquisition system supervised by a personal computer.
Samples of bed solids and fines collected at cyclones are taken. At
the end of a combustion test, the fuel feeding is quickly switched
off in order to burn out the residual char and the transient profile
of O2 , CO2 and CO is recorded for the estimation of bed carbon
loading by integration.

Materials
Shells of pine-seeds are considered for the experimental cam-

paign. The fuel originates from seasonal agricultural manufactur-
ing in the Mediterranean area. The yearly production in Italy is
around 1000 tons. Typical fuel particles are shown in Fig. 2; they
have a fairly high density, an irregular and drop like shape~ap-

proximately 30310 mm in size!, a good mechanical resistance
and anisotropic properties. Resins are also present, as revealed
from the intense smell of the material. Physical properties and
chemical analysis are reported in Table 1. The biomass can be
considered as a typical high volatile fuel. The presence of alkalis
~K, Na! in the fuel ashes is a potential source of agglomeration
phenomena during fluidized bed combustion.

Silica sand with two nominal sizes~i.e., 300 and 725mm! has
been used as inert material during experiments. No sorbent has
been added to the bed, the fuel being sulfur free. The bed inven-
tory has been 45 and 85 kg, corresponding to an unexpanded bed
height of about 270 and 500 mm, respectively.

Experimental Results
Table 2 reports a summary of tests performed in the FBC-370

facility. Experiments have been carried out by varying fluidization
velocity, excess air ratio and sand size. The operating bed tem-
perature was kept constant at 850°C.

Both the under-bed and over-bed fuel feeding options were
tested. With the exception of tests carried out under quasi-
stoichiometric conditions, emissions of carbon monoxide and ni-
trogen oxide are low. The volumetric concentration of CO is less
than 50 ppm in the majority of tests by virtue of the high reactiv-
ity of volatile matter and residual char. NO emissions are com-
prised in the range of 70–140 ppm and are congruently lowered at
a low excess air ratio. Of course, the result concerning NO is
strictly related to the low nitrogen content of the biomass fuel.
The carbon elutriation rate of the cyclones was negligible. This
figure, combined with that concerning CO emissions, led to high
combustion efficiencies, always greater than 99%. Bed carbon

Fig. 1 Scheme of the fluidized bed combustor FBC-370

Fig. 2 Photograph of biomass particles „shells of pine-seeds …

Table 1 Properties and chemical analysis of pine-seed shells

Particle size, mm 10–30
Density, kg m23 1200
Low Heating Value~dry basis!, kJ kg21 15200

Proximate analysis

Volatiles, % 59.6
Fixed carbon, % 26.6
Ash, % 0.8
Moisture, % 13.0

Ultimate analysis „dry basis…

Carbon, % 48.5
Hydrogen, % 6.1
Nitrogen, % 0.2
Sulfur, % ,0.1
Oxygen, % 44.3
Ash, % 0.9
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loading is mainly related to the presence of coarse char particles.
In this respect, no differences between U-Bed and O-Bed feeding
option are noted. It is worth noting that values of carbon load
obtained by a chemical analysis of bed samples are always over-
estimated with respect to the direct evaluation of carbon load per-
formed at the end of a single test. The explanation can be found in
the tendency for char particles to float and segregate near bed
surface@14#, where bed sampling is performed.

Figure 3 reports a temperature profile along the combustor axis
at different fluidization velocities for U-Bed and O-Bed feeding
options. On the right side of the figure the approximate heights of
the bed, splashing zone and freeboard are also indicated. In par-
ticular, the reported height of the splashing region represents the
height required to halve the entrained solids flux according to
published correlations@16#. The temperature in the freeboard was
higher than that in the bed attaining a maximum at an elevation
above the air distributor, which varies with operating conditions
and ranges between 1.2 and 2 m. This indicates that the post-

combustion of unburned species occurred in the freeboard because
of an insufficient residence time, incomplete mixing between oxy-
gen and combustible matters in the bed region and segregation of
fuel particles in the upper bed zone. In particular, it appears that
an increase of the fluidization velocity leads to a higher location
of the temperature peak. Higher freeboard temperatures are al-
ways observed by adopting over-bed feeding. The difference be-
tween the maximum temperature in the freeboard and the bed
temperature is reported in Table 2. The maximum over-
temperature equals 113°C and is obtained with the O-Bed feeding
option at the condition of the highest load~i.e., U50.97 m/s cor-
responding to 72 kW!. Figure 4 shows the temperature increase in
the freeboard as a function of the excess air ratio. Two data sets
are reported here for the different feeding options. Even if an
effect of parallel change in other variables is present leading to
data dispersion, it appears that the O-Bed feeding option causes a
higher freeboard over-temperature with respect to the U-Bed op-
tion.

Figure 5 shows how the fuel heating value is distributed inside
the bed~for PINE-B04 and PINE-B05 tests!. The terms heat re-
moved and heat dispersed represent the fraction exchanged with
cooling tubes and with combustor walls, respectively. The sen-
sible heat is the energy required to heat up the air flow rates up to
bed temperature. The last term in the figure is the sum of the
previous ones and represents the net heat exchanged by the bed. It
appears that there is only a small difference between O-Bed and
U-Bed options~0.80 vs. 0.82, respectively!. Of course, the result
is consistent with the temperature profile measured in the splash-
ing region and the freeboard. In fact the temperature increase in

Table 2 Summary of experimetal tests carried out in the FBC-370 facility. a Bed carbon load by burn-out Õbed carbon load by
chemical analysis

Inert bed material: Silica sand
Fuel: Pine-seed shells

Operating bed temperature: 850°C

Test Sand
size
mm

Bed
mass
kg

Feeding
option

Fluidization
Velocity

m/s

Excess
air ratio

Freeboard
overtemp.

°C

O2
%

CO2
%

CO
ppm

NO
ppm

Carbon
loada

g

PINE-A02 300 45 O-BED 0.99 1.25 45 3.3 15.9 175 74 –/251
PINE-A04 300 45 O-BED 0.66 1.34 37 4.2 14.7 ,10 75 –/151
PINE-A06 300 45 U-BED 0.67 1.35 41 4.3 15.3 30 78 –/–
PINE-A08 300 45 O-BED 0.68 1.04 76 0.7 20.5 3300 36 –/–
PINE-A09 300 85 O-BED 0.67 1.05 102 0.8 20.2 2040 39 –/208
PINE-B01 725 85 U-BED 0.97 1.23 56 3.4 16.3 27 115 105/174
PINE-B02 725 85 U-BED 0.70 1.28 49 4.1 15.9 12 120 83/165
PINE-B03 725 85 U-BED 0.57 1.25 58 3.7 16.4 10 127 77/160
PINE-B04 725 85 U-BED 0.97 1.23 50 3.6 16.4 15 141 –/–
PINE-B04b 725 85 U-BED 1.01 1.33 93 3.8 16.2 10 150 126/–
PINE-B05 725 85 O-BED 0.97 1.23 113 3.7 16.7 ,10 130 105/–
PINE-B06 725 85 O-BED 0.70 1.25 82 3.9 15.9 ,10 134 89/–

Fig. 3 Temperature profiles along combustor axis at different
fluidization velocities and feeding options Fig. 4 Freeboard over-temperature versus excess air ratio
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these sections, even if appreciable, is not dramatic, indicating that
only a small fraction of the heating value of the biomass contrib-
utes to freeboard over-heating.

Figure 6 reports the radial profiles of oxygen and carbon mon-
oxide obtained by means of the radial probe located in the splash-
ing region. Two data series for U-Bed and O-Bed feeding options
are reported. It appears that the average value of monitored gas
concentration does not change dramatically by varying the feeding
option. The average values of oxygen are 5.5% and 6.2% for the
U-Bed and the O-Bed, respectively. On the contrary, the shape of
the O2 profile differs significantly. When submerged fuel feeding
is adopted, the oxygen concentration increases from 4.5% to
6.2%, passing from the starting radial position, located above the
fuel entry point, to the opposite side. The O2 profile is almost flat,
in the case of an O-Bed option. Carbon monoxide assumes the
same average value irrespective of the adopted feeding option.
Also CO radial profiles have a similar shape; in fact they mono-
tonically decrease moving from the location close to feeding point
to the opposite side. The result provides a clear confirmation that
a radial segregation of combustible matters released upon particle
injection occurs. The segregation mechanism appears to be en-

hanced by adopting a U-Bed option as a consequence of a less
uniform spreading of fuel particles along the combustor section.

Model Description
A stationary lumped parameter model of an atmospheric bub-

bling fluidized bed combustor, suitable for high-volatile solid fu-
els, has been recently presented@6#. The combustor is modeled as
a series of three reaction zones: the dense fluidized bed, the
splashing region, and the freeboard. The splashing region height is
calculated by solving a simplified motion equation of a single bed
particle ejected by a bubble bursting at the surface of the bed. This
region has been considered to be perfectly mixed because of the
high turbulence that establishes above the bed surface. The model
is based on material balances on fixed carbon~present both as
relatively large nonelutriable char particles and as fine char par-
ticles of elutriable size!, volatile matter and oxygen in each com-
bustor section. The model takes into account phenomena that as-
sume particular importance with high-volatile fuels, namely fuel
particles fragmentation and attrition in the bed, volatile matter
segregation and turbulent postcombustion above the bed. An en-
ergy balance on the splashing region is set up to account for
thermal feedback from the splashing region to the bed associated
to solids ejection/falling back. Volatile matter and elutriated fines
postcombustion and radiative and convective heat fluxes to the
bed and the freeboard are considered in the balance. Gaseous
pollutants formation and emission have been neglected in the
model.

The model has been applied to the prediction of the fluidized
bed combustion performance of pine-seed shells. Input parameters
were selected with reference to the fuel~Table 1!and to geometri-
cal and operating conditions relative to the experiments reported
in this work. In particular, the Pine-B series of experiments~Table
2! was simulated. Values of the other model parameters can be
found in Scala and Salatino@6#.

Model Results
Model results are reported in Table 3, together with the values

of operating variables used for calculations. Results show that
total combustion efficiency is always about 100%. This is a con-
sequence of the large oxygen concentration in the bed due to an
extensive bypass of volatile matter and of the large intrinsic reac-
tivity of biomass chars that makes their combustion either as
coarse or as fine particles very effective. The carbon loading of
fines in the bed is much smaller than that corresponding to coarse
char particles, because of the much larger burning rates of the
former. Carbon loadings in the splashing region and in the free-
board are negligible. Figure 7 reports a comparison between
model and experimental total carbon loadings in the bed as a
function of the fluidization velocity for both under-bed and over-
bed feeding options. The model computations predict satisfacto-
rily both the values and the trend of carbon loading in the bed. It
is interesting to note that for all fluidization velocities the pre-
dicted carbon loading under both feeding conditions is almost
coincident, the dense phase environment being practically the
same. Experimental data reported in the figure confirm this result.

The bed section represents the main location for fixed carbon
conversion. Most volatile matter is converted in the splashing re-
gion of the combustor. Even when submerged fuel feeding is con-
sidered in the computations, in-bed volatile matter burning is
rather limited~5–6%!. Up to 40% of the volatile matter can es-
cape the splashing region and burn in the freeboard, depending on
the operating conditions. It can be noted that results of over-bed
and under-bed feeding are always very close to each other. This is
due to the very rapid segregation of the fuel particles during
devolatilization at the top of the bed whatever the feeding option.

Table 3 reports heat generation rates in the three combustor
sections for the operating conditions considered. One can estimate
that about 70% of the heat release takes place within the bed
during combustion of the biomass under the simulated conditions,

Fig. 5 Heat distribution in the bed region for U-Bed and O-Bed
feeding options „UÄ0.97 mÕs; eÄ1.23…

Fig. 6 Radial profiles of gaseous species in the splashing
zone. The X coordinate is adimensionalized with the combustor
diameter „UÄ0.97 mÕs; eÄ1.23…
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the remainder being released in the splashing region~20–30%!
and in the freeboard~0–10%!, because of extensive volatile mat-
ter postcombustion. It is interesting to assess the magnitude of
thermal fluxes that are established between the different sections
of the combustor. The aim is that of determining to what extent
heat released in the splashing region is fed back to the bed, and
the related temperature of the splashing region. It is recalled here
that in the model bed and freeboard temperatures were fixed at
850°C and 700°C, respectively. The importance of volatile matter
afterburning brings about a pronounced over-temperature of the
splashing region (30– 65°C). However large thermal feedback to

the bed prevents overheating from being even larger. About 60%
of the heat released in the splashing zone is fed back to the bed,
the dominant mechanism being solids convection associated with
particles ejection/fall-back.

Figure 8 reports the calculated fraction of the total heat that is
directly released or recirculated in the bed for the same conditions
as for Fig. 5 (U50.97 m/s;e51.23). Results show that approxi-
mately 70% of the total heat is generated in the bed by char
combustion, the in-bed volatile combustion being very small~U-
Bed feeding!or absent~O-Bed feeding!. Part of the heat released
in the splashing region by volatile combustion is recirculated to

Table 3 Operating variables and results of model computations

Operating variables

Bed temperature, K 1123
Freeboard temperature, K 973
Pressure, kPa 101
Bed solids mean size, mm 0.725
Fuel feed mean size, mm 10.0
Fuel feeding O-Bed U-Bed
Superficial gas velocity, m/s 0.7 0.97 0.57 0.7 0.97
Excess air factor, – 1.25 1.23 1.25 1.28 1.23

Model results

Expanded bed height, m 0.84 0.96 0.78 0.84 0.96
Splashing zone height, m 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.10
Fuel feed rate, kg/s 0.0033 0.0046 0.0027 0.0032 0.0046
Coarse char mean size, mm 6.84
Fraction of volatiles burned in bed, % 0.0 0.0 6.1 5.4 4.6
Frac. of volatiles burned in spl. zone, % 84.6 60.5 93.9 86.2 59.0
Carbon
loading,
kg

Coarses in: Bed 0.077 0.119 0.064 0.075 0.121
Fines in: Bed 1.1e-4 1.6e-4 0.9e-4 1.1e-4 1.7e-4

Splashing zone ;0.0
Freeboard ;0.0

Oxygen
mole
fraction, –

Bed 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10
Splashing zone 0.052 0.066 0.042 0.051 0.064

Exhaust 0.042 0.039 0.042 0.046 0.039
Total combustion efficiency, % 100
Splashing zone temperature, K 1180 1153 1188 1180 1152
Heat
generation
rate,
kW

Bed: Coarse char 17.2 24.2 14.0 16.7 24.2
Fine char 17.0 23.9 13.8 16.6 23.9
Volatiles 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 1.0

Splashing
zone:

Fine char ;0.0
Volatiles 13.3 13.4 12.0 13.2 13.1

Freeboard: Fine char ;0.0
Volatiles 2.4 8.7 0.0 1.3 8.1

Splashing zone-to-bed
heat fluxes
~% of s.z. heat release!

Convective 55.4 57.5 53.1 55.5 56.9
Radiative 2.7 1.7 3.3 2.7 1.6

Total 58.1 59.2 56.4 58.2 58.5
Splashing zone-to-freeboard
heat fluxes
~% of s.z. heat release!

Convective 13.6 10.5 13.5 13.4 10.4
Radiative 28.3 30.4 30.1 28.4 31.1

Total 41.9 40.8 43.6 41.8 41.5

Fig. 7 A comparison of calculated and experimental carbon
loadings as a function of the fluidization velocity „eÄ1.2…

Fig. 8 Calculated fractions of the total heat released Õ
recirculated in the bed „UÄ0.97 mÕs; eÄ1.23….
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the bed by the solids convection feedback mechanism (;10%). It
is important to note that the sum of the contributions to the bed
heat input is about 80% of the total heat release. This value is very
close to the sum of the measured/estimated contributions to heat
removed from the bed as reported in Fig. 5 for both over-bed and
under-bed feeding options. This confirms the soundness of the
model schematization and assumptions.

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the model and experi-
mental data for the splashing region temperature increase above
the bed one, as a function of the fluidization velocity. Agreement
is fair, especially for under-bed feeding conditions. The model
clearly underestimates the over-bed feeding values, which are pre-
dicted to be very close to under-bed ones. This is probably caused
by a too simplified schematization of the splashing region and
freeboard fluid-dynamics. It must be noted, further, that even if
splashing region temperatures are fairly predicted, the model can-
not simulate the freeboard temperature profiles as a consequence
of the lumped-parameter nature of the schematization. Experimen-
tal data, however, show that under some operating conditions a
higher peak temperature is reached in the lower section of the
freeboard above the splashing region. As a consequence, the pre-
diction of the temperature profiles along the combustor would
require a more detailed distributed-parameter schematization of
the freeboard section.

Conclusions
The influence of the feeding option~i.e. under-bed vs over-bed!

on the combustion performance has been investigated with refer-
ence to a biomass fuel~shells of pine-seeds!. Experimental tests
were performed in a pilot scale bubbling FB combustor at differ-
ent fluidization velocities, excess air ratios and sand sizes and at a
fixed bed temperature (850°C).

Combustion efficiencies are always greater than 99% thanks to
the high level of volatile matter and the high reactivity of residual
char. Carbon in the bed is mainly related to the presence of coarse
char particles and no significant differences between U-Bed and
O-Bed feeding option are noted.

In most cases freeboard temperature is higher than bed tem-
perature as a consequence of volatile matter post-combustion.
There is experimental evidence that the freeboard over-
temperature is enhanced by adopting an O-Bed feeding option.
Nevertheless, the temperature increase in the freeboard is con-
tained within 113°C, indicating that only a limited fraction of fuel
is burned above the bed region. This result was also confirmed by
thermal measurements, which indicate that about 80% of the en-
ergy is released/recirculated inside the bed.

Significant differences between U-Bed and O-Bed options can
be also found in the analysis of radial profiles of gaseous species
in the splashing zone. Changes in measured radial concentration
along combustor diameter are related to the segregation of com-
bustible matter. This segregation mechanism is enhanced by
adopting the U-Bed option as a consequence of a less uniform
spreading of fuel particles along the combustor section.

A FBC model specifically developed for high-volatile fuels is
also applied to provide a comparison with the experimental results
of bed carbon load, heat release in the bed and temperature peak
in the splashing region. The model computations predict quite
satisfactorily both the values and the trends of experimental data.

About 70% of the heat release takes place within the bed under
the simulated conditions, the remainder being released in the
splashing region~20–30%!and in the freeboard~0–10%!, be-
cause of extensive volatile matter post-combustion. About 60% of
the heat released in the splashing zone, however, is fed back to the
bed mainly by solid convection associated with particle ejection/
fall-back.

The model underestimates experimental peak temperatures with
over-bed feeding, which are predicted to be very close to under-
bed ones. A detailed prediction of the freeboard temperature pro-
files will require further improvements of the model.
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Energy Extraction From a Porous
Media Reciprocal Flow Burner
With Embedded Heat Exchangers
Superadiabatic combustion in porous media allows a stable burning of ultralean methane/
air mixtures, far below flammability limits. The intrinsic heat regeneration process of the
porous matrix and the low degree of thermal nonequilibrium between the gas and the
solid phases maintain temperatures of less than 1600 K resulting in extremely low levels
of CO and NOx production. Due to the transient nature of this phenomenon, a method to
confine the combustion into a practical burner has been engineered. The Reciprocal Flow
Burner (RFB) is an effective and simple system to achieve this result by arranging the
reaction zone to travel back and forth along the length of the burner. This ultimately
results in a relatively uniform temperature profile over the central zone of the reactor.
Embedding heat exchangers into the ends of the bed makes it an appealing alternative for
high-efficiency, low-emission heat generation. In the present work, experimental results
are presented and compared to an earlier numerical model to provide a better under-
standing of heat extraction from a RFB.
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Introduction
As an internally self-organized process of heat recuperation, the

combustion of premixed air–fuel mixtures in porous media differs
significantly from homogeneous flames. This difference can be
attributed to two main factors: the highly developed inner surface
of the porous media results in efficient heat transfer between the
gas and the solid, and the intense mixing of the gas flowing in the
porous media increases effective diffusion and heat transfer in
the gas phase. It is an internally self-organized process of heat
recuperation.

The combustion zone in common porous burners is usually sta-
bilized at a fixed position in a finite section of a porous matrix by
the imposed boundary conditions. However, in an unrestricted
uniform porous media, the combustion zone is transient and can
propagate freely as a coupled reaction—a thermal wave in either
the downstream or upstream directions. It is the unrestricted sys-
tem that is the focus of the present study.

Strong interstitial heat transfer results in a low degree of ther-
mal nonequilibrium between the gas and the solid phases resulting
in coupling of the thermal and the reaction waves. This situation
generally corresponds to the low velocity regime of wave propa-
gation, according to the classification given by Babkin@1#. The
motion of the combustion zone results in positive or negative
enthalpy fluxes between the reacting gas and solid porous media.
As a result, observed combustion temperatures can significantly
differ from adiabatic predictions based on the enthalpy of the
initial reactants and are controlled mainly by the reaction chemis-
try and heat transfer mechanism. Upstream wave propagation,
countercurrent to the gas flow, results in subadiabatic combustion
temperatures@2# while downstream propagation of the wave leads
to combustion in the superadiabatic regime with temperatures
much in excess of the adiabatic temperature@3#. Superadiabatic
combustion significantly extends conventional flammability limits
to the region of ultralow heat content mixtures in the range of
equivalence ratios 0.1<F<0.5. The combined effect of the lean

mixtures and low combustion temperatures makes the superadia-
batic burners capable of operating at ultralow emissions of NOx
and CO@4#. The modern applications of transient porous burners
include combustion of low-calorific fuels, VOC emission control
with the possibility of heat recovery, and fuel reforming in the
ultrarich superadiabatic flames as studied by Kennedy et al.@5–9#
and Drayton et al.@10#.

The presence of a high-conductivity high-specific heat solid
phase enables porous combustion to occur in the vicinity of heat
exchangers. The porous matrix is capable of retaining the heat
produced by the reaction and transferring it to a colder body~e.g.,
heat exchanger!. This significantly enhances the efficiency of the
heat extraction from the combustion zone.

Stationary and transient systems are the two major design ap-
proaches commonly employed in porous combustion. Historically,
the research on heat extraction from porous media burners was
directed toward the stationary approach. Radiant burners@11,12#
and surface combustion heaters, where coolant tubes are embed-
ded in the porous matrix@13–15#, are characteristic examples of
this approach. Nevertheless the transient approach offers advan-
tages due to its ability to operate at superadiabatic temperatures
and higher efficiencies despite its larger degree of complexity.

RFB Features
The main problem arising from the unsteady nature of this phe-

nomenon is to engineer a method to confine the combustion in a
practical burner. The reciprocal flow burner~RFB! configuration
represents a simple and effective way to achieve this result. In the
RFB the direction of the flow is periodically reversed with the
inlet becoming the outlet and vice versa, allowing the combustion
zone to be restricted in a finite reactor while maintaining its tran-
sient behavior@16#. By adjusting the period of the cycle reversal,
steady temperature profiles can be achieved within the reactor.
The RFB systems have been recently an object of both numerical
and experimental studies@17–19#.

In an earlier work by the authors@18#, a numerical model in-
vestigated the possibility of using the RFB as a process heater. In
the present work, this new concept of heat extraction strategy is
tested utilizing a heat exchanger made of two separate compo-
nents embedded in the terminal sections of a porous matrix. Tran-
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sient combustion with alternating flow direction of the reactants
makes possible the combustion of mixtures with ultra-low heat
contents that lie out of the conventional flammability limits. Fur-
thermore, the NOx production is decreased since the combustion
temperature is typically low~,1600 K!.

Advantages of Using a RFB for Heat Generation. Concep-
tually, the use of the RFB for heat generation offers two main
advantages compared to conventional~stationary!porous medium
burners:

1. It can operate in the superadiabatic regime, making possible
the extraction of heat from ultralean mixtures.

2. A pseudotrapezoidal temperature profile within the burner is
possible because the reciprocating reaction zone is established and
maintained centrally in the combustor. This favors positioning the
heat exchangers at the lateral exit zones, which are relatively far
from the reaction zone, resulting in the flame not being quenched
and, hence, producing low amounts of CO.

Featuring the RFB, the previously developed numerical model
of the RFB@18# takes into account the heat extraction. It is able to

predict the influence of the process parameters based on a detailed
heat transfer and single-step chemical mechanism.

Briefly, the model solves three time-dependent differential
equations:

i. The solid phase energy conservation equation,
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The gas phase energy conservation equation,
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The species conservation equation,
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where the product mass production rate per unit volumeW is
given by the Arrhenius law:

W5rg~12yp!Af exp~2Ea /RT! (4)

The gas phase is considered to be a mixture of only two general-
ized species: the reactants and the products. For full details, see
Ref. @18#.

Temporal evolution of temperature profiles in RFB is illustrated
in Figs. 1–3 for the cases of perfectly insulated reactor~Fig. 1!,
reactor with radial heat loss~Fig. 2!, and reactor with heat extrac-
tion ~Fig. 3!. Figure 1 shows a perfectly insulated reactor with
heat losses through the walls considered to be zero. Fresh reac-
tants are supplied through the inlet at ambient conditions and ex-
hausted at the outlet to ambient conditions. After initiating the
combustion wave initiated in the RFB by preheating, it propagates
back and forth through the bed establishing a temperature profile
with a peak near the center of the length of the reactor. As time
progresses, this peak grows and broadens throughout the length of
the reactor. The flat central temperature plateau that develops in
this reactor is ideal for energy extraction or chemical processing.

Figure 2 shows numerical results considering uniform radial
heat losses through the reactor walls at an equivalence ratio of
0.35. The evolving temperature distribution is confined within the
burner forming a valley-like shape in the central zone. Figure 3
presents the results of numerical modeling showing the influence
of the heat exchangers on the temperature profile as they effec-
tively confine the reaction zone in the middle region of the burner.

Fig. 1 Temperature profile formed in the perfectly insulated
RFB: ngÄ0.3 mÕs, FÄ0.35, t Ä100 s

Fig. 2 Temperature profile formed in the RFB with radial heat
losses: ngÄ0.3 mÕs, FÄ0.35, t Ä100 s

Fig. 3 Temperature profile in reactor with radial heat losses
and lateral heat extraction: ngÄ0.3 mÕs, FÄ0.35, t Ä100 s
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Experimental System
The core of the RFB consists of a 50-cm long vertical quartz

tube with 7.6-cm internal diameter filled with 5.6-mm solid alu-
mina pellets creating a loose packed bed, whose porosity is ap-
proximately 40%. A 3 mm thick layer of Kaowool insulation~ce-
ramic fiber!is interposed between the alumina pellets and the tube
wall.

At the both ends of the reactor two aluminum flanges retain the
porous media inside the tube making the system hermetic and
isolated from the surrounding environment. The operation of the
combustor begins with the preheating of the porous media using
an electrical heater that covers the outer surface of the quartz tube.
The reciprocating air flow system is already operational in order
to maintain a homogeneous inner temperature. The combustion

process automatically initiates when any point in porous media
reaches a temperature above 1200 K. Subsequently, the reaction
wave travels back and forth over the length of the reactor estab-
lishing a relatively stable temperature plateau at the burner
middle. The gas flow velocities~filtration velocities! used in the
experiments are selected in the range from 0.15 to 0.45 m/s. As
mentioned previously, this range corresponds to the low velocity
regime of combustion wave propagation as defined by Babkin@1#.

Most of the experiments were performed with a half cycle time
t of 100 s. This switching period is found to be optimal from
experimental studies on the stability of the combustion process,
temperature distribution, and capability to maintain good energy
storage. The heat extraction from the RFB was accomplished by
placing two heat exchangers in the terminal sections of the reac-
tor. The dimensions of the heat extraction zones are given in Fig.
4. The heat exchangers consist of copper tube coils positioned in
the ends of the combustor, and embedded in the porous matrix.
The reaction zone is then constrained in the central region of the
reactor due to their presence. Figure 5 provides a close up view of
the heat exchanger mounted at the end section of the combustor.
In all experiments, the temperature measurements were performed
with 0.2-mm diameter S-type thermocouples. These thermo-
couples were positioned axially at the inlet and outlet plus at 50
mm intervals along the axis of the reactor. Gas samples were
taken at the reactor exit and analyzed with a Varian model 3600
gas chromatograph and a Thermo Environmental Instrument
model 42H chemiluminence NOx analyzer. All thermocouple sig-
nals were digitized by a data acquisition system, as was the data
from the gas analyzers. Technical grade methane was used in all
conducted experiments.

Results and Discussion
The experimental and numerical results presented in this work

show the influence of the important parameters: gas flow velocity,
equivalence ratio, heat losses, and heat exchanger length. Also,
the emissions and efficiency results are presented. The numerical
predictions are compared with the experimental data. Figure 6
presents a comparison of the numerically predicted and experi-
mentally measured temperature profiles for an equivalence ratio of
0.36, a gas flow velocity of 0.30 m/s, and a half cycle of 100 s.
The developed numerical model accurately predicts the tempera-
ture inside the combustor. In the following, numerical and experi-
mental results are presented, analyzing the influence of the RFB
operating parameters on the temperature profile.

Fig. 4 Experimental RFB setup with reciprocating flow system

Fig. 5 Heat exchanger mounted at the terminal sections of a
RFB

Fig. 6 Simulated and experimental temperature profiles ob-
tained with the heat exchangers: ngÄ0.3 mÕs, FÄ0.36, t Ä100 s
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Influence of Heat Exchangers on Temperature Profiles
The experimental results shown in Fig. 7 illustrates the influence
of the equivalence ratio on the temperature profiles in the RFB
with and without the heat exchangers. It should be noted that
without heat extraction, the reaction zone can be stabilized within
the reactor only for equivalence rations less than 0.45. With a heat
extraction it is possible to increaseF up to stoichiometry. Figure
7 illustrates that the trapezoidal temperature profile is more uni-
form when heat exchangers are employed. The heat that would be
lost by radiation and convection in the burner ends or through the
exhaust is absorbed by the heat exchangers, resulting in a much
reduced exhaust temperature and hence a higher thermal
efficiency.

Influence of Heat Losses on Temperature Profiles. From
the numerical results presented in Fig. 8, the radial heat losses are
seen to have a strong effect on the temperature profile principally
in the central region of the combustor. Raising the coefficient of
the heat losses to the surroundings lowers the temperature in the
reactor midpoint. The maximum temperature is only slightly re-
duced. At the ends of the reactor, the temperature variations are
small because of the presence of the heat exchangers. For the
employed experimental configuration, the heat loss coefficient in
the middle of the reactor is estimated to be close to 330 W/~m3 K!.

Influence of Equivalence Ratio on Temperature Profiles.
Numerical predictions of the effect of equivalence ratio on the
temperature profile for a constant gas flow velocity are shown in
Fig. 9. It shows that temperature plateau widens and the peak
temperatures increase with increasing equivalence ratios. The lat-
eral thermal gradients also are large. The experimental results
~Fig. 10! also show that the temperature plateau expands toward
the ends of the combustor as the equivalence ratio increases and
that the maximum temperatures remain almost independent of the
equivalence ratio. The different trend of the predicted maximum
temperatures with equivalence ratio is attributed to the simplified
reaction model employed and the filtration velocity. The predicted
evolution of the temperature profile from the single maximum to a
trapezoidal shape is well reproduced by the model. Again it
should be noted that without the radial heat losses, the tempera-
ture profile would be flat in the central region. As the value ofF
increases from an extremely low value of 0.12, the experimental
steady state temperature profile evolves from a single maximum
to a broadening plateau with two temperature peaks. In the ab-
sence of radial heat losses this single maximum would evolve into
a broadened temperature plateau.

Influence of Gas Flow Velocity on Temperature Profiles
Varying the gas the velocity from 0.15 to 0.45 m/s, the numerical

Fig. 7 Influence of the heat exchangers on the experimental
temperature profiles: ngÄ0.2 mÕs, FÄ0.36, t Ä100 s

Fig. 8 Influence of heat losses on the RFB temperature distri-
bution. Numbers show heat losses coefficient b in the central
zone of RFB.

Fig. 9 Influence of the equivalence ratio „numbers on the
curves… on temperature distribution in the RFB, ngÄ0.2 mÕs

Fig. 10 Experimental temperature distributions in the RFB re-
corded varying equivalence ratio of the supplied mixture, ng
Ä0.3 mÕs
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model predicts the raise of the maximum combustion temperature
from 1350 to 1600 K, as shown in Fig. 11. Figure 12 displays the
corresponding experimental results. As is seen, there is excellent
agreement between the model and the experiment. The maximum
values of temperature profiles are significantly increased as the
gas flow velocity increases.

Figure 13 shows the exhaust gas temperatures, measured at the
centerline of the exit from the bed, increase linearly with the
equivalence ratio, but are always lower than 60°C. The relevant
convective heat losses account for less than 1% of the total power
available.

NOx and CO Emissions. During the process cycle, the CO
and NOx oscillates around very low average values, as shown in
Fig. 14. The oscillation period is equal to the full cycle instead of
just one half cycle, due to asymmetries in the temperature distri-
bution. Figures 15 and 16 separately demonstrate the effect of the
equivalence ratio on the production of CO and NOx . The NO
emission grows with the equivalence ratio from less than 1 ppm at
F50.15, to 16 ppm atF51. A higher NO production is observed
for the higher gas flow velocity. For 0.2,F,0.7, CO emissions
are in the range from 4 to 10 ppm. The CO level increases ap-
proaching the extinction limit~F,0.1! and the stoichiometry~F
51.0!. Increasing the gas flow velocity results in a higher CO
production. It should be noted that this burner is expected to op-

erate at very low equivalence ratios, 0.2<F<0.5 that has NOx
and CO emission levels of less than 3 and 8 ppm, respectively.

Heat Extraction Efficiency. Figure 17 illustrates the power
output of the heat exchangers oscillates with amplitudes of up to
75% of the maximum values. The instant power extracted from a
single heat exchanger was measured as the product of a water
mass flow rate, a water heat capacity, and a temperature increase.
The hot gas flows from the high temperature plateau heats the heat
exchanger located at the reactor end. At the same time, the incom-
ing cold mixture cools the other heat exchanger. The out of phase
heat exchange power outputs compensate each other when the
heated water streams are combined. As a result the overall ex-
tracted power,Pextr , demonstrate fluctuations close to 20%. The
efficiency of the heat extraction in the RFB can be determined as
a ratio of the average power transferred to the water stream and
the total chemical power provided by the flowing fuel/air mixture.
The actual heat efficiency of the burner is defined as

hact5
P̄extr

Pchem
, (5)

Fig. 11 Effect of gas flow velocity variation „numbers on the
curves… on temperature distribution in the RFB

Fig. 12 Experimental temperature distributions in the RFB re-
corded varying the input gas flow velocities, FÄ0.35

Fig. 13 Experimental exhausts temperatures as a function of
equivalence ratio

Fig. 14 Experimental pollutant emissions as a function of
time, FÄ0.15, ngÄ20 cmÕ s
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where chemical powerPchem is proportional to the mass fuel flow
rate and the Low Heating Value~LHV! of the fuel andP̄extr is an
average extracted power:

Pchem5ṁCH4
LHV (6)

The experimentally measured actual heat extraction efficiencies
are in the range from 70% to 80%~Fig. 18!. The efficiencies show
only a small increase with the equivalence ratio and small sensi-
tivity to the variation of the gas flow velocity from 0.2 to 0.3 cm/s.
At the same time the chemical and extracted power are varied in
the range from 100 to 4000 W~Fig. 18! showing high heat ex-
traction stability to the power load variation. A high turn-down
ratio is an intrinsic feature of RFB due to the internal self-
adjustment of the reaction zone and temperature profile to the
combustion load. As a result, high operating efficiencies are sus-
tained over a wide range of equivalence ratios and gas flow
velocities.

In Fig. 19, the measured actual efficiency is compared with
numerical predictions for a range of equivalence ratios from 0.15
to 0.7. While the experimental efficiency increases from;70% to
;80%, the numerical predictions show a much stronger variation.
The partial explanation is that the numerical predictions are per-

formed for a constant radial heat loss coefficient,b, while the
actual value ofb is changed depending on experimental param-
eters, e.g., the maximum temperature attained at the specific
equivalence ratio. Alternatively, the power lost through the walls
and coefficientb can be determined at each experiment. The use
of variableb5b(T) allows us to correct the numerical prediction
resulting in a much better agreement between experimental and
numerical efficiencies~Fig. 19!.

Besides, it should be noted that the actual heat extraction effi-
ciency recorded experimentally is strongly affected by the pres-
ence of the strong radial heat losses. This effect is especially
strong for the small experimental setup with high area-to-volume
ratio. The ideal heat extraction efficiency defined as a theoretical
limit of actual efficiency in the absence of radial heat losses can
be estimated from the experimental data using the following
expression:

h id5
Pchem2Pconv

Pchem
, (7)

where Pconv represents the convective heat losses determined
product flow rate and exhaust gas temperature as

Pconv5ṁP„hP~Texhaust!2hP~Troom!… (8)

The ideal heat extraction efficiencies for the RBF operating in the
ultralean range with an input gas velocity of 0.3 m/s and the outlet
water temperature of 325 K were evaluated from our data. These

Fig. 15 Experimental NO emissions as a function of equiva-
lence ratio

Fig. 16 Experimental CO emissions as a function of equiva-
lence ratio

Fig. 17 Experimental power output as a function of time

Fig. 18 Experimental efficiency of the heat extraction as a
function of equivalence ratio
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measured efficiencies exceed 90% for all experimental conditions
at equivalence ratios well below the conventional flammability
limits. The high ideal efficiency values show that most of the
combustion energy release can be effectively transferred through
the packed bed to the heat extraction system.

Another way of evaluating the energy transfer inside the RFB is
to measure the heat recuperation efficiency that can be defined
through the following expression:

h rec5
Twater2Texhaust

Twater2Troom
(9)

This efficiency shows how close the temperature of the exhaust
gas is to the temperature of the environment. The recuperation
efficiency of 100% corresponds to the exhaust gas temperature
equal to the room temperature. The measured recuperation effi-
ciencies are in the range from 70% to 90%. In contrast with ideal
and actual efficiencies, the recuperation efficiency drops with the
increase of equivalence ratio and gas flow velocity due to the
higher exhaust temperatures.

Conclusions
A new concept of porous reciprocal flow burner for heat gen-

eration was developed and tested. The main results are summa-
rized below:

1. Stable combustion in RFB can be obtained in the range 0.10
,F,1.

2. The heat exchanger employment is advantageous in the
RFB, not only because of the efficient energy extraction and
low emissions but also due to the high degree of stability
and the extended operational range of the burner.

3. The RFB is characterized by very low NO and CO emis-
sions. The NO molar fraction in the products grows from
less than 1 ppm atF50.15 to 15 ppm atF51. The CO
molar fraction in the products spans from 4 to 10 ppm for
0.2,F,0.7.

4. A single step model was developed and compared with ex-
periments. The simulated numerical temperature profiles ac-
curately predict the experimental data.

5. The equivalence ratio and the gas flow velocity exhibits the
strongest influence on the temperature profiles of all the pro-
cess parameters experimentally examined.

6. The efficiency increases from 70% to 80%, as the equiva-
lence ratio increases in the range 0.10,F,1.0.
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Nomenclature

Af 5 Arrhenius pre-exponential factor
c 5 porous media specific heat

Dax 5 axial dispersion coefficient
Dg 5 gas diffusion coefficient
Ea 5 activation energy

Hchem 5 heat of chemical reaction
hp 5 specific enthalpy of the products~kJ/mol!
hn 5 volumetric heat transfer coefficient
k 5 thermal conductivity

ks* 5 effective thermal conductivity of solid matrix
LHV 5 Low Heating Value

ṁ 5 mass flow rate
P 5 power
R 5 universal gas constant
T 5 temperature
n 5 velocity
x 5 axial coordinate

yp 5 product mass fraction
W 5 volumetric products production rate

Greek Symbols

b 5 heat loss coefficient
e 5 porosity

F 5 equivalence ratio
r 5 density
t 5 flow reversal time

Subscripts

conv 5 convective
exhaust5 exhaust

extr 5 extracted
g 5 gas
r 5 radiative

room 5 room
s 5 solid

water 5 water
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Wall Heat Flux Partitioning
During Subcooled Flow Boiling:
Part 1—Model Development
In this work a mechanistic model has been developed for the wall heat flux partitioning
during subcooled flow boiling. The premise of the proposed model is that the entire energy
from the wall is first transferred to the superheated liquid layer adjacent to the wall. A
fraction of this energy is then utilized for vapor generation, while the rest of the energy is
utilized for sensible heating of the bulk liquid. The contribution of each of the mechanisms
for transfer of heat to the liquid—forced convection and transient conduction, as well as
the energy transport associated with vapor generation has been quantified in terms of
nucleation site densities, bubble departure and lift-off diameters, bubble release fre-
quency, flow parameters like velocity, inlet subcooling, wall superheat, and fluid and
surface properties including system pressure. To support the model development, sub-
cooled flow boiling experiments were conducted at pressures of 1.03–3.2 bar for a wide
range of mass fluxes~124–926kg/m2 s!, heat fluxes~2.5–90W/cm2! and for contact
angles varying from 30° to 90°. The model developed shows that the transient conduction
component can become the dominant mode of heat transfer at very high superheats and,
hence, velocity does not have much effect at high superheats. This is particularly true
when boiling approaches fully developed nucleate boiling. Also, the model developed
allows prediction of the wall superheat as a function of the applied heat flux or axial
distance along the flow direction.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1842784#

Keywords: Mechanistic Model, Heat Flux, Subcooled Flow Boiling

Introduction
Prediction of location of onset of significant voids~OSV! and

void fraction along the flow direction during subcooled flow boil-
ing is very important for nuclear reactors. As the void fraction
increases, the reactivity in the reactor core decreases and vice
versa. Thermal hydraulic codes~like RELAP-5! available for the
nuclear industry compute the void fraction value from the inter-
action of three constitutive models. These models are for:~i! the
source term for voids, which comes from the model for wall
nucleation or wall heat flux partitioning~which gives the fraction
of wall heat flux that goes to vapor generation!, ~ii! the sink term,
given by the interfacial heat and mass transfer from the conden-
sation of the vapor~bubbles lifting off! in the subcooled fluid, and
~iii! interfacial friction.

A number of wall heat flux prediction models have been pro-
posed in the past. These previous studies can be broadly classified
into two categories:~i! those that partition the given wall heat flux
into the various heat flux components and~ii! those that predict
the overall heat flux. Correct partitioning of the wall heat flux is
important for accurate prediction of void fraction in subcooled
flow boiling process.

In the subcooled flow boiling process, before inception occurs,
the heat from the wall is transferred to the liquid by single-phase
forced convection. After the onset of nucleate boiling~ONB!, dif-
ferent heat transfer mechanisms come into play. Some of the past
studies for the wall heat flux partitioning downstream of ONB, as
well as two-phase heat transfer models, are discussed in the fol-
lowing.

The wall heat flux models differ from one another on the vari-
ous wall heat transfer mechanisms considered and in the way the
total heat flux is partitioned~i.e., what fraction of the total heat is

transferred by the various mechanisms!. Griffith et al.@1# assumed
that once nucleation begins all of the wall energy is utilized for
vapor generation. Bowring@2# was the first to identify different
heat transfer mechanisms. He proposed thatqw has three
components—single-phase heat transfer (qsp), evaporation (qev),
and the sensible heating of the liquid that occupies the volume
vacated by a departing bubble (qpump). Thus, the wall heat flux
could be expressed as

qw5qsp1qev1qpump5qsp1~11«!qev

5hsp~Tsat2Tl !1~11«!qev, (1)

where «5 qpump/qev and is found empirically. The evaporation
heat flux (qev) was given by the expression

qev5rvhfgVbf Na , (2)

where f is the frequency of the bubbles andNa is the active
nucleation site density. The single-phase component can be calcu-
lated from standard correlations. The ratio« was then correlated
by the following expression:

«5

113.2
r lcpl

DTsub

rvhfg

1<p<9.5

2.3 9.5<p<50

2.6 p>50

(3)

wherep is pressure in bars. From Eq.~1! knowing qev and qsp,
qpumpcan be calculated. Bowring used experimental data available
in the literature for vertical upflow in rectangular channels with
pressures varying from 11 to 136 bar, heat fluxes varying from 30
to 160 W/cm2, and velocities varying from 0.8 to 2.0 m/s, and for
all ranges of subcooling. Rouhani and Axelsson@3# extended
Bowring’s model. In their studyqsp was expressed in terms of
wall voidage, meaning that this mechanism only works until the
surface is fully covered with vapor bubbles. Also, unlike Bowring
they expressedqpump independently, proposing that the liquid re-
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placing the departing vapor bubble would be heated through a
temperature gradient equal to the mean liquid subcooling. Dix@4#
also used Bowring’s model in his study. Dix used R-114 as the
working fluid for his experiments while the pressures varied from
3.5 to 8 bar and mass fluxes was varied from 50 to 820 kg/m2 s.

Several other studies have used Bowring’s model. However,
most of them have ignored the contribution of heat transfer due to
liquid circulation caused by bubbles disrupting the boundary
layer, and have only consideredqsp andqev as the two components
of the wall heat flux. The models of Larsen and Tong@5#, Ahmad
@6#, Hancox and Nicoll@7#, Maroti @8#, Lahey@9#, Chatoorgoon
et al. @10#, and Zeitoun@11# fall into this category. Most of these
models do not calculateqev directly but do so indirectly by know-
ing the suppliedqw and calculatingqsp. For example, Maroti@8#
calculatedqev by assuming the fraction of wall heat flux utilized
for vapor generation to be proportional to the superheated part of
the liquid thermal layer and applied his model for water, for pres-
sures ranging from 27 to 138 bar. Assuming a linear temperature
profile in the liquid, he derived an expression for the evaporation
heat flux as

qev5qwS DTw

DTw1DTsub
D 2

(4)

The wall heat flux was assumed to be given by

qw5hboilDTw (5)

wherehboil5KDTN, with K522p0.58 andN53.33. In Eq.~5!, the
pressure (p) is in atmospheres.

Lahey@9# expressed the boiling heat flux (qb) as the sum of the
evaporation and pumping heat fluxes (qpump) which occur due to
heating of the liquid filling up the area evacuated by the bubbles
lifting off from the heater surface. The total wall heat flux can
then be expressed as

qw5qsp1qev1qpump5qsp1~11«!qev5qsp1qb (6)

In the earlier equation the boiling heat flux (qb)5qev1qpump and
«5 qpump/qev5 r l(hel ,sat2hel)/rvhfg , where he denotes en-
thalpy of the liquid and the subscriptsl and sat denote the liquid
and saturation, respectively.

In the earlier model it was assumed that the OSV location co-
incides with the point where fully developed nucleate boiling be-
gins. Based on this assumption, upstream of OSV,qw5qsp and
downstream of OSV,qw5qsp1qb . The boiling heat flux was ex-
pressed as

qb5

0.0 hel<hel ,OSV

qw~z!2qsp5qw~z!H 12F hel ,sat2hel~z!

hel ,sat2hel ,OSV~z!G J hel.hel ,OSV
(7)

wherehel ,OSV is the enthalpy of the liquid at OSV whilehel(z)
denotes the enthalpy of the liquid at any axial location.

Chatoorgoon et al.@10# developed a model forqev using the
evaporation heat flux at the OSV location as the datum. Their
relationship was expressed as

qev5qwjS hel2hel ,OSV

hel2hel ,sat
D1qev,OSV (8)

where j is a function chosen such that it is zero at OSV and
qev,OSV is determined from the assumption that at the OSV loca-
tion the slope of the void fraction profile is approximately zero
~i.e., the condensation rate from the bubbles in the bulk liquid
balances the evaporation rate!. Based on this assumption,qev,OSV
was expressed as

qev,OSV5hca
2/3 (9)

wherehc is the condensation heat transfer coefficient~calculated
using Akiyama’s@12# correlation and assuming a constant bubble
size of 2.5 mm!and a is the void fraction at OSV~calculated
using the correlation of Rogers et al.@13#!. The correlation was
applied to flow boiling of water for pressures ranging from 1.52 to
2.1 bar and velocities ranging from 0.3 to 0.4 m/s.

Kandlikar @14# assumed that, for saturated flow boiling, the
two-phase heat transfer coefficient is made up of two components,
single-phase convection and nucleate boiling and empirically can
be expressed as

htp

hsp
5C1CoC2~25Frl !

C51C3~BoC4Ffl!, (10)

where Co is the convection number indicating whether nucleate
boiling or convection is dominant,C1–C5 are empirical con-
stants, Frl is the Froude number, andFfl is a fluid-surface param-
eter. The correlation was developed using experimental data avail-
able in the literature for saturated boiling in horizontal and vertical
tubes, for both water and refrigerants.

Liu and Winterton @15# proposed that the presence of the
bubbles enhances single-phase heat transfer while suppressing the
pool nucleate boiling heat transfer mechanism. They expressed the
saturated flow boiling heat transfer coefficient (hTP) as,

hTP
2 5~Fhsp!

21~Shpool!
2. (11)

The heat transfer coefficients for single-phase (hsp) was calcu-
lated using the Dittus–Boelter correlation, while the pool boiling
heat transfer coefficient (hpool) was determined using Cooper’s
@16# pool boiling correlation as

hpool555S p

pcrit
D 0.12

qw
2/3F2 logS p

pcrit
D G20.55

M 20.5 (12)

wherePcrit is critical pressure andM is molecular weight.F and
S are the enhancement and suppression factors, respectively, and
are given as

F5F11xPrl S r l

rv
21D G0.35

(13)

S5@110.055F0.1Rel
0.16#21 (14)

wherex is the quality, Prl is the liquid Prandtl number and Rel is
the liquid Reynolds number.

For subcooled flow boiling, Liu and Winterton proposed the
following expression for theqw :

qw5A@~FhspDTsub!
21~ShpoolDTw!2#, (15)

whereF51.0 with all other parameters calculated as before for
saturated boiling. These correlations were developed based on ex-
perimental data covering a range of mass fluxes varying from of
12.4 to 8180 kg/m2 s, pressures varying from 0.5 to 200 bar and
liquid subcoolings varying from 0 to 173.0°C.
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Wadekar@17# assumed that the single-phase convective compo-
nent was suppressed during subcooled flow boiling. Noting the
trends of the asymptotic addition of nucleate boiling and convec-
tive heat transfer, he obtained

qw5~12Anb!qsp1qnb , (16)

where Anb is the time-averaged fraction of the total area over
which nucleate boiling occurs. From the available data, the func-
tional form of Anb was determined to be

Anb512expF 2S K~DTw!2.5S p

pcrit
D

Re2p

D G , (17)

where Re2p is the two-phase Reynolds number (5ReF1.25), and
K is a dimensional constant obtained from experimental data and
is equal to 177C, whereC is the lead constant in Cooper’s corre-
lation given in Eq.~12!.

Lellouche et al.@18# introduced a purely empirical wall heat
flux model applicable to the entire range, i.e., single-phase forced
convection to post dry-out. Their general correlation is of the form

qw5qwg1qwle
2lBDz1qNe2lBDz1qwd1qwl,P~12e2l tpDz!

(18)

whereqwl is the heat flux to the liquid,qwg is the heat flux to the
vapor,qN is the nucleation heat flux,qwd is the heat flux to the
liquid near the wall~post-CHF!,qwlpis the heat flux to the dis-
persed liquid~post-CHF!,Dz5z2z0 , wherez0 is the CHF loca-
tion, andlB andl tp are functions that describe the restructuring of
the fluid field from continuous liquid to continuous vapor. In the
nucleate boiling regime, the wall heat flux was partitioned accord-
ing to the following expression:

qw5qconv1qN (19)

where the convection heat flux can be broken down into two sepa-
rate terms, one going to the liquid and the other to the vapor, and
was expressed as

qconv5qwl1qwg5hspf l~Tw2Tl !1hspf g~Tw2Tg! (20)

where f l1 f g51. The single-phase heat transfer coefficient was
evaluated from the Dittus–Boelter correlation, while the factorsf l
and f g were determined from available experimental data.

From the earlier literature review of the available models for
prediction of wall heat flux in flow boiling, it is evident that in
most cases all the mechanisms for heat transfer have not been
taken into account. In almost all of them, one or more of the heat
flux components were obtained as ratios of other components. The
dependencies were obtained by curve fitting the experimental
data. Hence, the models have become too data specific and fur-
thermore the empiricism built into them does not always represent
the physics of the process. The comparison of these models with
the experimental data show discrepancies at low pressures, as
most of these correlations were developed for high pressure, high
velocity conditions. A number of these models were developed as
a part of the modeling for void fraction and though the overall
model validation for void fraction prediction has been justified in
most studies, an independent validation of the wall heat flux par-
titioning has never been carried out.

From the literature review it is evident that a model is yet to be
developed in which each and every component of the wall heat
flux is identified and then computed independently. The modeling
should be such that the empirical relations used represent the sub-
processes involved in the subcooled flow boiling phenomenon. A
bottom-up approach is taken here, rather than the top-down ap-
proach that has been employed in the past. Validation of the model
is carried out with low pressure data obtained in this study and
that available in the literature.

Proposed Model
The first step in modeling wall heat flux is to identify the ONB

and OSV locations. Thereafter, each of the mechanisms by which
energy is transferred from or near the wall has to be identified and
quantified. The fundamental idea behind the model proposed in
this work is that energy from the wall is first transferred to the
liquid layer adjacent to the heated wall and thereafter from this
superheated liquid layer, energy is transferred to the vapor bubble
by evaporation while the remainder goes to the bulk liquid.

Upstream of ONB, heat is transferred from the wall to the bulk
liquid by single-phase forced convection. Standard heat transfer
correlations, depending on flow geometry and fluid properties, can
be used for this purpose.

Region Between ONB and OSV. In the region, which is up-
stream of OSV and downstream of ONB, the bubbles remain at-
tached to the heated surface as shown in Fig. 1. Energy transfer by
single-phase forced convection (Qfc) from the wall occurs in re-
gions not occupied by bubbles as shown in Fig. 1, and results in
the sensible heating of the liquid. A portion of this energy is uti-
lized for evaporation from the superheated liquid layer adjacent to
the wall. Condensation heat transfer (Qc) occurs from the top of
the attached bubbles, which is exposed to the subcooled liquid.
Since the bubbles do not grow in size with time and remain at-
tached to the heated wall, the energy lost by the bubbles due to
condensation to the subcooled liquid, is equal to the energy input
to the bubbles by evaporation from the superheated liquid layer.
As such, the bubbles attached to the surface provide an alternate
route for heat transfer from the wall to the liquid. However, the
presence of bubbles on the surface enhances forced convection
heat transfer coefficient by increasing the roughness of the sur-
face. In this region, the entire wall heat energy is assumed to be
transferred by enhanced forced convection to the liquid and,
hence, the wall heat flux can be expressed as

qw5
Qw

Ah
5

Qfc

Ah
5

Ql

Ah
(21)

Fig. 1 Mechanisms of heat transfer at and near the wall
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Qfc

Ah
5hfc~Tw2Tl ! (22)

whereql is the energy transferred to the bulk subcooled liquid,Ah
is the heater surface area andhfc is the enhanced forced convec-
tion heat transfer coefficient. Enhancement in single-phase heat
transfer occurs because of the presence of protrusions on the
heater surface and oscillations in the bubble interface. Also, in
regions 1–2 shown in Fig. 1, the rate at which heat is added to the
liquid leads to the enthalpy rise of the liquid, i.e.:

ql[
Ql

Ah(122)
5ṁcpl~Tl ,22Tl ,1! (23)

where ṁ is the total mass flow rate,Tl ,1 and Tl ,2 are the mean
liquid temperatures at locations 1 and 2, respectively,cpl is the
liquid specific heat, andAh(1-2) is the heater surface area between
locations 1 and 2.

Region Downstream of OSV. Further downstream, with de-
crease in liquid subcooling, the bubbles grow in size and lift off
from the surface. Typically the bubbles slide before they lift-off.
The diameter at which a bubble departs from its site of origin and
begins to slide a measurable distance along the heater surface is
called the departure diameter (Dd), while the diameter at which
the bubble lifts off from the heater surface is called the lift off
diameter (Dl). Various heat transfer mechanisms that come into
play in the region of detached bubbles are also shown in Fig. 1.
Each of the mechanisms occurs on different areas and over differ-
ent time periods. This has to be taken into account in the model-
ing.

When a bubble slides, or lifts off, the boundary layer gets dis-
rupted and cold liquid comes in contact with the heated wall,
which results in transient conduction (Qtc) occurring on these
areas. The conduction process is modeled as a simple one-
dimensional transient heat conduction into a semi-infinite me-
dium, with the liquid at a temperatureTl and the heater surface at
a temperatureTw . Based on the error function solution of the
transient temperature profile, the transient conduction heat flux at
the wall can be expressed as

qw5
kl~Tw2Tl !

Apa l t
(24)

From Eq.~24!, the transient conduction heat flux decreases as the
inverse square root of time whereas the steady-state forced con-
vection component is independent of time, as shown in Fig. 2. The
time period,t* , over which transient conduction is dominant over
convection can be found by equating the two heat transfer rates
@Eqs.~22! and ~24!# and is expressed as

t* 5S kl

hfc
D 2 1

pa l
(25)

wherea l is the liquid thermal diffusivity. Thus, fort,t* , tran-
sient conduction will dominate and fort.t* , forced convection

will dominate. In other words,qfc is the lowest heat flux that the
heater surface will experience; when transient conduction occurs,
the local heat flux will be higher.

As mentioned earlier, the fundamental idea of the proposed
model is that all the energy from the wall is transferred to the
superheated liquid layer immediately adjacent to the wall by tran-
sient conduction and convection, and then a portion of this energy
goes to the bubbles by means of vaporization at the vapor-liquid
interface. In the post OSV region, bubbles lift-off from the heater
surface and carry with them the evaporation energy (Qev). Con-
densation occurs at the vapor-liquid interface of the bubbles at-
tached to the heater surface. Thus the total energy input to the
bubble from the superheated liquid layer is equal to (Qev1Qe),
while the rest of the heat from the superheated layer goes towards
heating of the bulk liquid (Qbulk). Condensation is again just an
alternate path for heat transfer to the liquid. So the total energy
loss from the wall equals to (Qtc1Qfc), which in turn equals
(Qev1Ql), with Ql5Qbulk1Qc . The wall heat flux in the post
OSV region, can thus be expressed as

qw5
Qw

Ah
5

Qfc

Ah
1

Qtc

Ah
5

Qbulk

Ah
1

Qc

Ah
1

Qev

Ah
5

Ql

Ah
1

Qev

Ah
(26)

As can be seen from Eq.~26! since condensation need not be an
independent component of the wall heat flux, this information is
not necessary for modeling the wall heat flux. Also note thatQl is
the heat gained by the liquid from the wall, but there will be an
additional heat gain due to condensation of vapor bubbles lifting
from the wall and moving into the bulk liquid. A model for the
interfacial heat transfer in the bulk liquid, during subcooled flow
boiling, has been developed by Warrier et al.@19#.

Further downstream, with the increase in the number density of
bubbles on the heater surface, bubbles begin to merge without
sliding, while growing at their sites of origin. We call this fully
developed nucleate boiling. The heat transfer mechanisms dis-
cussed above along with Eq.~26! are still valid, but the time
periods and area considerations for each component are different.
In the post OSV region, modeling has to take into account the
cases where the bubbles slide and the cases where the bubbles do
not slide. A detailed discussion of this is given in the following
paragraphs. In this model, it is assumed that the nucleation sites
are distributed in a square grid and that the bubbles slide only in
the direction of the flow. As such, the spacing between nucleation
sites (s) is equal to 1/ANa, whereNa is the active nucleation site
density. In pool boiling, Wang and Dhir@20# found that the aver-
age spacing between sites is given by 0.84/ANa.

Sliding Bubble Case. Sliding typically occurs whenDd and
Dl are less than the spacing,s. Let l 0 represent the distance that a
bubble slides while growing fromDd to Dl , when no other sites
are present or the sites are widely spaced. Ifs. l 0 , a bubble while
sliding will not encounter bubbles nucleating at other sites. On the
other hand, fors, l 0 , a sliding bubble will encounter bubbles
from other sites along its sliding path and merge with them.
Hence, a smaller number of bubbles will lift off per unit area of
the heater surface into the bulk liquid than the actual number of
active nucleation sites. Also, a bubble, while sliding and encoun-
tering other sites, gains vapor volume from these sites. Thus such
a sliding bubble grows faster and, hence, will gain the lift-off
diameter earlier. In such situations, the actual sliding distance (l )
will be shorter thanl 0 .

Bubble sliding cases are shown in Fig. 3~a! for a no merger
case and Fig. 3~b!for a case where the bubbles merge. The bubble
departs from its site of origin~primary site!and slides for a dis-
tancel and merges with the other@two shown in Fig. 3~b!#sites
~the secondary sites!encountered along its sliding path, and grows
while sliding until it attains the lift-off diameter,Dl . The ratio of
the actual number of bubbles lifting off per unit area of the heater
surface to the number of active nucleation sites per unit area is
called the reduction factor (Rf) and is given by

Fig. 2 Transient conduction time
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Rf5
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l /s
5

1

lANa

(27)

For s. l 0 , the actual sliding lengthl 5 l 0 andRf51.
As shown in Fig. 3, the waiting time (tw) is the time period

between bubble departure and the next bubble inception at a given
site. Also, the growth time (tg) is the time required for bubble
growth from inception to the maximum size (Dd) at its site of
origin.Though the bubble continues to grow while sliding, it is to
be noted that the time of growth at the site of origin along with the
waiting time represents the periodicity, as can be seen from Fig. 3,
and this time period (tw1tg) will be used for averaging all the
heat transfer components. The frequency of bubble release (f ) is
then given by 1/(tw1tg). Since in steady state a continuous train
of bubbles are sliding and lifting off,f represents both the bubble
departure rate as well as the bubble lift-off rate from the heater
surface.

For finding l , it is assumed that when a sliding bubble encoun-
ters a secondary site along its sliding path, it gains the volume
corresponding toDd , or in other words the time lag in sliding a
distance,s, equal to the spacing between adjacent sites, is equal to
the growth timetg for a bubble at its site of origin. Hence, bubbles
at a secondary site will grow toDd before being hit by a bubble
sliding from an upstream site. IfDsl is the size a bubble grows to
while sliding a distances, then the total size of a bubble after
gaining volume due to interaction with a bubble at a secondary
site is given by

D total
3 5Dsl

31Dd
3 (28)

If the value ofD total>Dl , the bubble will lift-off, otherwise the
bubble will slide further and merge with bubbles at additional
secondary sites till it reaches the sizeDl . The actual sliding dis-
tance (l ) can be determined if one keeps track of the bubble
growth rate during sliding and the sudden increase in bubble vol-
ume following every encounter with secondary bubbles. For ex-
ample, consider a bubble that departs from its site of origin and
merges withNmerg number of bubbles spaced a distances apart.
The distance that the bubble has traveled so far is then given by
Nmergs. Now if the current size (DN) of the bubble is less thanDl
and if the size of the bubble after one more merger will be greater
than Dl , then the bubble only needs to travel a fraction of the

spacing (s) before it attains the lift off sizeDl . In this case the
total distance traveled by the bubble can be calculated~provided
the bubble growth rate during sliding is known! as

l 5Nmergs1 l DN2Dl
(29)

Transient conduction occurs in regions swept by sliding
bubbles, and the time period for which it will occur is governed
by the magnitude oft* . The transient conduction component is
given by

Qtc

Ah
5

1

tw1tg
E

0

t kl

Apa l t
~DTw1DTsub!~Asl!RfNadt (30)

where t5t* when t* ,(tw1tg) and t5(tw1tg) when t* >(tw
1tg). Sliding area (Asl) is the area swept by the sliding bubble
and is given asAsl5CDl, whereC represents the ratio of bubble
base diameter to that of the bubble diameter,D, which represents
an average diameter of a sliding bubble, and the productRfNa
represents the number of bubbles sliding per unit area. During
sliding, since the bubble grows fromDd to Dl , the average
bubble diameter is given by

D5Dd10.5~Dl2Dd! (31)

In the present study, the ratioDl /Dd was found to be approxi-
mately two. Dividing Eq.~31! by Dd , substitutingDl /Dd52 and
rearranging yields

D51.5Dd50.75Dl (32)

Hence, in this study, the average bubble diameter during sliding
was assumed to be 0.75Dl .

Forced convection will prevail for all times in the areas of the
heater surface, which are not influenced by sliding bubbles. The
fraction of the heater area devoid of bubble sliding is given by
(12AslRfNa). The heater area influenced by sliding will have
transient conduction followed by forced convection, ift* ,(tw
1tg). As such, the forced convection component can be ex-
pressed as

Qfc

Ah
5hfc~DTw1DTsub!@12AslRfNa#1hfc~DTw

1DTsub!AslRfNaS 12
t*

tw1tg
D (33)

The evaporative component of the wall heat transfer is given by
the energy carried away by the bubbles lifting off from the heater
surface and is the energy of vaporization required to produce a
bubble of sizeDl . Evaporative heat flux is the product of this
energy, bubble release rate (f ) and the number of bubbles re-
leased per unit area of the heater surface (RfNa) and is expressed
as

Qev

Ah
5rvhfg

p

6
Dl

3RfNaf . (34)

Energy going to the liquid from the wall is given by the total wall
heat flux minus the evaporative component.

Bubble Merger Without Sliding. Typically at high super-
heats, with the increase inNa ~i.e., decrease ins) and increase in
Dd and Dl , bubbles tend to merge with each other in all direc-
tions, while growing at their site of origin. This is shown in Fig. 4.
Here the maximum size the bubble grows to is the average spac-
ing distance,s, between sites and thereafter they merge together
to form a bubble of sizeDl , which then lifts off from the heater
surface. In this case, the growth time (tg) corresponds to the time
required for a bubble to grow to sizes. The number of bubbles
merging together to give one lift off diameter bubble is obtained
from volume considerations. The reduction factor can, hence be
expressed as

Fig. 3 Bubble sliding cases „a… sliding without merger „b… slid-
ing with merger
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Rf5
s3

D
l

3 (35)

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the entire heater surface undergoes
transient conduction after the bubbles merge and lift-off. There
can be several possibilities as to the area and time period for
which transient conduction and forced convection occur on the
heater surface depending on the relative values oftw , tg , andt* .
These possibilities are discussed later.

~i! t* <tw . When t* <tw , transient conduction will occur on
the entire heater surface for timet* and is given by

Qtc

Ah
5

1

tw1tg
E

0

t* kl

Apa l t
~DTw1DTsub!dt (36)

Following transient conduction, forced convection will take place
on the entire heater surface area tilltw and thereafter in regions
not occupied by bubbles duringtg . This can be expressed as

Qfc

Ah
5hfc~DTw1DTsub!

tw2t*

~ tg1tw!
1hfc~DTw1DTsub!@1

2AbNa#
tg

~ tg1tw!
(37)

where Ab is the base area of the bubble and can be written as
Ab5p(Cs)2/4.

~ii! t* .tw . Whent* .tw , transient conduction will occur over
the entire heater surface for timetw and will continue during the
growth period in regions not occupied by bubbles on the heater
surface tillt* or (tw1tg), whichever is smaller. Transient conduc-
tion in this case can be expressed as

Qtc

Ah
5

1

tw1tgF E
0

tw kl

Apa l t
~DTw1DTsub!dt

1E
tw

t kl

Apa l t
~DTw1DTsub!@12AbNa#dt

G
(38)

where t5tw1tg , if t* .tw1tg , else t5t* . Forced convection
will occur after transient conduction only ift* ,tw1tg . For the
case whent* .(tw1tg), forced convection will be zero~i.e., tran-
sient conduction will prevail at all times!. The forced convection
component can be expressed as

Qfc

Ah
5

hfc~DTw1DTsub!@12AbNa#
tw1tg2t*

~ tw1tg!
tw,t* ,~ tw1tg!

0 t* >~ tw1tg!
(39)

Also, in this case the evaporative component (qev) is given by Eq.
~34!, with theRf term obtained from Eq.~35!. Thus the evapora-
tive component is given by

Qev

Ah
5rvhfg

p

6
Dl

3RfNaf 5rvhfg

p

6
s3Naf (40)

The total wall heat flux can then be partitioned into that going into
the liquid and vapor phases using Eq.~26!.

Parameters Required for Modeling
From the previous discussion it is clear that for modeling wall

heat flux, one needs to know the location of ONB and OSV and
for finding each of the wall heat flux components information
regardingNa , Dd , Dl , tw , tg , andhfc are required apart from the
flow parameters2v, DTw , DTsub, and the fluid and solid prop-
erties. Additionally, literature review~see Warrier and Dhir@21#!
indicated scarcity of flow boiling data at low pressure and lack of
information and models for each of the earlier mentioned param-
eters. Hence the necessity of low-pressure flow boiling experi-
ments was identified.

Experiments
To support the model development, subcooled flow boiling ex-

periments were conducted at pressures varying from 1.03 to 3.2
bar for a wide range of mass fluxes (124– 926 kg/m2 s), heat
fluxes (2.5– 113 W/cm2), and for contact angles varying from 30°
to 90°. These experiments were conducted using a vertical Cop-
per plate~30.5 cm long and 3.175 cm wide! and a Zircalloy-4
nine-rod bundle arranged in a 333 square grid~91.44 cm long,
1.11 cm outer diameter with a pitch to diameter ratio of 1.288!.
Details of the experimental set up and procedure can be found in
Basu@22# and Basu et al.@23#.

CorrelationsÕModels for Required Parameters
From the experiments conducted as part of this study and the

data available in the open literature, correlations/models were de-
veloped for the various parameters identified above. Since the
details of the correlations are reported elsewhere~see Basu@22#!
only a brief discussion is given in the following section.

Onset of Nucleate Boiling. In determining the wall superheat
at the onset of nucleate boiling, it is proposed that the probability
of finding an unflooded cavity of the size corresponding to the
minimum wall superheat calculated from Hsu’s@24# criterion di-
minishes as the wettability of the surface increases. However,
since the size of the available cavity is proportional to that ob-
tained from the minimum superheat criterion, the available cavity
size can be expressed as

Dc5Dc
0F (41)

where the reduction factorF @which depends on the static contact
angle~f!# is given as,

F512expF2S pf

180D
3

20.5S pf

180D G (42)

while Dc
0 is obtained by invoking the minimum superheat criterion

Dc
05F8sTsatkl

rvhfgqw
G1/2

(43)

The reduction factorF was obtained empirically by correlating
the data available in the literature~see Basu et al.@23#!.

Fig. 4 Sliding without merger
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Under the assumption that the nucleating cavity is much
smaller than the thermal boundary layer thickness (d t), the wall
temperature at inception corresponding toDc is obtained by using
the following set of equations:

pv2pl5
4s

Dc
(44)

DTw,ONB5Tsat~pv!2Tsat~pl ! (45)

When the calculated wall superheat is not too high,DTw,ONB in
terms ofDc can be approximated as

DTw,ONB>Tw,ONB2Tsat5
4sTsat

Dcrvhfg
(46)

Otherwise the complete equation of state must be used.
Prior to ONB, single-phase flow prevails on the heater surface,

an expression for wall heat flux in terms of the single-phase heat
transfer coefficient~which may or may not depend on the axial
location!can be written as

qw,ONB5hfc~z!DTw,ONB1hfc~z!~Tsat2Tl~z!! (47)

The ONB correlation is strictly valid for static contact angles
varying from 1° to 85°. The comparison of the predicted and
experimentalDTw,ONB and qw,ONB values can be found in Basu
et al. @23#.

Onset of Significant Voids. Though in the past, different
definitions of OSV have been used~see Bowring@2#; Zeitoun
@11#; Unal @25#!, in this study, the onset of significant void is
defined as the axial location where the bubbles begin to lift off
from the heater surface. Based on the experimental data obtained
in the present study, the local liquid subooling at which OSV is
observed could be correlated by the expression

DTsub,OSV5COSV

qw

hsp
(48)

where the factorCOSV is a function of the ratio of the bubble
departure diameter to the thermal boundary layer thickness (d t
5kl /hsp). It must be noted that thehsp value used is the value
without any enhancement due to the presence of the bubble. The
factorCOSV represents the fact that for a thicker boundary layer, a
bubble could sustain a higher liquid subcooling while growing
and detaching itself from the surface and vice versa, and is given
by the following empirical relation:

COSV50.7 expS 20.065
Dd

d t
D (49)

Figure 5 shows a comparison of theDTsub,OSV values predicted
using Eq.~48! with those obtained experimentally. It can be seen
that the predicted values compare quite well with most of the

experimental values~within 630%). In the literature, the location
of OSV is not typically given, and the lack of this information,
leads one to use the fully developed heat transfer coefficient val-
ues when predicting the OSV location. This often results in the
DTsub,OSVvalues being predicted incorrectly.

Nucleation Site Density. The active nucleation site density
(Na) is given by the following correlations:

Na50.34@12cos~fs!#DTw
2.0 DTw,ONB,DTw,15° (50)

Na53.431025@12cos~fs!#DTw
5.3 DTw>15° (51)

The predictedNa values were found to be within630% of the
data and is given in Basu et al.@23#.

Bubble Departure and Lift-Off Diameters. Based on the
data obtained in the current experiments and those available in the
literature, the following observations can be made regardingDd
andDl .

a. Aside from the fluid properties, the variables that influence
Dd andDl areDTw , DTsub, v, andf.

b. Both Dd and Dl increase with increase inDTw ~i.e., Dd ,
Dl;Jasup

0.45) for given DTsub, v, andf.
c. Both Dd and Dl decrease weakly with increase inDTsub

@i.e.,Dd , Dl;exp(20.0065Jasub)# for constantDTw , v, and
f.

d. Both Dd and Dl decrease with increase inv @i.e., Dd

;exp(21.7531024 Rel) and Dd;exp(21.2831024 Rel)#
for given DTw , DTsub, andf, and

e. Both Dd and Dl increase with increase inf @i.e., Dd , Dl

;(sinf)0.4] for given DTw , DTsub, andv.

The resulting correlations forDd andDl are given as follows:

Dd

l c
51.3~sinf!0.4@0.13 exp~21.7531024 Rel !

10.005#Jasup
0.45exp~20.0065Jasub! (52)

Dl

l c
51.3~sinf!0.4@0.20 exp~21.2831024 Rel !

10.005#Jasup
0.45exp~20.0065Jasub! (53)

where l c is the characteristic length scale (l c5As/g(r l2rv)),
Jasup5r lcplDTw /rvhfg , Jasub5r lcplDTsub/rvhfg , Rel5rlvl0 /ml .

Due to the difficulty in obtaining reliable bubble diameter in-
formation because of the presence of multiple bubbles on the heat-
ing surface, the range of the earlier correlations are quite limited.
Hence, the earlier correlations are valid only in the following
range of parameters: 14<Jasup<56, 1<Jasub<138, 0<Rel
<7980, and 30°<f<90°. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the
Dd andDl values predicted using Eqs.~52! and~53! with the data
obtained in the present experiments. From Fig. 6 it can be clearly
seen that there is large scatter in the experimentally obtained
bubble diameters. Also included in Fig. 6 is the single bubble data
obtained by Maity@26#.

Bubble Waiting Time and Bubble Growth Time. Only lim-
ited information regarding the bubble waiting time and growth
time could be obtained from the present experiments due to the
fact that there are too many bubbles present on the heater surface.
Based on the limited data available, the correlation for the bubble
growth time~time taken for a bubble to grow from its initial size
to its departure size! is given as

Dd
2

a lJasuptg
545 exp~20.02Jasub! (54)

where the dimensionless parameter (Dd
2/a lJasuptg) was chosen

based on the analysis that the heat input to the bubble over its
growth time (tg), from the superheated liquid layer contributes to

Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental DTsub,OSV with predicted
values
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evaporation and the growth of the bubble toDd . Figure 7 shows
the variation of the dimensionless parameter (Dd

2/a lJasuptg) as a
function of Jasub. It is seen that an increase inDTsub or a decrease
in DTw reduces the growth rate of the bubbles thereby increasing
the time taken for the bubbles to grow to a given sizeDd . It
should be noted that the effect ofv andf on tg comes in implic-
itly through their effect onDd .

The correlation for the bubble waiting time is given by the
following expression:

tw5139.1~DTw
24.1! (55)

wheretw is in seconds andDTw is in °C. Figure 8 showstw as a
function ofDTw for various values ofDTsub. The data shows that
tw decreases with an increase inDTw . Also, from Fig. 8, it can be
seen that the there is no clear dependence oftw on DTsub. Hence,

tw is assumed to be independent ofDTsub. Once tg and tw are
known, the bubble release frequency (f ) can be calculated using
the following relationship:

f 5
1

tg1tw
(56)

The data were obtained on the flat plate heater and is very
limited in scope as the waiting time is influenced by the solid
properties, method of heating, and the thickness of the heated
surface.

Enhanced Forced Convection Coefficient. The enhanced
forced convection component (hfc) values used in this model are
the experimentally measured values of the single-phase heat trans-
fer coefficient (hsp) with an enhancement factor of 30% to ac-
count for the presence of bubbles. The enhancement factor was
obtained by comparing the fully developed single-phase heat
transfer coefficients with those measured in the presence of
bubbles at the OSV condition~see Basu@22#!.

Sliding Distance. This parameter could not be measured from
our experimental data due to the presence of too many bubbles on
the surface. Information was obtained from Maity’s@26# study of
single bubble in flow boiling. An estimate of the sliding distance
( l 0) for a single bubble is obtained as

l 05E
0

ts
vbdt5E

0

ts
Cvtsl

1/2dt5
2

3
Cvtsl

3/2 (57)

wherevb is the bubble velocity,tsl is the sliding time, andCv is
an acceleration coefficient which can again be correlated in terms
of bulk velocity as

Cv53.2v11 (58)

wherev is the imposed liquid velocity in m/s. Equation~57! re-
flects the increase in bubble velocity with time after it begins to
slide away from a nucleation site. Depending on the lengthl 0 and
s, one can determine whether or not a bubble will interact with
other sites while sliding. The number of mergers that will occur
before lift-off will then govern the sliding distance. For the esti-
mation of the growth of the bubble, while sliding for a distances,
from an initial sizeD in at the beginning of sliding to a final size
Dsl at the end of a sliding distance, again Maity’s data for a bubble
sliding on a vertical surface has been used. The resulting correla-
tion is given as

~Dsl
22D in

2 !

~ tsl!a lJasup
5

1

15~0.01510.0023ReDb

0.5!~0.0410.023Jasub
0.5!

(59)

where ReDb
is the Reynolds number based on the bubble diameter.

Equation~59! computes the growth of the sliding bubble in be-
tween nucleation sites, whereas the additional volume gain of the
bubble due to merger at a site is given by Eq.~28!. As described
earlier these two factors for the growth of the bubble have to be
considered to determinel as given in Eq.~29!. In using Eq.~59!
care must be taken in using the correct value forD in . If the
bubble departs from its site of origin and begins sliding, then
D in5Dd . On the other hand, if the bubble has already merged
with bubbles at secondary sites thenD in5D total @as given by Eq.
~28!#.

Ratio of Bubble Base Diameter to Bubble Diameter. The
ratio of the bubble base diameter to the bubble diameter is given
by the following empirical correlation:

C512exp~22f0.6! (60)

wheref is the static contact angle in degrees. The earlier expres-
sion gives values ofC as 0.75, 0.85, and 0.93 forf values of 30°,
57°, and 90°, respectively. This correlation was developed based
on the experimental data of Maity@26#.

Fig. 6 Variation of Dd and Dl with Re l

Fig. 7 Bubble growth information

Fig. 8 Variation of t w with DTw for various values of DTsub
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Summary
In this work a mechanistic model has been developed for pre-

diction of wall heat flux, as a function of wall superheat, for
subcooled flow boiling. The basic difference of this model from
the existing ones is that in the present model a bottom-up ap-
proach is used and it is proposed that all the wall energy is first
transferred to the superheated liquid layer adjacent to the wall,
from where a fraction of it goes to vaporization. The evaporative
component has been found independently in this model and not as
an empirically determined ratio of other wall heat flux compo-
nents as has been the case in most of the past studies. Also, in the
modeling of the wall heat flux partitioning, the dynamics of the
bubbles on the heater surface, like sliding and merger, have been
considered.

The model shows that the transient conduction component can
become the dominant mode of heat transfer at very high super-
heats and hence velocity does not have much effect at high super-
heats. This is particularly true when boiling approaches fully de-
veloped nucleate boiling. Also note that from this model it is
possible to predict theDTw as a function of an appliedqw for a
given geometry and flow conditions.
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Nomenclature

Ai 5 interfacial area, m2

Ab 5 base area of influence of a bubble, m2

Asl 5 sliding area swept by a sliding bubble, m2

Bo 5 boiling number,q/Ghfg
Cd 5 drag coefficient
C 5 ratio of bubble base diameter to bubble diameter

Co 5 Convection number$@(12x)/x#0.8(rv /r l)
0.5%

D 5 diameter, m
Fr 5 Froude number,v/Agl
G 5 mass flux, kg/m2 s
h 5 heat transfer coefficient, (W/m2 K)

he 5 enthalpy, J/kg
hfg 5 latent heat of vaporization, J/kg
Ja 5 Jakob number,r lCplDT/rvhfg
k 5 thermal conductivity W/mK
l 5 sliding distance, m

l 0 5 sliding distance for a single cavity on the surface, m
Na 5 nucleation site density, 1/m2

Nu 5 Nusselt numberhl/k, wherel is the length scale
p 5 pressure, bar
Q 5 energy, W
q 5 heat flux, W/m2 K
r 5 radius, m

Re 5 Reynolds numberrvD/m
T 5 temperature, °C or K

DT 5 temperature difference, °C or K
v 5 bulk velocity, m/s
x 5 quality
y 5 normal distance from the wall, m
z 5 axial direction~along flow direction!, m

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity m2/s or void fraction
d 5 boundary layer thickness, m
f 5 contact angle~static, if not mentioned otherwise! deg
r 5 density kg/m3

s 5 surface tension, N/m
t 5 shear stress, N/m2

m 5 viscosity, kg/ms
n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s

Subscripts

b 5 bubble
c 5 condensation
d 5 departure diameter, dynamic contact angle when used

with f
ev 5 evaporation
fc 5 forced convection
g 5 gas
in 5 inlet
l 5 liquid, lift-off diameter when used withD

nb 5 nucleate boiling
ONB 5 onset of nucleate boiling
OSV 5 onset of significant void
pool 5 pool boiling

sat 5 saturation
sl 5 sliding
sp 5 single phase

sub 5 subcooled
tc 5 transient conduction
v 5 vapor
w 5 wall
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Wall Heat Flux Partitioning
During Subcooled Flow Boiling:
Part II—Model Validation
A mechanistic model for wall heat flux partitioning during subcooled flow boiling pro-
posed in Part I of this two-part paper, is validated in this part. As the first step of the
validation process, the developed model was applied to experimental data obtained as
part of this study. Comparison of the model predictions with the present data shows good
agreement. In order to further validate/exercise the model, it was then applied to several
data sets available in the literature. Though the data in the literature were for experimen-
tal conditions vastly different from those from which the model was originally developed,
reasonable agreement between the model predictions and the experimental data were
observed. This indicates that the proposed model can be extended to other flow conditions
provided the submodels cover the conditions of the experiments. Future work should be
directed towards improvement of the various submodels involved to extend their range of
applicability, especially the ones related to bubble dynamics. Additionally, it must be kept
in mind that the model as proposed is strictly only applicable to vertical up-flow and may
not be applicable to other orientations.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1842785#

Keywords: Mechanistic Model, Heat Flux, Subcooled Flow Boiling

Introduction
For prediction of void fraction in nuclear reactors, the source

term for voids is wall vapor generation, which in turn can only be
obtained from the wall heat flux partitioning model. In Part I of
this paper@1#, it is shown that the existing wall heat flux models
are mainly applicable for high-pressure applications. These mod-
els have too much empiricism built into them such that their ap-
plication to low pressure situations such as those in passively
cooled nuclear reactors is suspect. Hence, a mechanistic model
taking a bottom-up approach considering each of the heat transfer
mechanisms at the wall has been proposed in Part I. The submod-
els required for the overall model have been discussed in the
companion paper. This paper deals with the validation of the
model. All the heat transfer components at the wall are calculated
as per the procedure already outlined in Part I, and the overall
wall heat flux predictions are validated with experimentally mea-
sured values of the wall heat flux.

For a given geometry, the basic approach taken was to find the
wall heat flux components—transient conduction component (qtc)
and forced convection component (qfc). The wall heat flux is
further subdivided into that going for evaporation (qev) and that
going to heat the bulk liquid (ql). These component were evalu-
ated for imposed mass flux~G!, liquid subcooling (DTsub), single-
phase heat transfer coefficient (hfc), static contact angle~f!, and
fluid properties for each test case. Thus, the predicted wall heat
flux (qw,pred) can be expressed as

qw,pred5
Qw

Ah
5

Qfc

Ah
1

Qtc

Ah
5qfc1qtc5

Ql

Ah
1

Qev

Ah
5ql1qev (1)

Details of Eq.~1! can be found in Part I@1#. The predictedqw
value is then compared with the corresponding appliedqw for the
same test case.

Also, qev is calculated and thenql is obtained by subtractingqev
from qw,pred. The wall temperature can be found iteratively when

the input used isqw instead ofDTw , while all other inputs remain
the same. In this case, the predicted value ofDTw is found itera-
tively by matchingqw,pred with the inputqw .

As this model is only applicable in the region downstream of
the onset of significant~OSV! location, one needs to be specific
about the experimental conditions downstream of OSV. In the post
OSV region, the model distinguishes between these two
situations—one where the bubbles slide and another where they
do not. Additionally, the bubbles can also merge with each other
either at their site of origin or along their sliding path. Details of
how these different situations are handled are given in Part I.

As part of the model validation process, three different com-
puter programs were written~in FORTRAN!—one for predicting
qw givenDTw , another for predictingDTw givenqw , and a third
one for predicting theDTw profile in the axial direction given aqw
profile. Details of these programs can be found in Basu@2#. As
mentioned earlier, the other inputs required are the geometry,G,
DTsub, hfc , f, and the fluid properties. Figure 1 shows a flow-
chart with the sequence of steps involved in predictingqw , for a
given DTw .

In the code for the prediction ofqw , there is a provision to
check if the inputs do indeed correspond to post onset of nucleate
boiling ~ONB! and OSV conditions~calculated from the models
developed for these two conditions in the present work!. Only if
these conditions are satisfied does the calculation ofqw proceed. A
similar check is also performed when predictingDTw . When cal-
culating theDTw profile, location of ONB as well as OSV along
with the correspondingDTw values are first found from the mod-
els for ONB and OSV. Then, downstream of OSV, using the wall
heat flux partitioning model,DTw is obtained using an iterative
procedure.

Experiments
Subcooled flow boiling experiments were conducted for verti-

cal up flow in vertical Copper plate~30.5 cm long and 3.175 cm
wide! and a Zircalloy-4 nine-rod bundle arranged in a 333 square
grid ~91.44 cm long, 1.11 cm outer diameter with a pitch to diam-
eter ratio of 1.288!. Experiments were conducted at pressures
varying from 1.03 to 3.2 bar for a wide range of mass fluxes
~124–926 kg/m2 s!, heat fluxes~2.5–113 W/cm2! and for contact

1Present address: Fluent Inc., 10 Cavendish Court, Lebanon, NH 03766.
2To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Manuscript received December 12, 2003; revision received August 31, 2004.

Review conducted by: M. Jensen.
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angles varying from 30° to 90°. Details of the experimental set up
and procedure can be found in Basu@2# and Basu et al.@3#.

Validation of the Model

Application to Present Data „Low Pressures…

Flat Plate Test Cases.For validation of the model, the flat
plate test results, downstream of OSV and at mid-plane (z
515.24 cm) are used. In these set of experiments, the pressure,
static contact angle, mass flux, and liquid subcooling were kept
constant at 1.03 bar, 31°, 346 kg/m2 s, and 7.4°C, respectively,
while the heat flux was increased from 12.3 to 94.3 W/cm2. The
resulting wall superheats recorded varied from 11.7 to 25°C. Table
1 lists these experimental conditions. Based on these values, the
heat flux components were calculated based on the model devel-
oped. In order to give a sense of the magnitude of the various
parameters calculated from the submodels, the results of the
sample calculations are given in Table 2. A brief discussion of
these results is given in the following: As the wall superheat in-
creases from 11.7 to 25°C, the nucleation site density (Na) in-
creases from about 6 to 127 sites/cm2, which in turn results in the
bubble spacing~s! decreasing from 3.85 to 0.89 mm. Values of the
bubble departure diameter (Dd), bubble lift off diameter (Dl),
and bubble sliding distance~l! are also listed in Table 2. It can be
seen that asDTw increases,Dd increases. WhenDTw;23.6°C,
Dd.s and as such the bubbles merge at their site of origin~hence,
l 50). This also indicates the onset of fully developed nucleate
boiling. The magnitudes of both the waiting time (tw) and the
growth time (tg) decrease with increasingDTw , resulting in an
increase in the bubble release frequency~f!. The variation of the
various flux components is discussed later.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the heat flux componentqtc andqfc as
a function ofDTw for two different flow rates. Note that the heat
fluxes have been normalized withqw,pred, while the wall super-
heat has been normalized with theDTw at OSV. Figure 2~a! is for
G5346 kg/m2 s ~data listed in Table 2!while Fig. 2~b! is for G

5868 kg/m2 s. The plot clearly shows that asDTw ~or appliedqw)
increases, theqtc component continues to increase while theqfc
component decreases. Initiallyqfc /qw,pred is unity but it ap-
proaches zero whenDTw /DTw,OSV;2.5, indicating that initially
~at low all superheats! forced convection is the only mode of heat
transfer from the wall but as the wall superheat increases, the
forced convection contribution decreases steadily and finally goes
to zero at a high enough wall superheat. Conversely,qtc /qw,pred is
initially zero but then increases to unity. As such, at high wall
superheats, transient conduction to liquid (qtc) becomes the only
mode of heat transfer from the wall to the superheated liquid. This
typically occurs when the nucleation site density is so high that
bubbles merge without sliding. Similar results are obtained at
higher flow rates (G5868 kg/m2 s). ForG5868 kg/m2 s @see Fig.
2~b!#, the forced convection component is higher and as a result
the intersection point betweenqtc andqfc shifts to the right indi-
cating for the same ratio of superheats, theqfc /qw,pred ratio is
higher for higher mass fluxes. As listed in Table 2, the maximum
difference betweenqw,exp andqw,pred varies between215.7% and
117.6%.

Figures 3~a!and 3~b!show theqev and ql components as a
function of DTw for two different flow rates. The heat fluxes and
wall superheats are normalized as in Fig. 2. The plots show that at
OSV all the energy goes to the liquid (ql /qw,pred51), and hence,
the evaporative component is zero (qev/qw,pred50). Gradually,
with the increase in the wall superheat,qev increases andql de-
creases. In the cases shown, the bulk liquid is subcooled even at
very high superheats—hence there is still considerable energy go-
ing to the heating of the liquid. ForG5346 kg/m2 s, the maxi-
mum valueqev reaches is about 30% ofqw,predfor the highest heat
flux @Fig. 3~a!# and about 25% ofqw,pred for the higher flow rate
@Fig. 3~b!#. Thus even at a heat flux exceeding 90 W/cm2, not all
the energy is going into phase change. The rate of increase inqev
or decrease inql with increase inDTw is slower at higher heat
fluxes.

From the model it is also possible to predict the boiling curve.
This is shown in Fig. 4 where the predicted wall heat flux value

Fig. 1 Flowchart showing the sequence of calculations

Table 1 Experimental conditions for the flat plate test case

Run
No.

G
~kg/m2 s!

p
~bar!

DTsub
~°C!

DTw
~°C!

qexp
~W/cm2!

f
~deg!

BC3d 346 1.03 7.4 11.7 12.3 31
BC3e 346 1.03 7.4 14.3 18.3 31
BC3f 346 1.03 7.4 17.9 33.0 31
BC3g 346 1.03 7.4 21.1 53.5 31
BC3h 346 1.03 7.4 23.6 70.5 31
BC3i 346 1.03 7.4 25 94.3 31

Table 2 Predicted parameters for the flat plate test case

Parameter

Run No.

BC3d BC3e BC3f BC3g BC3h BC3i

Na
~sites/cm2!

6.73 10.06 21.47 51.34 92.93 126.93

Dd
~mm!

1.01 1.11 1.23 1.34 1.42 1.47

Dl
~mm!

1.53 1.68 1.86 2.03 2.15 2.23

tg
~ms!

5.25 5.14 5.02 4.90 2.58 1.74

tw
~ms!

4.25 2.98 1.95 1.37 0.57 0.34

f
~Hz!

105.27 123.28 143.59 159.39 318.03 480.66

s
~mm!

3.85 3.15 2.16 1.40 1.04 0.89

l
~mm!

5.94 5.91 4.32 2.79 0.00 0.00

qtc
~W/cm2!

7.05 14.00 20.23 39.94 72.00 91.90

qfc
~W/cm2!

7.62 7.42 7.08 5.13 0.00 0.00

qev
~W/cm2!

0.82 1.90 4.30 14.69 21.32 27.57

ql
~W/cm2!

13.64 19.19 23.56 30.37 44.96 64.33

qw,pred
~W/cm2!

14.46 21.09 27.86 45.07 66.27 91.90

qw,exp
~W/cm2!

12.30 18.30 33.00 53.50 70.50 94.30

Error
~%!

17.59 15.22 215.58 215.76 25.99 22.55
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(qw,pred5qfc1qtc) is plotted as a function of theDTw for the flat
plate test case (z515.2 cm andDTsub,in57.4°C). TheDTw,ONB is
obtained iteratively from the model developed and is described
here. The ONB condition corresponds to the limit of single-phase
heat transfer. So by choosing aqw value and checking whether
DTw,ONB obtained from thisqw also corresponds to the single-
phase value given byDTw5qw /hfc2DTsub, one can find
DTw,ONB. Next the wall heat flux at OSV is obtained as per the
model developed. Thereafter the correspondingDTw at OSV is
calculated. The experimental data obtained are also shown and
clearly show very good agreement.

Rod Bundle Test Cases.Figure 5 shows the predicted axial
variation of qtc and qfc for the rod bundle case forG
5336 kg/m2 s. For the rod bundle case, since the liquid subcool-
ing changes rapidly along the axial direction, the plots are shown
with the heat flux components as a function of axial location~z!,
for the same applied wall heat flux. The figure shows thatqtc
increases along thez direction with increase inDTw , and decrease
in DTsub, while qfc decreases monotonically along the axial di-
rection. However, since the condition that exists at the end of the
channel is still that of a sliding bubble~the wall superheat not
being as high as that for most of the flat plate cases, the bubble

spacing is still large enough for sliding to occur!, forced convec-
tion still contributes. The difference between the predicted and
imposed wall heat fluxes varies between22.5% and15.5%. Fig-
ure 6 shows the correspondingqev and ql components. Theqev
component increases rapidly and reaches about 80% ofqw,pred
close to the outlet. The bulk liquid has already attained saturation
at this location. However about 20% of the heat is going into
superheating the liquid. The experimentally observed location of
OSV, as well as the location where the bulk liquid attains satura-
tion is also been marked in Fig. 6.

The wall temperature can also be predicted as a function of
axial distance, for given heat flux profile. Figure 7 shows the
predicted wall temperature for the rod bundle test case. The ex-
perimental conditions were the following:G5336 kg/m2 s,
DTsub,in526.5°C, and applied constantqw514.5 W/cm2. Here
also, the location of ONB and OSV is found as described previ-
ously. In the region upstream of OSV, the local subcooling at each
axial location can be obtained from the energy balance~all the
energy goes to heating the liquid!. Downstream of OSV, the heat
flux partitioning model is applied andTw is found iteratively by
matching the predictedqw with the applied value. Also, note that
all the energy is not going to the liquid and as such theqev com-
ponent calculated needs to be subtracted from the totalqw to

Fig. 2 Predicted q tc and q fc components of wall heat flux for
two different flow rates for the flat plate test case

Fig. 3 Predicted q ev and q l components of wall heat flux for
two different flow rates for the flat plate test case
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obtain the fraction of energy going to the liquid. The temperature
increase of the bulk liquid has to be updated accordingly. It must
be noted that in this study, the local subcooling is determined
using only theql component computed from Eq.~1!. This ap-

proach does not account for the additional energy that would be
added to the liquid when the all or part of the vapor~generated at
the wall!condenses in the bulk liquid. Figure 7 shows that though
the wall temperatures are slightly under predicted; the overall
agreement between the predicted and experimental values is good.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of all the predicted and experi-
mentally measured heat fluxes~for post OSV conditions! for dif-
ferent flow rates, liquid subcooling, wall superheats and contact
angles, for both the flat plate and rod bundle test cases. Almost all
of the predicted heat fluxes lie within630% of the experimental
values.

Application to Data in Literature „Low to Medium Pres-
sures…. In our attempts to check the model and validate/extend it
for different pressures and flow rate conditions, the model was
applied to some of the data available in the literature. The data
considered included those from Bergles and Rohsenow@4# for
water boiling on a stainless steel surface at 2.8 bar, McAdams@5#
data for water boiling on a stainless steel surface at a pressure of
4.13 bar, Morozov@6# for water boiling on a stainless steel at
31–41 bar, and Hodgson@7# for water boiling on a stainless steel
surface at 7.9–38.9 bar. Since the contact angle data was not

Fig. 4 Predicted boiling curve for the flat plate test case

Fig. 5 Predicted q tc and q fc components of wall heat flux for a
constant wall heat flux for the rod bundle test case

Fig. 6 Predicted q ev and q l components of wall heat flux for a
constant wall heat flux for the rod bundle test case

Fig. 7 Predicted wall temperature profile for the rod bundle
test case

Fig. 8 Comparison of predicted wall heat flux with experimen-
tal value from present study
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explicitly given in the literature, for most sets of data a contact
angle of 38° was assumed, which is a typical value for water
boiling on a stainless steel surface.

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the experimental boiling
curve from McAdams@5# and the predicted boiling curve. The
experimental conditions were the following:p54.13 bar, G
51104 kg/m2 s, DTsub527.8°C, andf538°. Good agreement is
observed between the experimental and predicted values. Boiling
curves obtained by Morozov@6# for two different system pres-
sures are shown in Fig. 10. Figure 10~a! shows a comparison
between experimental and predicted values forp531 bar, while
Fig. 10~b! shows the comparison forp541.4 bar. For p
531 bar, the agreement is good, while atp541.4 bar, the heat
fluxes are consistently underpredicted by about 14%–20%.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the predictedDTw with the
experimentally measured values of Hodgson@7#, for two different
heat flux values: 191 and 242 W/cm2. For all the cases shown in
Fig. 11, the inlet liquid subcooling is about 55°C. Other experi-
mental conditions for the various cases shown are as follows:

i. Fig. 11~a!:G521,148 kg/m2 s, v523.4 m/s,p57.9 bar;
ii. Fig. 11~b!: G520,738 kg/m2 s, v523.9 m/s,p514.8 bar;
iii. Fig. 11~c!: G520,348 kg/m2 s, v525.4 m/s, p538.9 bar;

and
iv. Fig. 11~d!:G514,578 kg/m2 s, v516.8 m/s,p514.8 bar.

Figure 11~a!–11~c!, which are for pressures varying from 7.9 to
38.9 bar with all other parameters constant, show that the model
predicts the wall superheat profile very well. Reasonable agree-
ment is also seen in Fig. 11~d!, which is for a lower flow rate than
that in Fig. 11~b!, but for a pressure of 14.8 bar.

Application to Data in Literature „High Pressures…. The
high pressure data available in the literature are that of Rohsenow
and Clark@8# for water boiling on a nickel surface at 138 bar. In
this case too, since the static contact angle was not explicitly
given it was assumed to be 38°, which is a typical value for water
boiling on a nickel surface. Comparisons with the high pressure
data of Rohsenow and Clark@8# are included in Fig. 12, which is
discussed later.

Figure 12 shows an overall comparison of predictedqw values
with all of the data obtained from the literature~Bergles and
Rohsenow@4#; McAdams@5#; Morozov@7#; Rohsenow and Clark
@8#!. The data plotted in Fig. 10 cover a wide range of pressures
~2.8–138 bar!, velocities~0.1–17 m/s!, liquid subcoolings~0.0–
110°C!, and wall superheats~9.5–120°C!. The comparison of the
predicted value with the data shows good agreement~typically

within 630%!. It clearly indicates that the model can be extended
to higher pressures and velocities, and wall superheats and liquid
subcoolings with proper extension of the submodels for the vari-
ous parameters used in the overall heat flux partitioning model.

Finally, the results from the present model were compared with
Lahey’s @9# model, which is used in codes such asRELAP 5. In
making this comparison, flow in a 360 cm long vertical tube made
of stainless steel~f538°!, with an assumed heat flux profile
@qw(z)55120 sin(z/2) W/cm2#, was considered. The inlet liquid
subcooling is taken to be 50°C and the system pressure is assumed
to be 70 bar. The single-phase heat transfer coefficient for this test
case was assumed to be constant and was calculated using the
Dittus–Boelter correlation@10#. The aim of this exercise was to
determine the wall superheat profile and hence the axial variation
in the various heat flux components. Figure 13~a! shows the cal-
culated axial variation ofDTw . Note that the calculations are only
performed from the ONB location onwards. The calculated ONB
(z593 cm, DTw,ONB50.75°C) and OSV (z5116 cm, DTw,OSV
53.4°C) locations are also indicated in Fig. 13~a!. After ONB,
DTw increases rapidly and reaches a maximum value of about
23.0°C atz5198 cm. Thereafter,DTw decreases monotonically.

Figure 13~b!shows the variation of theql andqev components
as a function of the axial distance, calculated from the present
model and Lahey’s@9# model. In addition to the ONB and OSV

Fig. 9 Boiling curve comparison with McAdams’s †5‡ data

Fig. 10 Boiling curve comparisons for Morozov’s †6‡ data
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locations, the location where the bulk liquid is saturated (z
5198 cm) is also indicated in Fig. 13~b!. From Lahey’s model it
can be seen that as long as the bulk liquid is subcooled, almost all
of the energy from the wall goes to the liquid (ql'qw , qev'0).
However, once the liquid is saturated,qev becomes the only mode
of heat transfer (qev'qw , ql'0). As mentioned earlier, in the
present model,ql is calculated by subtractingqev from qw . In the

present model, upstream of OSV, all the energy goes to the liquid.
However, downstream of OSV, theqev component increases rap-
idly ~because of the increase inDTw with qw), while ql decreases
rapidly. The qev component reaches a maximum atz5198 cm
~since this is the location of maximumDTw and where the bulk
liquid is saturated!and thereafter decreases monotonically~be-
causeDTw is decreasing!. It is interesting to note that even in the
region where the bulk liquid is saturated, theql component plays
a significant role, unlike Lahey’s model whereql50. This basi-
cally indicates that there is still energy being transferred from the
wall to the liquid and that not all of the energy at the wall is used
to generate vapor. However, downstream of a given location some
excess energy from the superheated liquid may revert back to the
vapor.

The validation of the model based on experimental data from
the present study indicates good agreement between the predicted
and experimental values. The model also seems to work well
when applied to other data sets in the literature. This gives us
confidence that the present model can be extended to other flow
conditions. As a word of caution, it must, however, be mentioned
that occasionally we have encountered flow conditions where the
model predicts incorrect results, when applied to some of the data
obtained from the literature. These situations were encountered at
high heat fluxes~or wall superheats! for medium to high pressures
(31,p,138 bar) or high velocities (v.6 m/s). Analysis of the
incorrect results showed that in all cases, the predictedqev com-
ponent was greater thanqw,pred. The reason for this is as follows:
For medium to high pressures or high velocities, asqw ~or DTw)
increases, the bubble release frequency~f! increases rapidly~be-
causetg and tw decrease sharply!. Sinceqev is sensitive tof, qev

Fig. 11 Wall superheat prediction for Hodgson’s †7‡ data

Fig. 12 Application of model to data available in the literature
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increases rapidly with increasing values off, and for particular
flow conditions exceedsqw,pred. The increase inf is due to the
decrease in bothtg and tw , with tw decreasing more rapidly that
tg , with increasingp, v, andqw ~or DTw).

The critical submodels, we believe, are those relating to the
bubble diameters (Dd andDl) and bubble release frequency~f!. It
must be kept in mind that the submodels for these parameters
were developed from low pressure, low velocity experiments per-
formed using a copper test surface~properties of the solid affect
tw and, hence,f!. For extension of these submodels to a much
broader range of conditions, it would be essential to acquire ad-
ditional experimental data covering those conditions.

Summary
Validation of the mechanistic model developed earlier for the

prediction of wall heat flux has been carried out. In the first step in
the validation process, the model was applied to experimental data
from the present study for both a flat plate test section and a
nine-rod bundle geometry. The data covered in the present study
are for vertical up-flow for following range of parameters:~i! p:
1–3.1 bar,~ii! G: 124–926 kg/m2 s, ~iii! f: 30°–90°,~iv! DTsub:

0–52.5°C, and~v! qw : 2.5–113 W/cm2. Good agreement was
observed between the model predictions and the experimental
data.

Additionally, the model was also applied to several data sets
available in the literature. In spite of the data in the literature
being for experimental conditions vastly different@higher pres-
sures, velocities, liquid subcoolings, and wall superheats~or heat
fluxes!#from those for which the model was originally developed,
good agreement between the model predictions and the experi-
mental data were observed~within 630%!.

Future work should be directed towards improvement of the
various submodels involved, specially the ones related to bubble
dynamics and bubble release frequency, at high heat flux or fully
developed nucleate boiling conditions. The bubble release fre-
quency is affected by the waiting time, which depends on the
thermal response of the solid to the imposed heat flux condition
on the liquid side. Additionally, it must be kept in mind that the
model as proposed is strictly only applicable to vertical up-flow
and may not be applicable to other orientations.
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Nomenclature

D 5 diameter, m
G 5 mass flux, kg/m2 s
h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
l 5 sliding distance, m

Na 5 nucleation site density, 1/m2

p 5 pressure, bar
Q 5 energy, W
q 5 heat flux, W/m2

s 5 spacing between nucleation sites, m
t 5 time, s

T 5 temperature, °C
DT 5 temperature difference, °C

v 5 bulk velocity, m/s
z 5 axial direction~along flow direction!, m

Greek

f 5 contact angle~static, if not mentioned otherwise!

Subscripts

b 5 bubble
c 5 condensation

ev 5 evaporation
fc 5 forced convection
in 5 inlet
l 5 liquid, lift off diameter when used withD

ONB 5 onset of nucleate boiling
OSV 5 onset of significant void

sat 5 saturation
sub 5 subcooled

tc 5 transient conduction
v 5 vapor
w 5 wall
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Ultrahigh CHF Prediction for
Subcooled Flow Boiling Based on
Homogenous Nucleation
Mechanism
Homogeneous nucleation, although being discounted as a mechanism for vapor formation
for water in most conditions, is found to possibly occur under some extreme conditions in
subcooled flow boiling. Under the conditions, vapor bubbles of molecular dimensions
generated in the superheated liquid adjacent to channel wall from homogeneous nucle-
ation due to the local temperature exceeds homogeneous nucleation temperature. The
condition is called in this paper as homogeneous nucleation governed condition. Under
the condition, conventional flow pattern for subcooled flow boiling, which is character-
ized by the existence of Net Vapor Generation (NVG) point and the followed bubble
detachment, movement and coalescence processes, cannot be established. Critical heat
flux (CHF) triggering mechanism so far proposed, which employs a premise assumption
that the conventional flow pattern has been established, such as liquid sublayer dryout
model, is no more appropriate for the homogeneous nucleation governed condition. In
this paper, first, the existence of the homogeneous nucleation governed condition is indi-
cated. In the following, a criterion is developed to judge a given working condition as the
conventional one or the homogeneous nucleation governed one. With the criterion, sub-
cooled flow boiling data are categorized and typical homogeneous nucleation governed
datasets are listed. The homogeneous nucleation governed data are characterized by
extreme working parameters, such as ultrahigh mass flux, ultralow ratio of heated length
to channel diameter~L/D! or ultrahigh pressure. CHF triggering mechanism for the
homogeneous nucleation governed condition is proposed and verified. Parametric trends
of the CHF, in terms of mass flux, pressure, inlet subcooling, channel diameter, and the
ratio of heated length to diameter are also studied.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1844536#

Keywords: Critical Heat Flux, Boiling, Flow, Heat Transfer, Modeling, Two-Phase

1 Introduction and Basic Consideration
Subcooled flow boiling is the boiling that begins and develops

even though the mean enthalpy of liquid phase is less than satu-
ration. As is well known, this forced convective boiling is one of
the most efficient ways for the removal of high heat flux. It is
widely used in high heat flux component such as nuclear reactor
cores, accelerator targets, and fusion reactor components. The op-
erating conditions of these systems are restricted to be lower than
a heat flux called as Critical Heat Flux~CHF!.

The CHF triggering mechanism is considered tightly associated
with the flow pattern developed before CHF. For subcooled flow
boiling, the most often encountered flow pattern, as shown in Fig.
1~a!, is called ‘‘conventional flow pattern.’’ The conventional flow
pattern is characterized by the existence of the so-called Net Va-
por Generation~NVG! point, which is the first bubble detaching
point, and the following bubble detachment, movement, and coa-
lescence processes.

However, it does not seem that all the subcooled flow boiling
can definitely develop to the conventional flow pattern. As we
know, to have the NVG point established, a heat flux that is high
enough is needed to be exerted on the tube. With the increase of
mass flux, increase of inlet subcooling, decrease of inner diameter
or decrease of ratio of heated length to inner diameter (L/D), this
heat flux may be so high that under a heat flux that is lower than
the heat flux, the wall temperature even reaches homogeneous

nucleation temperature. This will lead to the formation of vapor
bubbles due to homogeneous nucleation in the liquid adjacent to
the heating wall. The condition is called ‘‘homogeneous nucle-
ation governed condition.’’ The corresponding flow pattern is
shown in Fig. 1~b!. The threshold of the conventional condition
and the homogeneous nucleation governed condition is whether
the homogeneous nucleation occurs or not at the NVG point, i.e.,
whether the temperature in the superheated liquid layer adjacent
to the channel wall at the first appearance of the NVG point
~which occurs at tube exit! reaches homogeneous nucleation tem-
perature or not.

The two conditions imply two different triggering mechanisms
for the CHF occurrence. At present, for the subcooled flow boil-
ing, liquid sublayer dryout mechanism@1–5# is the popular CHF
triggering mechanism and receiving significant attention. Liquid
sublayer dryout mechanism employs a premise assumption that
the CHF happens in the downstream region of the NVG point, and
is therefore considered being fit only for the conventional flow
pattern. Actually, although being very successful, liquid sublayer
dryout mechanism was found not being able to give good CHF
prediction under some extreme condition, such as extremely high
mass flux condition, extremely high pressure condition@5# or low
L/D condition~especially when pressure is high! @5–7#. Why the
deficiencies occur under these conditions puzzled the present au-
thors greatly in the past several years. Although several reasons
were attributed to the deficiencies, the main and basic reason now
is considered being due to the conventional flow pattern, which is
the base of the liquid sublayer dryout model, cannot be estab-
lished under those extreme conditions. Far by now, no report on
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the existence of the homogeneous nucleation governed subcooled
flow boiling is found and the CHF triggering mechanism for the
condition has never been studied separately.

Therefore, the objectives of present paper are:

1. Indicating the existence of the homogeneous nucleation gov-
erned condition in subcooled flow boiling. Developing a cri-
terion to judge whether a given working condition is of the
conventional flow pattern or the homogeneous nucleation
governed one.

2. Proposing the CHF triggering mechanism and prediction
method for the homogeneous nucleation governed condition.
Verifying the proposed model and studying parametric
trends of mass flux, pressure, inlet temperature andL/D on
CHF for the homogeneous nucleation governed condition.

2 Criterion for the Judgement of Flow Pattern Devel-
opment

For the conventional flow pattern, under low heat fluxes up to
that needed for the onset of nucleate boiling, single phase liquid
flows through the channel. Then, with the increase of heat flux,
vapor bubbles due to heterogeneous nucleation appear. However,
the formed vapor bubbles, due to high degrees of subcooling, only
grow and collapse whilst still attached to the heating surface. This
process continues until the NVG point is reached. As shown in
Fig. 1~a!, the conventional flow pattern is characterized by the
existence of the NVG point, and the followed bubble detachment,
movement and coalescence processes.

Here we note the heat flux needed for the first appearance of the
NVG point ~at tube exit!with qNVG . The heat flux is only deter-
mined by the given working condition~mass fluxG, pressureP,
inner diameterD, ratio of heated length to inner diameterL/D,
and inlet temperatureTin) and can be seen as a characteristic
parameter for subcooled flow boiling.

The calculation toqNVG is shown in Appendix A. TheqNVG
increases with the increase of mass flux, increase of inlet subcool-
ing, decrease of inner diameter, and decrease ofL/D.

Under some extreme conditions, theqNVG may be so high that
under which, the wall temperature even exceeds~reaches!homo-
geneous nucleation temperature. This, according to foam limit
theory ~also called ‘‘limit of liquid superheat’’ or ‘‘ultraheat’’ by
Spiegler et al.@8#!, will lead to the explosive-like generation of
vapor bubbles of molecular dimensions in the liquid adjacent to
channel wall. In other words, homogeneous nucleation occurs un-
der a heat flux lower thanqNVG at the channel exit due to local
temperature of superheated liquid adjacent to the channel wall
exceeds homogeneous nucleation temperature. The condition is
called the homogeneous nucleation governed condition. The
threshold of the two conditions is whether the homogeneous
nucleation occurs or not at the NVG point. In other words,
whether the temperature of the liquid adjacent to channel wall at
qNVG reaches homogeneous nucleation temperature or not.

Fig. 2 Relationship between homogeneous nucleation heat
flux and pressure

Fig. 1 Flow patterns for subcooled flow boiling. „a… The conventional flow pattern. „b… The
homogeneous nucleation governed flow pattern.
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The temperature of the liquid adjacent to channel wall,Tl , is
assumed being equal to the wall temperature. That is:

Tl5Tw (1)

Wall temperature at the NVG point is roughly calculated from
Thom correlation@9# @Eq. ~2!#, which is for the wall temperature
estimation for the fully developed boiling~FDB! region. The cor-
relation is reported being good accuracy even under high mass
flux and high subcooling condition@10#.

Tw5TSAT122.653~q/1,000,000!0.53exp~2P/8.7! (2)

The pressureP in Eq. ~2! is in @MPa#.
The homogeneous nucleation temperature is calculated from

Lienhard @11# correlation@Eq. ~3!#, whereTcr is thermodynamic
critical temperature.

THN5TSAT1Tcr3S 0.9232
TSAT

Tcr
10.077S TSAT

Tcr
D 9D (3)

Combining Eqs.~1!–~3!, under a certain pressure, there exists a
heat flux, under which the temperature of the liquid adjacent to the
channel wall just reaches the homogeneous nucleation tempera-

ture. Here we call the heat flux as homogeneous nucleation heat
flux and note it withqHN . qHN is calculated from Eq.~4!. By
rewriting Eq.~4!, we get qHN in Eq. ~5!.

Tl5THN (4)

qHN5S Tcr3F0.9232
TSAT

Tcr
10.0773S TSAT

Tcr
D 9G

3exp~P/8.7!/22.63D 2

3106 (5)

As we can find from Eq.~5!, qHN is only a function of pressure.
The relation betweenqHN and pressure is shown in Fig. 2.qHN
decreases significantly with the increase of pressure. If a working
condition possesses aqNVG higher than~equal to!the correspond-
ing qHN under the working pressure, wall temperature reaches
homogeneous nucleation temperature before~at! the first appear-
ance of the NVG point. The condition then is the homogeneous
nucleation governed condition. On the other hand, if a working
condition possesses aqNVG lower than the correspondingqHN , at
qNVG , wall temperature is lower than the homogeneous nucle-
ation temperature, no vapor bubble due to homogeneous nucle-
ation is generated, and the conventional flow pattern can be estab-
lished and developed.

Thereby, the following procedures are proposed to judge a
given working condition is of the conventional one or the homo-
geneous nucleation governed one:

1. For the given working condition, calculateqNVG from Ap-
pendix A.

2. Compare the calculatedqNVG with the correspondingqHN .
If qNVG,qHN , no homogeneous nucleation occurs and the
given working condition is the conventional one.
Otherwise, ifqNVG>qHN , homogeneous nucleation occurs
before~once!the NVG point is reached. The given working
condition is the homogeneous nucleation governed one.

Table 1 Theoretical value of the threshold mass flux that
would induce the occurrence of the homogeneous nucleation
governed condition „calculated at DÄ0.001 m, DTinÄ80°C…

Pressure
~MPa!

L/D540
Threshold mass

flux Gtr ~kg/m2 s)

L/D55
Threshold mass

flux Gtr ~kg/m2 s)

0.1 198.723103 138.373103

3.1 43.323103 25.223103

8.1 26.573103 15.273103

15.1 9.593103 4.963103

19.1 1.743103 0.673103

Table 2 Data used for categorization

Reference
No. of
data

G31023

@kg/m2 s#
P

@MPa#
D

@mm# L/D
Tin

@°C#
CHFexp

@MW/m2#

Ornatskii @14# 68 20–90 1.0–3.2 0.5 28 1.5–153.7 42–224.5
Ornatskii–Vinyarskii@15# 125 10–90 1.1–3.2 0.4–2.0 28 6.7–155.6 27.9–228
Mayersak et al.@16# 1 44.4 2.9 11.7 50 18.0 42.8
Schaefer–Jack@17# 2 61.2–61.7 1.3–1.5 3.05 6.25 15.6–18.9 125–130
Celata et al.@18# 268 2.0–40.0 0.1–5.0 2.5–8.0 12.5–40 18.6–80.7 4.0–60.6
Vanderfort et al.@19# 210 8.4–42.7 0.1–2.3 0.3–2.6 2.5–26 6.4–84.9 18.7–124
Mudawar et al.@20# 174 5–134 0.34–17.24 0.4–2.5 2.36–34 18–70 9.4–276
Inasaka–Nariai@21# 29 4.3–30.0 0.3–1.1 3 33.3 25.0–78.0 7.3–44.5
Nariai et al.@22# 95 6.7–20.9 0.1 1.0–3.0 3–50 15.4–64.0 4.6–70.0
Boyd @23–25# 10 4.4–40.5 0.77–1.66 3 96.57 20.0 6.0–41.5
Achilli et al. @26# 35 4.6–14.9 1.0–5.5 8.0–15 15–20 26.4–158 11.0–35.6
Gambill–Greene@27# 7 13.0–26 0.1 7.8 9–20 4.9–35.8 15.8–33.0
Loosmore–Skinner@28# 202 3.0–2.0 0.1–0.7 0.6–2.4 3–50 3.2–130.9 6.7–44.8
Ornatskii–Kichigan@29# 117 5.0–30.0 1.0–2.5 2 28 2.7–204.5 6.4–66.6
Knoebel et al.@30# 376 3.9–13.7 0.2–0.7 9.5 64 0.3–104.8 3.3–11.4
Mirshak et al.@31# 56 4.7–12.2 0.2–0.6 6.0–11.9 41–96 4.7–12.2 3.9–10.0
Babcock@32# 57 2.4–11.4 0.4–8.4 7.9–25.4 27–75 20–242.7 4.9–11.8
Burck et al.@33# 143 0.9–3.8 1.1–3.1 10 35 16.7–60.8 4.5–12.2
Thorgerson@34# 42 4.2–13.4 0.5 7.8–8.4 72.3–78 1.1–79.2 4.2–12.4
Zeigarnik et al.@35# 21 4.8–20.6 0.5–3.0 4 62.5 0.6–134.1 9.4–32.6
Gambill et al.@36# 23 7.0–53.0 0.1–0.5 3.2–7.8 6–54 8.8–23.9 7.0–48.7
Bortoli @12# 153 1.2–10.6 3.5–19.3 1.9–5.7 20–365 27–354 1.7–13.3
Matzner@37# 76 1.36–18.6 7 13–37.5 26–151 116–270 3.1–8.1
Lee et al.@38# 23 2.0–4.1 3.9–11.3 5.6–10.8 20–82 181–254 3.9–7.2
Thompson@39# 146 3.7–10.4 3.5–10.5 10.3 74–77.3 201.5–251 4.19–9.4
Weatherhead@40# 9 6.5–9.3 2.17 1.1 100 102–173 4.26–7.3
Weatherhead@41# 76 0.9–2.7 14 7.7–11.1 41.3–59 66.5–302 2.52–5.3
Hood @42# 3 1.7–2.4 7 12–23.5 26–49 162–252 3.4–4.9
Chen et al.@43# 109 1.4–13 0.16–1.3 10–16 18–40 19–114 4.17–10.4
Total 2656 0.9–134 0.1–19 0.3–37.5 2.4–365 0.3–354 3.3–276
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From the above criterion, any condition that makesqNVG higher
~such as increasingG, increasingDTin , decreasingL/D or D! or
makesqHN lower ~such as increasingP! can make the homoge-
neous nucleation governed condition easily occur. Therefore, the
homogeneous nucleation governed subcooled flow boiling is gen-
erally characterized by high mass flux, high subcooling, lowL/D
or high pressure.

As an example, when tube inner diameterD51 mm and inlet
subcoolingDTin580°C, theoretical order of the threshold mass
flux that will induce the occurrence of the homogeneous nucle-
ation governed condition is calculated. The calculation method
and the result are shown in Appendix B and Table 1, respectively.
At low pressure condition, becauseqHN is very high~Fig. 2!, the
homogeneous nucleation governed condition can not be reached
until mass flux is extremely high enough~to increaseqNVG to
reachqHN). As shown in Table 1, in the column thatL/D is 40, at
low pressure (P50.1 MPa), the threshold mass fluxGtr is as high
as 198.723103 kg/m2 s, which is very difficult to be achieved in
experiment. This may be the reason why the homogeneous nucle-
ation governed condition is seldom observed and attracts little
attention. With the increase of pressure, due to the significant
decrease ofqHN ~Fig. 2!, a working condition that is of not so high
mass flux, not so high inlet subcooling, and not so lowL/D can
make theqNVG reach theqHN . In other words, compared to low
pressure condition, the homogeneous nucleation governed condi-
tion is much easily achieved under high pressure. As shown in
Table 1, under a certainL/D, threshold mass flux decreases sig-

nificantly with the increase of pressure. Especially when pressure
is near to the critical pressure, the threshold mass flux is very
easily reached. This is why some of Bortoli data~@12#, up to 19.25
MPa!, although being comparatively low mass flux and highL/D
~shown in detail in Table 3!, are typical homogeneous nucleation
governed data.

Besides pressure, inlet subcooling andL/D also play significant
roles. Higher inlet subcooling and lowerL/D ask for a higher heat
flux for the establishment of the NVG point and then result in a
higherqNVG . The influence ofL/D on the flow pattern develop-
ment is also observed in Table 1. With pressure maintained un-
changed, the decrease ofL/D from 40 to 5 decreases the threshold
mass flux greatly, which means the homogeneous nucleation gov-
erned condition is much easily established at lowL/D.

With the criterion, we carried out data categorization to a big
database~Table 2!. The result is shown in Fig. 3. In the total 2656
data points, with Levy model@13# used for the NVG point calcu-
lation, predominant 2252 data possessqNVG lower than the corre-
spondingqHN and fall in the region lower than theqHN curve
~region of the conventional condition!. And 404 data points are
found possessingqNVG higher thanqHN and falling in the region
above theqHN curve~region of the homogeneous nucleation gov-
erned condition!. In the data listed in Table 2, several datasets are
typical homogeneous nucleation governed data. They are Bortoli
data~@12#, extremely high pressure~up to 19.25 MPa!data!, Or-
natskii et al. data~@14,15#, extremely high mass flux~up to 90,000
kg/m2 s! data!, Mayersak data~@16#, high mass flux data! and
Schaefer–Jack data~@17#, high mass flux and lowL/D data!. Be-
sides, some of Celata@18# and Vanderfort@19# data are also found
being the homogeneous nucleation governed data. Recently,
Mudawar’s experiment for achieving ultrahigh CHF@20# @ex-
tremely high mass flux~up to 134,000 kg/m2 s! and high pressure
~up to 17.24 MPa!data# also supplies us with a homogeneous
nucleation governed data source.

Pressurized water reactor~PWR! and high heat flux compo-
nents of fusion reactors are very important components that use
the characteristics of subcooled flow boiling CHF. Operating con-
ditions of experimental CHF research relevant to the PWR, i.e.
intermediate to high pressure~7–15 MPa!, low to intermediate
mass velocity~up to 10 m/s!, low to intermediate inner diameter
~1–35 mm!, and highL/D, are found generally being the conven-
tional one, whose CHF can be well predicted from liquid sublayer
dryout model @5#. While operating conditions of experimental
CHF research relevant to the fusion reactor, i.e. low to intermedi-
ate pressure~up to 5 MPa!, high mass velocity~up to 130 m/s!,
high liquid subcooling~up to 200 K!, small to intermediate chan-
nel diameter~0.3–3 mm!, and low L/D ~2–20!, which always
results in ultrahigh CHF~30–276 MW/m2!, are found easily fall-
ing in the homogeneous nucleation governed region. The CHF
triggering mechanism and prediction for the conditions will be
discussed in the next section.

One thing needs specifying here is that, because the Thom cor-
relation is only an empirical approximation for the prediction of
channel wall temperature, the curveqHN shown in Figs. 2 and 3 is
considered only giving an approximate conception for distinguish-
ing the conventional and the homogeneous nucleation governed
conditions. Actually, the CHF of some points near the curve with
falling in the region just above theqHN curve ~Fig. 3! can be
predicted quite well from the liquid sublayer dryout model@5#.
Therefore, only the data that falling in the region above theqHN
curve with enough surpluses are considered being typical homo-
geneous nucleation governed data.

3 CHF Triggering Mechanism and Prediction for the
Homogeneous Nucleation Governed Subcooled Flow
Boiling Condition

In Sec. 2, a criterion has been developed to judge a subcooled
flow boiling working condition is of the conventional one or the
homogeneous nucleation governed one. For the conventional one,

Fig. 3 Categorization to the data shown in Table 2. „a… View to
the whole data. „b… Magnification view for the PË10 MPa data.
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CHF triggering mechanism can be well explained from liquid su-
blayer dryout model@3,5#. The liquid sublayer dryout model as-
sume CHF occurring in the afterward region of the NVG point
and being triggered by the complete dryout of liquid sublayer
beneath a vapor blanket, which is formed as a consequence of
coalescence of small bubbles rising along the near wall region.
The CHF for the condition, then is characterized by the observa-
tions to obvious net vapor generation region and comparatively
big vapor bubbles.

This section will focus on the research to the CHF triggering
mechanism and CHF prediction for the homogeneous nucleation
governed condition.

As mentioned in Sec. 2, the homogeneous nucleation governed
condition is the condition that homogeneous nucleation occurs
before the conventional NVG point is ever established in the
channel. The vapor bubbles formed from homogeneous nucle-
ation, just like those formed from conventional heterogeneous
nucleation, are affected greatly by its surrounded fluid’s thermo-
hydraulic condition. As the homogeneous nucleation governed
condition is generally accompanied by high mass flux and high
degree of subcooling, vapor bubbles are easily condensed and
collapse on its originating point. The process corresponds to the
bubbly flow region shown in Fig. 1~b!. It continues until a point
~axial elevation!, whose thermohydraulic condition allows vapor
bubbles of molecular dimensions surviving and growing, is
reached. Whereas once this point is reached, a quick accumulation
of vapor bubbles that formed explosively from the homogeneous
nucleation will occur. As the high-density vapor bubble accumu-
lation consequently results in the deterioration of the heat transfer
coefficient, the occurrence of the vapor bubble accumulation is
assumed being the CHF triggering mechanism.

In other words, CHF for the homogeneous nucleation governed
condition is triggered when the following two conditions
are met:

1. The highest wall temperature~usually at tube exit!exceeds
the homogeneous nucleation temperature. This guarantees vapor
bubbles of molecule dimensions can be formed from homoge-
neous nucleation. This asks a heat flux that is higher thanqHN is
exerted on tube:

CHF>qHN (6)

2. The formed vapor bubbles of molecule dimensions are in the
region whose thermohydraulic condition allows them surviving
and growing to cause bubble accumulation. In the conventional
flow pattern, this region is identified as the downstream region of
the NVG point. Because the homogeneous nucleation occurs only
in a very thin liquid superheated layer adjacent to channel wall
and the bubble generated from homogeneous nucleation is much
smaller than that generated from the heterogeneous one, homoge-
neous nucleated bubbles at the traditional NVG point then locate
in a more near wall superheated layer than heterogeneous nucle-

ated bubbles do, and thereby are considered being able to survive
and grow. In other words, the region that the homogeneous nucle-
ated bubbles can survive and grow is roughly taken as that for the
heterogeneous nucleated vapor bubbles in the conventional condi-
tion: the downstream region of the NVG point. With this assump-
tion, the CHF is confined being not lower thanqNVG :

CHF>qNVG (7)

Combining Eqs.~6! and ~7!, CHF for the homogeneous nucle-
ation governed condition is calculated from:

CHF5max~qHN ,qNVG! (8)

As for the homogeneous nucleation governed condition,
qHN<qNVG is always working, CHF then can be calculated
from:

CHF5qNVG (9)

From the above assumed mechanism, the CHF for the homoge-
neous nucleation governed condition should be characterized by
~1! not obvious net vapor generation;~2! very small vapor
bubbles. These are in good agreements with that observed in ul-
trahigh mass flux~up to 134,000 kg/m2 s! CHF @20#.

4 Verification of the Proposed Model
To calculate CHF for a given subcooled flow boiling working

condition, we need first determine the condition is a conventional
one or a homogeneous governed one. For the conventional one,
calculate CHF from liquid sublayer dryout model@3,5#. Other-
wise, for the homogeneous nucleation governed working condi-
tion, calculate CHF from Eq.~9!.

Table 3 lists datasets that are used for the verification of the
new model for the homogeneous nucleation governed working
condition. The data are gathered through a selection to ensure they
are typical homogeneous nucleation governed data.

Verification results are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4~a! shows cal-
culated CHF versus experimental CHF and Fig. 4~b! shows the
percentages of data points within a given error band~%! against
error band. Here error band is defined as (CHFcal /CHFexp21).
About 98% of data are predicted within the error band of635%.

The average and standard deviation of ECHFR~Experimental
Critical Heat Flux Ratio,5CHFcal /CHFexp) to the whole data
~334 data points!are 0.96 and 12.8%, respectively. The RMS is
13.4%.

Table 3 Data used for the verification of the CHF model proposed for the homogeneous nucleation governed condition

Reference No. of data G31023 @kg/m2 s# P @MPa# D @mm# L/D Tin@°C] CHF @MW/m2#

Bortoli @12# 6 2.05–3.78 19.25 1.9 80, 365 215–288, 35 3.53–5.11
Ornatskii et al.@14# 50 40, 50, 60, 90 0.98–3.25 0.5 28 18–153 41.9–224.5
Ornatskii et al.@15# 100 30, 40, 50, 60, 90 1.14–3.2 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,

0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
28 15.8–155.6 35.5–227

Mayersak@16# 1 44.4 2.89 11.7 50 18 48.24
Schaefer–Jack@17# 2 61.2, 61.7 1.52, 1.34 3.0, 3.0 6.25, 6.25 15.6, 18.9 130, 126
Celata@18# 19 10–40 1.2–5.0 2.5–8 12.5–40 30–70 25.7–54.4
Vandervort@19# 55 21.4–41.8 059–2.28 0.3–2.4 2.34–25 7–81 48–123
Mudawar@20# 5 5, 15, 40 13.79, 17.24 0.9 5.76–6.54 25–28 35–159

33 16.1–134 1.03–10 0.4, 0.9 6.32–25.86 23–40 47.5–270
58 20–130 3.1 0.5, 1.1, 2.5 2.36–30 22–29 46–276

Ornatskii @29# 5 20, 30 2.5 2.0 28 17.3–80.5 51–63
Total 334 2.05–134 0.98–19.25 0.4–11.7 2.36–365 15.6–288 3.53–276
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5 Parametric Trends for the Homogeneous Nucleation
Governed Subcooled Flow Boiling

Due to the different CHF triggering mechanisms, parametric
trends on CHF exhibited in the conventional condition and homo-
geneous nucleation governed condition should be somewhat dif-
ferent. At low-pressure~for example, at atmospheric pressure!
condition, because the homogeneous nucleation governed condi-
tion is very difficult to be reached, observed parametric trends are
almost all those for the conventional one. But at high pressure,
especially when pressure is near to the critical one, parametric
trends of the homogeneous nucleation governed condition show
out.

Parametric trends for the conventional condition have been re-
searched a lot@3,5#. Except theL/D effect, the parametric trends
for the homogeneous nucleation governed condition are found
quite similar to those for the conventional one. As shown in Figs.
5–9, where solid lines are predicted CHF from the present new
model and discrete points are experimental CHF, the trends can be
concluded as follows: The CHF is an increasing~almost linear!
function of mass flux and coolant subcooling. The influence of the
pressure on the CHF is found being very small when inlet sub-
cooling is used as a parameter. The effects of the inner diameter
andL/D are to decrease the CHF as they increase. But unlike the
effect of L/D for the conventional condition~which shows a
threshold effect that inside the threshold the effect ofL/D is very
significant while beyond the threshold the influence ofL/D is

small @3,5#!, for the homogeneous nucleation governed condition,
L/D affect CHF almost inverse linearly. In Fig. 9,L/D effects are
shown in a comparatively low value range. This is due to the
homogeneous nucleation governed condition is generally accom-
panied by lowL/D condition. The comparison of the new model
with experimental data through Figs. 5–9 also show the proposed
model being significant CHF prediction accuracy for the homoge-
neous nucleation governed condition.

In the above figures, the prediction from the liquid sublayer
dryout model@5#, if it is predicable, is shown by a broken line as
well. The liquid sublayer dryout model, as that shown in Fig. 6~b!
~two cases!and Fig. 9~a! ~1 case!, shows very high CHF predic-
tions for the typical homogeneous nucleation governed condition.
This trend turns more obvious with the increases of pressure and
the decrease of theL/D ratio ~more typical homogeneous nucle-
ation governed condition!.

6 Disscussion on the Relationship Between the Popu-
lar Liquid Sublayer Dryout Mechanism and Present
Homogeneous Nucleation Mechanism

~1! The liquid sublayer dryout model by the present authors
@5#, although has succeeded a lot in CHF prediction, was also
reported deficiencies under some extreme operating condition@5#.
Concretely, at lowL/D, it shows an overprediction tendency,

Fig. 4 Verification to the proposed CHF model for the homo-
geneous nucleation condition. „a… Calculated CHF versus exp.
CHF for the data shown in Table 3. „b… Predicted data percent-
age versus error band.

Fig. 5 Comparison of prediction with experimental data „effect
of mass flux on CHF…. „a… Compared with Ornatskii data †15‡.
„b… Compared with Mudawar data †20‡.
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which turns much obvious with the increase of pressure. And at
some ultrahigh mass flux or ultrahigh pressure conditions, it is
unable to predict the CHF unless some modification is done to
DB , the equivalent diameter of vapor blanket. As reported in Ref.
@5#, with the modification, the predicted CHF is actually the heat
flux needed for the establishment of the NVG point at the tube
exit, i.e., qNVG . The predicted accuracy fromqNVG was found
being astonishingly good.

As we can find, the data for which the liquid sublayer dryout
model shows deficiency have almost the same characteristics as
the homogeneous nucleation governed condition. The reason why
the CHF for some high mass flux or high pressure data cannot be
predict from the liquid sublayer dryout model is due to the con-
ventional flow pattern, which is the base for applying the liquid
sublayer dryout model, can not be established under those condi-
tions. On the other hand, the reason that the CHF under the con-
ditions can be well predicted from the liquid sublayer dryout
model by doing a modification toDB , is due to the predicted CHF
is qNVG , which, in Sec. 3, is reported can be used for CHF cal-
culation for the homogeneous nucleation governed condition.
Thereby, the deficiencies reported in Ref.@5# are not due to the
defection of the liquid sublayer dryout model itself, but due to the
base of the model, the conventional subcooled flow pattern, can
not be established. Actually, at the time the model@5# was pro-
posed, the present authors still had no knowledge on the existence
of the homogeneous nucleation governed condition. Therefore no

data categorization was carried out to ensure that the data used in
the verification were of the conventional condition.

Therefore, indicating the existence of the homogeneous nucle-
ation governed condition and proposing the new CHF model is
not a contradiction to the liquid sublayer dryout model. From
another side, it supports and complements the liquid sublayer dry-
out model, while reminding us of the existence of the homoge-
neous nucleation governed area, for which the liquid sublayer
dryout model is no longer fit.

~2! In Sec. 3, we took the downstream region of the traditional
NVG point as the region where homogeneous nucleated vapor
bubbles can survive and grow. Actually, this may be a very rough
modeling for the real condition. In future, a stricter model for the
accumulation of the homogeneous nucleated bubbles, based on
present popular near wall bubble crowding model@6,44–47#, is
considered being necessary.

7 Concluding Remarks
Homogeneous nucleation governed condition, which is charac-

terized by the occurrence of homogeneous nucleation before the
NVG point can be ever established, is found to theoretically exist
for the subcooled flow boiling. In this paper, first, the existence of
the homogeneous nucleation governed condition was indicated.
Then, a criterion was developed to judge a given working condi-

Fig. 7 Comparison of prediction with experimental data „Or-
natskii data †15‡, Celata data †18‡…. „Effect of inlet subcooling
on CHF.…

Fig. 8 Comparison of prediction with experimental data „Or-
natskii data †15‡…. „Effect of inner diameter on CHF. …

Fig. 6 Comparison of prediction with experimental data „effect
of pressure on CHF…. „a… Compared with Ornatskii data †14,15‡.
„b… Compared with Mudawar data †20‡.
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tion was the conventional one or the homogeneous nucleation
governed one. With the criterion, subcooled flow boiling data
were categorized. In the total 2656 data points, predominantly
2252 data points were found being the conventional condition and
404 data points were of homogeneous nucleation governed condi-
tion. The homogeneous nucleation governed data were character-
ized by extreme working parameters, such as ultrahigh mass flux
~up to 134,000 kg/m2 s!, ultralowL/D ~down to 2.36!or ultrahigh
pressure~up to 19.25 MPa!.

For the homogeneous nucleation governed condition, a new
CHF trigging mechanism was proposed: the vapor bubbles gener-
ated from homogeneous nucleation, if locating in a thermohydrau-
lic environment that the bubbles could survive, would cause quick
and explosive-like high-density vapor accumulation. This occur-
rence of accumulation of high-density vapor bubbles was assumed
being the new CHF triggering mechanism. The downstream re-
gion of the traditional NVG point was roughly taken as the region
where the homogeneous nucleated vapor bubbles could survive
and grow. The value of the CHF could be approximately calcu-
lated fromqNVG , which is the heat flux that is needed for the first
appearance of the NVG point at the tube exit. The model was
verified with typical homogeneous nucleation governed datasets.
The R.M.S. to the whole collected data~334 points!was 13.4%.
The average and standard deviation of ECHFR to the whole data
were 0.96 and 12.8%, respectively.

Parametric trends of the CHF for the homogeneous nucleation
governed condition, in terms of mass flux, pressure, subcooling,
channel diameter, and ratio of heated length to diameter (L/D),
were studied with compared to experimental data. Except the ef-
fect of L/D, the parametric trends of the CHF for the homoge-
neous nucleation governed condition were quite similar to those
for the conventional condition. The trends could be concluded as
that: the CHF is an increasing~almost linear!function of mass
flux and coolant subcooling. The influence of pressure on CHF,
when inlet subcooling is used as a parameter, is very small. The
effect of inner diameter is to decrease the CHF as it increases.
Unlike the effect ofL/D for the conventional condition, which
shows a threshold effect that inside the threshold the effect ofL/D
is very significant while beyond the threshold the influence of the
L/D is small, for the homogeneous nucleation governed condi-
tion, L/D affects CHF almost inverse linearly.

Nomenclature
Latin Symbols

CP 5 specific heat at constant pressure,@J/kg K#
CHF 5 critical heat flux,@W/m2#

D 5 channel inner diameter,@m#
DB 5 equivalent diameter of vapor blanket in liquid sub-

layer dryout model,@m#
ECHFR5 Experimental Critical Heat Flux Ratio,

5CHFcal /CHFexp
f 5 friction factor

FDB 5 Fully Developed Boiling region
g 5 gravitational acceleration,@m/s2#
G 5 mass flux,@kg/m2 s#

Gtr 5 threshold mass flux that will induce the occurrence of
the homogeneous nucleation governed condition,
@kg/m2 s#

H ld 5 liquid enthalpy at the NVG point,@J/kg#
H lin 5 liquid enthalpy at channel inlet,@J/kg#
H f 5 liquid saturation enthalpy,@J/kg#

H fg 5 latent heat of vaporization,@J/kg#
hl 5 Dittus–Boelter turbulent heat transfer coefficient
k 5 thermal conductivity,@W/mK#
L 5 heated length,@m#

L/D 5 ratio of heated length to inner diameter
NVG 5 Net Vapor Generation point, which is the point that

the first bubble detaches
P 5 system pressure,@Pa#
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q 5 heat flux exerted on tube,@W/m2#

qHN 5 homogeneous nucleation heat flux,@W/m2#
qNVG 5 heat flux needed for the NVG established at channel

exit, @W/m2#
Tin 5 liquid temperature at channel inlet,@°C#
TB 5 temperature at the tip of the bubble in Levy NVG

model,@°C#
TB

1 5 nondimensional temperature at the tip of the vapor
bubble in Levy NVG model

Tcr 5 thermodynamic critical temperature,@°C#
THN 5 homogeneous nucleation temperature,@°C#

Tl 5 temperature of liquid adjacent to channel wall,@°C#
TSAT 5 saturation temperature,@°C#

Tw 5 wall temperature,@°C#
DTd 5 liquid subcooling at the NVG point,@°C#
DTin 5 liquid subcooling at channel inlet,@°C#
DTsat 5 wall superheat,DTsat5Tw2TSAT , @°C#

u* 5 friction velocity, @m/s#
YB 5 distance from wall to the tip of the vapor bubble in

Levy NVG model,@m#
YB

1 5 nondimensional distance to the tip of the vapor
bubble in Levy NVG model

Z0 5 distance from channel inlet to the NVG point,@m#

Fig. 9 Comparison of prediction with experimental data. „Ef-
fect of L ÕD on CHF.… „a… Compared with Vandervort data †19‡.
„b… Compared with Mudawar data †20‡.
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Greek Symbols

r 5 density,@kg/m3#
s 5 surface tension,@N/m#

tw 5 wall shear stress,@Pa#
m 5 viscosity,@kg/ms#

Subscripts

d 5 at net vapor generation point
in 5 channel inlet
l 5 liquid at subcooled condition
f 5 liquid at saturation

SAT 5 at saturation

Appendix A: Calculation to qNVG

qNVG , the heat flux needed for the NVG establishment at chan-
nel exit, is calculated from the following iterative procedures:

~1! Assume a heat fluxq. At the heat flux, calculateDTd from
Levy @17# model.

DTd5qS 1

hl
2

TB
1

Cp fr fu* D (10)

wherehl is calculated from:

hl50.0233S kf

D D S GD

m f
D 0.8S Cp fm f

kf
D 0.4

(11)

TB
1 is calculated from:

5
TB

15Prf YB
1 0<YB

1<5

TB
155H Prf1 lnF11Prf S YB

1

5
21D G J 5<YB

1<30

TB
155FPrf1 ln~115 Prf !10.5 lnS YB

1

30D G YB
1.30

YB
15

YBu* r f

m f
, where u* 5Atw /r f (12)

YB50.015S sD

tw
D 1/2

, where tw5
f G2

8r f

~2! CalculateZ0 , the length from channel inlet to the NVG
point, from:

Z05
G3~H ld2H lin!3D

43q
(13)

whereH ld andH lin are liquid enthalpy at the NVG point and inlet,
respectively.

~3! CompareZ0 with heated lengthL:
If Z0 is close enough toL, stop calculation. The calculatedq is

qNVG .
Else increase~if Z0.L) or decrease~if Z0,L) the heat fluxq

and repeat the above~1!–~3! procedures.

Appendix B: Calculation to Threshold Mass Flux Gtr

Under a given pressure, inlet temperature, inner diameter, and
L/D ratio, threshold mass flux is calculated from the following
iterative procedures:

1. Assume a threshold mass fluxGtr ;
2. UnderGtr , calculatesqNVG from Appendix A;
3. CalculateqHN from Eq. ~5!;
4. If qNVG is close enough toqHN , the assumedGtr is the

calculated threshold mass flux.

Else increase~if qNVG,qHN) or decrease~if qNVG.qHN) Gtr
and repeat the above~1!–~4! procedures.
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The combined thermal law of the wall and wake is used as the approximating sequence
for the boundary layer temperature profile to solve an integral thermal energy equation
for the local Stanton number distribution. The velocity profile in the turbulent boundary
layer was taken to be the combined law of the wall and wake of Coles. This allows the
solution of an integral form of the x-momentum equation to give the skin friction coeffi-
cient distribution. This, along with the velocity profile, is used to solve the thermal energy
equation using inner coordinates. The strength of the thermal wake was found by analysis
of earlier research results, in the literature, for equilibrium, constant property, turbulent
boundary layers. Solutions for the Stanton number distribution with position are found for
some adverse pressure gradient boundary layers as well as for those having zero pressure
gradient. The zero pressure gradient results cover both fully heated plates and those with
unheated starting lengths, including both isothermal surfaces and constant flux surfaces.
Comparison of predictions of the present work is made with experimental data in the
literature. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1844538#
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Introduction

One approach to the calculation of the heat transfer in turbulent
thermal boundary layers in a pressure gradient is to use the
combined thermal law of the wall and wake, namely,T1

5(Prt /K)ln y11Ct(Pr)1(P t /K)@W(y/d t)#. W(y/d t) is Coles’
wake function. As pointed out by So@1#, values of the thermal
wake strength parameter,P t , unlike the velocity wake strength,
P, are not well established even for the simplest case of a flat
plate with zero pressure gradient. Kader and Yaglom@2# recom-

mend Ãu52 Prt P t /K52.35 which givesP t50.57 when using
Prt50.85 andK50.41. However, in later work, Kader@3#, im-
plies thatP t50.43 for zero pressure gradient and still later, Kader
@4# usesP t50.31. Subramanian and Antonia@5# have experimen-
tal evidence indicating thatP t Prt'0.50P or P t'0.31. Fridman
@6# predicts values ofP t'0.61. Faraco-Medeiros and Silva-Freire
@7# examine experimental results that point towardP t'0.52
while Bell and Ferziger@8# say the few experimental measure-
ments ofP t in air suggest that it ranges from about 0.5P to P.

The present work uses the solution, of So@1#, for equilibrium
turbulent thermal boundary layers, that is, boundary layers for
which the Clauser parameter,b5d* (dP/dx)/tw , is independent
of x. Based on the results of So@1#, the thermal wake strength,
P t , is found as a function ofb and of the turbulent Prandtl num-
ber, Prt . Using these values ofP t , the laws of the wall and wake,
for both the velocity field and the temperature field, will be used
in the integral forms of thex-momentum equation and the thermal
energy equation to solve for the Stanton number distribution, Stx .
These predicted Stx values will be compared to experimental data
for the zero pressure gradient cases as well as to data for two
adverse pressure gradient boundary layers. Some evidence will be
offered, as indeed it was by So@1#, for the possible values of the
thermal wake strength,P t , for the case ofdP/dx50.

Analysis
The work of So@1# is for steady, constant property, high Rey-

nolds number, equilibrium turbulent boundary layers over an iso-
thermal planar body. From his results, it can be shown that the
following is true:

Ãu5
2 Prt P t

K
5Au2

Prt
K

lnS d t

D D (1)

Au5 f (b,Prt) is given in Table 1 of So. The values ofd t /D could
not be accurately read from the graphs, so an alternate method
was used here in estimating the value ofd t /D at various values of
b. After some rearrangement, it can be shown thatd t /D can be
written as follows:

D

d t
5

11P

K S d

d t
D (2)

With this, Eq.~1! becomes

2P t Prt
K

5Au1
Prt
K

lnF11P

K S d

d t
D G (3)

The values of the hydrodynamic wake strength,P, that were used
in the present work for the various different values ofb came
from Mellor and Gibson@9# and are very close to those predicted
by So @1# when b>0. The values ofP so determined differ by
about 9%–15% from the modified experimental correlation of
Das and White@10# for P~b! given in Sucec and Oljaca@11#. The
reason for the difference is that the experimental correlation in-
cludes values ofP from both nonequilibrium and equilibrium
boundary layers. The needed ratiod t /d in Eq. ~3! was estimated
from the experimental results of Blackwell@12# and Orlando et al.
@13#. The value ofd t /d used fordP/dx50, namely 1.10, is also
supported by the DNS results of Bell and Ferziger@8#. For
0<b<6.5, these estimates could be adequately represented by the
following equation:

d t /d51.1020.0292b (4)

Using the values ofd t /d and ofP along with So’s predictedAu in
Eq. ~3!, P t was obtained for various values ofb and Prt . These
results are given in graphical form as Fig. 1.
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Solution for the Stanton Number. To solve for Stx , the in-
tegral forms of thex-momentum equation and the low speed ther-
mal energy equation will be used. Introducing the following inner
variables,

u15u/u* , y15u* y/n, T15
Tw2T

qw /rcpu*
,

where

u* 5Atw /r5usACf /2,

the integral thermal energy equation can be written as shown next
~Sucec and Lu@14#!.

d

dx Fnqw~x!

u* ~x! E0

d t
1

u1~Ts
12T1!dy1G5qw~x! (5)

We will now treat the case of specified surface heat flux,qw(x).
This allows easy integration of Eq.~5! from x0 , where all quan-
tities are known, to the general positionx at which the value of
d t

1(x) is to be predicted. The result of this is shown next.

E
0

d t
1

u1~Ts
12T1!dy1

5
u* ~x!

nqw~x! Ex0

x

qwdx1
u* ~x!qw~x0!

u* ~x0!qw~x! E0

d t0

1

u1~Ts
12T1!dy1

(6)

The velocity profile,u1, needed in Eq.~6! is given by the com-
bined law of the wall and wake due to Coles as shown below.

u15
1

K
ln y11B1

2P~x!

K F3S y1

d1D 2

22S y1

d1D 3G ,

0,y1<d1,

u15us
151/ACf /2 for y1.d1 (7)

The temperature profileT1 is given by the combined thermal law
of wall and wake, as,

T15
Prt
K

ln y11Ct~Pr!1
2 Prt P t~x!

K F3S y1

d t
1D 2

22S y1

d t
1D 3G

(8)

In the calculations, the following values and expressions
needed in Eqs.~7! and ~8!, were used.B55.0, K50.41 and
Ct (Pr)513.2 Pr25.34, from Kays and Crawford@15#.

The hydrodynamic solution is required in order to calculate the
values ofd1 andCf /2 needed in Eqs.~6! and~7!. This was found
by using Eq.~7! as the velocity profile in the integral form of the
x-momentum equation after transforming it into the inner vari-
ablesy1 and u1. The solution details are given in Sucec and
Oljaca @11#.

Solution for d t
¿. For the case of specified surface heat flux,

qw(x), Eq. ~6! must be solved ford t
1(x). The procedure is to

insert the velocity and temperature profiles, Eqs.~7! and~8!, into
Eq. ~6! along with the flux.Ts

1 is given by Eq.~8! evaluated at
y15d t

1 . The integrations of these profiles, required by Eq.~6!,
were made analytically for the two situations possible, namely,
d t

1<d1 andd t
1.d1. This yielded a nonlinear algebraic equation

for d t
1 . The solution begins atx5x0 , where the known initial

conditions are the values of Stanton number, St, and skin friction
coefficient,Cf . These are then used in Eqs.~7! and~8! evaluated
at y15d1 andy15d t

1 , respectively, to give the starting values
of d1 and d t

1 at x0 . Next, the nonlinear ordinary differential
equation ford1 ~Sucec and Oljaca@11#!, is solved ford1 at x0

1Dx. With this now available, Eq.~6! can be solved ford t
1 at

x01Dx. This is accomplished using Newton’s method. The de-
rivative needed in this method was found analytically and a short
computer program was used to solve ford t

1 as a function of
position,x. The first approximation tod t

1 at x was taken to be the
converged value ofd t

1 at the previousx position. Since the hy-
drodynamic solution came from an ordinary differential equation
solved by a Runge–Kutta procedure,d t

1 was also calculated at
each small finite increment inx. Hence, taking the first approxi-
mation tod t

1 at x1Dx to be the value found at positionx was
found to be close enough to the correct value atx1Dx so that no
convergence problems were encountered.

The solution procedure described above is for cases where the
heat flux, qw(x), is specified as was the case for some of the
experimental data~Taylor et al.@16#!, to which the solution was
compared. However, other experiments were run for isothermal
surfaces, in both Taylor et al.@16# and in other references. For an
isothermal surface, in the absence of a pressure gradient,qw(x) is
approximately proportional tox20.2 ~Kays and Crawford@15#!.
Hence, this variation withx was used in the solution for the iso-
thermal surfaces. However, the proportionality,qw;x20.20, is
strictly true for fully heated surfaces or forx locations not too near
the end of an unheated starting length. To some degree, this con-
cern with the use of the proper surface condition may not be
warranted. As is known, for a turbulent boundary layer, if Pr is not
low, the specific surface condition may not have very much effect
on the Stanton number distribution. Therefore, the results for con-
stant flux surfaces are practically the same as for constant wall
temperature surfaces, the difference in Stx being about 4% when
dP/dx50 ~Kays and Crawford@15#!.

To calculate the value of the Stanton number, the predicted
d t

1(x) is used to evaluateTs
1 by settingy15d t

1 in Eq. ~8!. Now,
using the definition ofTs

1 gives the heat transfer law shown next.

ACf /2

Stx
5

Prt
K

ln d t
11Ct~Pr!12

Prt
K

P t (9)

The value of the turbulent Prandtl number, Prt , in the log layer is
needed in some of the previous equations. In this work, the great-
est number of experimental data sets available were for the plate
with dP/dx50. The consensus, at this time, is that Prt lies be-
tween about 0.85 and 0.90. Kader and Yaglom@2# indicate that the
evidence is for Prt50.85 and Kader@3# uses Prt50.85. The DNS
results of Bell and Ferziger@8# give Prt50.90 while the DNS
results of Kong et al.@17# predict Prt50.85 in the log region. In

Fig. 1 Predicted thermal wake strength, P t , variation with Pr t
and b
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finite difference solutions, Taylor et al.@16# uses 0.90 while Frid-
man @6# uses 0.85. There is evidence in Blackwell@12# that Prt
decreases with positive pressure gradient, that is, forb.0, decel-
erating flows.

In the present work, calculations were made both using Prt
50.85 and 0.90 with their respectiveP t values at these turbulent
Prandtl numbers. Also, at this time, the same two values were
used for the decelerating flows rather than modeling the decrease
in Prt below thedP/dx50 values.

Discussion and Results
Figure 1 displays the dependence ofP t uponb and Prt that was

calculated using the results of So@1# for high Reynolds number,
turbulent, equilibrium thermal boundary layers with adverse and
zero pressure gradients. Although So@1# gives information needed
to calculateP t for 0.7<Prt<7, it was felt that, realistically, only
the range 0.7<Prt<1.0 was useful forb>0. We see, from the
figure, thatP t is significantly dependent upon Prt at a givenb and
varies close to linearly with Prt . The bottom three curves show
that the thermal wake strength,P t , decreases with increasingb
and quickly takes on negative values. This is in accord with the
experimental results shown in Kays and Crawford@15#.

In Fig. 2 is shown a comparison of the predicted Stx results with
experimental data. All predictions and experimental data are for
air, Pr'0.71. The upper curve uses the data of Moffat and Kays
@18# while the lower curve uses the data of Blackwell@12#. Both
data sets are for constant free stream velocity and an isothermal
surface. The agreement between the present predictions, the solid
curves, and the experimental data, the circles, is very good for
these data sets. The calculations were made using Prt50.85
which, for b50, gives the thermal wake strengthP t50.672 from
Fig. 1. It was found that the results using Prt50.90, with its as-
sociatedP t50.608, were not as good as when Prt50.85 was
used. In general, this was found to be true for most of the other
data sets as well. For example, the average difference between
predictions and the data of Moffat and Kays@18# is 0.9% for Prt
50.85 and is 2.3% using Prt50.90. For most of the other data

sets used in Figs. 3–6, the Prt50.90 predictions are 3% farther
from the data than are the Prt50.85 predictions. The Prt50.90
predictions are closer to the data only for some of the isothermal
surfaces of Taylor et al.@16#, but not for their constant flux
surfaces.

Computations were also made usingP t50.300, the value ofP t
suggested by some authors, Kader@4#, as the value for constant
free stream velocity. In all cases considered, the results usingP t
50.672 were superior, sometimes much better than the predic-
tions which used 0.300. For the data of Blackwell@12# in Fig. 2,
the use ofP t50.300 gave results that, on the average, are 4%
farther from the data than are the predictions using 0.672. The
maximum difference between predictions and data in Fig. 2 is
2.1%.

Finally, to illustrate the dependence of Stx on the flat plate wake
strengthP t , some calculations were made usingP t50.0. This
led to predictions which, on the average, differed from the data of
Blackwell @12# and Taylor et al.@16# by 8.3% with a maximum
difference of 10.8%. On the other hand, use ofP t50.672 and
Prt50.85 led to a maximum difference from data of the order of
2.5%.

Comparison of the predictions in Fig. 2 to an older integral
method, that of Kays and Crawford@15#, was also made. Their
equation for the isothermal, constantus , plate is, for Pr50.71,

Stx50.0329 Rex
20.20 (10)

For the data of Blackwell@12#, Eq. ~10! is about 3.5% further

Fig. 2 Predictions and experimental data for constant u s and
isothermal surface. Data, s, predictions —. Upper curve data,
Moffat and Kays †18‡. Lower curves’ data, Blackwell †12‡. L
Ä2.286 m „7.5 ft.….

Fig. 3 Predictions —, and data s, for constant u s and con-
stant flux. Nondimensional unheated lengths of 0.0, 0.35, and
0.65 bottom curves, 0.15 top curve. Data from Taylor et al. †16‡.
LÄ2.00 m.
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away from the data than are the present predictions, while for the
data of Moffat and Kays@18#, Eq.~10! virtually coincides with the
present work.

The lowest curve in Fig. 2 is a comparison of predictions, the
dashed line, with the data foru* /us . This was done because of
the need to useu* in Eqs.~6! and~9!. The agreement is very close
between them.

Predictions of Stx are compared to the constant flux experimen-
tal results of Taylor et al.@16# in Fig. 3. The four curves shown
are the predictions for unheated lengths of 0 m, the lowest curve,
0.3 m, the curve in the upper half of the figure, 0.7 m and 1.30 m,
the second and third lowest curves, respectively. Although predic-
tions are not as close to the data as in the previous figure, the
present integral solution results have accuracy comparable to the
numerical finite difference solution given in Taylor et al.@16#. The
largest error in present predictions is 4.9%, while the average
error is much less that this for all curves. The unheated starting
length of 1.30 m is the only data set for which the use of
P t50.300 gave better results than theP t50.672 used in the pre-
dictions.

Results and data for constant surface temperature, from Taylor
et al. @16#, are presented in Fig. 4. The three curves in the lower
portion of the figure are forus567.3 m/s and unheated lengths of
0.50 m, 0.80 m, and 1.30 m, respectively. The upper half curves
are forus527.9 m/s with unheated portions of 0.0 m, 0.70 m, and
1.30 m. For the lower curves, predictions agree well with data
with the greatest deviation coming, somewhat surprisingly, for the
shortest unheated length. The same trends are observed for the
upper three curves with agreement between predictions and data
being good for the unheated lengths of 0.70 m and 1.30 m and
worst for the 0.0 m case.

Constant surface flux results from Taylor et al.@16# are pre-
sented in Fig. 5,us567.4 m/s for all curves in the figure. The
upper three curves are for unheated lengths of 0.0 m, 0.5 m, and
1.3 m from bottom to top. The predictions are seen to be very

good for the 0.0 m and 0.5 m cases and worse for the 1.30 m
unheated length. The accuracy is about the same as the numerical
solution in Taylor et al.@16#. The curve and data points in the
lower half of this figure are for the same case as the lowest curve
in the upper half, namely, the fully heated plate, so the data points
are the same. However, the predictions in the upper half start by
matching the measured Stx at the first data point while the lower
half predictions start atx50.0 m ~actually the start was atx
51025 m.). The values of Stx andCf /2 at this location were as-
signed as 0.00942 and 0.00858, namely, very large values. This
arbitrary assignment of starting values was checked by rerunning
this case with higher and lower values as well. It was found that
the downstream solution for Stx was independent of starting val-
ues even smaller than the ones used. It can be seen that the results
coming from the start atx50.00 m are not as good, at lowx
values, as when the starting value of Stx was the measured value
at the first data point as was done for the corresponding curve in
the upper half. However, beginning atX50.25, the results of the
two different ways of starting the calculation are essentially the
same along the rest of the surface.

As was done earlier for Fig. 2, some of the present predictions
and data of Taylor et al.@16# will be compared to those from one
of the older integral methods given in Kays and Crawford@15# for
isothermal surfaces with an unheated starting length,xu . This
relation is Eq.~10! with a function that is dependent uponxu /x,
namely, for Pr50.71,

Stx50.0329 Rex
20.20@12~xu /x!0.9#21/9 (11)

Calculations using Eq.~11! were made forxu50.5, 0.7, 0.8, and
1.3 m for four of the cases of Fig. 4. Forxu50.5 and 0.7 m, Eq.

Fig. 4 Predictions —, and data s, for constant u s and isother-
mal surface. Nondimensional unheated lengths of 0.25, 0.40,
and 0.65, lower half, and 0.0, 0.35, and 0.65 upper half. Bottom
curves’ Reynolds numbers twice as large as for upper curves.
Data from Taylor et al. †16‡. LÄ2.00 m.

Fig. 5 Predictions —, and data s, for constant u s and con-
stant flux. Nondimensional unheated lengths of 0.0, 0.25, and
0.65, upper half. Lower figure has 0.0 unheated length and cal-
culations start at XÄ0.0. Data from Taylor et al. †16‡. L
Ä2.00 m.
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~11!and present computations were within 1% of each other while
for xu50.8 and 1.3 m, present calculations were 3.5% closer to
the experimental data than was Eq.~11!.

In addition, some comparisons were made for two constant flux
cases in Figs. 5 and 3. For the case of no unheated starting length,
Kays and Crawford@15# give an equation similar to Eq.~10! for
constant temperature surfaces, except the coefficient is about 4%
higher. This equation practically coincides with the present pre-
dictions in Fig. 5. For the case of a step change atxu51.3 m to a
constant flux condition, the appropriate relation is developed from
the general solution in Kays and Crawford@15# and is given in
terms of Beta functions in Taylor et al.@16#. Present predictions
were found to be about 1.5% closer to the experimental data in
Fig. 3 than is the older integral method of Kays and Crawford
@15#.

The experimental data in Fig. 6 come from Blackwell@12# and
are for decelerating flows over constant temperature surfaces. The
upper curve and data points are forus(x);x20.20, a strong ad-
verse pressure gradient. First the velocity field solution was ob-
tained to find the predictedb values. It turned out that this data set
was close to being for an equilibrium turbulent boundary layer
since theb predictions were between11.0 and11.18 over the
entire surface. From Fig. 1, this value at Prt50.85 gaveP t5
20.25 which was then used to make the heat transfer predictions.

As can be seen, agreement between predictions of the present
integral method and the data points is good with a maximum
difference of 2.5%.

The lower portion of this figure is for a flow which decelerates
asus(x);x20.15, a milder adverse pressure gradient than that of
the upper data set. This lower data set was not as close to belong-
ing to an equilibrium boundary layer as the upper set was. Pre-
dictedb values ranged from10.36 to10.52, a 30% increase inb
based on the ending value. To account for this variation inb, the
following curve fit was made to theP t values found from Fig. 1
when Prt50.85.

P t50.5120.805b (12)

Using Eq.~12!, predictions of Stx agreed well with the experimen-
tal values.

Concluding Remarks
Calculations were made of the thermal wake strength,P t , as a

function of turbulent Prandtl number and the Clauser pressure
gradient parameter for high Reynolds number, equilibrium, turbu-
lent thermal boundary layers. The results of these calculations are
presented in graphical form.P t decreases with both increasing
values of Prt and increasing values ofb and eventuallyP t takes
on negative values.

Predictions made of the Stanton number distributions, using
this thermal wake strength,P t , in an inner variable integral
method, compare well with experimental data for zero pressure
gradients as well as for some adverse pressure gradients.

Use of the thermal wake strength value ofP t50.672 yielded
predicted Stanton numbers that were in better agreement with ex-
periment than predictions with the, sometimes recommended,
lower values close to 0.300 for the zero pressure gradient case. On
the basis of this, as well as the evidence of other investigations, it
is concluded thatP t probably lies between about 0.60 and 0.67
for the, somewhat controversial, case of a flat plate with zero
pressure gradient.

Nomenclature

Au 5 temperature outer law log layer parameter when
y/D is used

Ãu 5 temperature outer law log layer parameter when
y/d t is used

B 5 a constant in the velocity profile, Eq.~7!
Cf 5 2tw /rus

2, skin friction coefficient
Cp 5 constant pressure specific heat
Ct 5 Prandtl number function in temperature profile,

Eq. ~8!
DNS 5 direct numerical simulation

K 5 von Karman constant, 0.41
L 5 reference length
P 5 local pressure
Pr 5 molecular Prandtl number
Prt 5 turbulent Prandtl number
qw 5 surface heat flux

Rex 5 usx/n, local Reynolds number
Stx 5 hx /rcpus , local Stanton number

T, Tw , Ts 5 local, wall, and freestream temperature, respec-
tively

T1 5 (Tw2T)rCpu* /qw

Ts
1

5 value ofT1 in freestream
u, us 5 local and freestreamx velocity component

u* 5 Atw /r, friction velocity
u1 5 u/u* , inner velocity
us

1
5 freestream value ofu1

W(y/d t) 5 Coles’ wake function
X 5 x/L, nondimensionalx coordinate

Xu 5 xu /L, nondimensional unheated length

Fig. 6 Predictions —, and data s, for isothermal surface. Up-
per curve has u sÈxÀ0.20. Lower curve has u sÈxÀ0.15. Data from
Blackwell †12‡. LÄ2.286 m „7.5 ft.….
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x 5 space coordinate along surface
x0 5 x value at start of calculations
xu 5 length of unheated section
y 5 space coordinate normal to surface

y1 5 yu* /n, inner coordinate

Greek Symbols

b 5 d* (dP/dx)/tw , Clauser parameter
d, d t 5 local thickness of velocity and thermal boundary

layer, respectively
d* 5 displacement thickness

d1, d t
1

5 value ofy1 at y5d andd t
D 5 d* /ACf /2, velocity defect thickness
n 5 kinematic viscosity

P, P t 5 wake strength for velocity and temperature pro-
files, respectively, Eqs.~7! and ~8!

r 5 mass density
tw 5 surface shear stress
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Investigation of a Novel Flat Heat
Pipe
A novel flat heat pipe has been developed to assist in meeting the high thermal design
requirements in high power microelectronics, power converting systems, laptop computers
and spacecraft thermal control systems. Two different prototypes, each measuring 152.4
mm by 25.4 mm were constructed and evaluated experimentally. Sintered copper screen
mesh was used as the primary wicking structure, in conjunction with a series of parallel
wires, which formed liquid arteries. Water was selected as the working fluid. Both experi-
mental and analytical investigations were conducted to examine the maximum heat trans-
port capacity and optimize the design parameters of this particular design. The experi-
mental results indicated that the maximum heat transport capacity and heat flux for
Prototype 1, which utilized four layers of 100 mesh screen were 112 W and 17.4W/cm2,
respectively, in the horizontal position. For Prototype 2, which utilized six layers of 150
mesh screen, these values were 123 W and 19.1W/cm2, respectively. The experimental
results were in good agreement with the theoretical predictions for a mesh compact
coefficient of C51.15. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1842789#

Keywords: Flat Heat Pipe, Heat Transport Capacity, Sintered Mesh, Cooling

Introduction
Flat heat pipes have wide-ranging applications in many areas

related to the thermal control of spacecraft, cooling of high power-
density electronics, medical treatment and therapy, electronic ap-
pliances and power converters. Because of the lightweight, geo-
metric flexibility, and extremely high effective thermal
conductivities, these devices are excellent candidates for heat
spreaders, especially for high performance computer applications
where size, weight and geometry are of significant importance.

Flat heat pipes can typically be divided into two categories
according to the design of the wicking structures, those that use a
traditional porous wicking structure and those with noncircular
micro channels, which act as liquid arteries. Flat heat pipes with
micro-channels or axial grooves have many advantages, such as
high heat fluxes and low manufacturing costs@1,2#.

In addition to being fabricated within separate devices, the mi-
cro grooves or channels can be made as an integrated part of
microelectronic devices to enhance the heat spreading capabilities
by allowing the structure of the microelectronic devices to serve
as the actual heat spreader@3#. The micro grooves that comprise
the heat spreader, are typically parallel and provide one-
dimensional heat transfer. Because this may restrict the heat
spreading capability and limit the amount of heat that is trans-
ferred orthogonal to the grooves, additional transverse grooves or
two-dimensional porous wicking structures may be used to trans-
fer liquid across the individual channels and allow two-
dimensional heat transfer. This two-dimensional heat transport ca-
pacity, along with the ease of manufacture, lightweight, and
higher transport capacities, make these devices ideal for a wide
range of applications in the cooling of high power-density micro-
electronic devices, medical devices or equipment, spacecraft,
power converters, and wide band radar devices.

Similar to conventional heat pipes, the operation of flat micro
heat pipes is subject to a number of performance limitations, in-
cluding the capillary, boiling, entrainment, viscosity and sonic
limits @4,5#. Past research, however, has indicated that the capil-
lary limitation, defined as the point where there is insufficient
capillary pumping to return the working fluid back to the evapo-

rator area, is the dominant factor in low or moderate temperature
devices. The second most significant limitation is the boiling limit
which may result from the high localized heat flux, characteristics
of the application shown above. In this later limit, nucleation
within the capillary wick obstructs the liquid circulation, resulting
in a significant reduction in the capillary limit and localized hot
spots on the heated surface@2,6#.

Both theoretical and experimental investigations have been
conducted previously on flat micro heat pipes, in order to evaluate
the heat transfer performance and study the fundamental mecha-
nisms of the various limitations@2,7–11#. Wick structures that
have been investigated previously include sintered powder and
fibers, screen meshes, and micro grooves or channels. For each of
these different wicking structures, the fabrication processes and
characteristic properties must be identified and known.

In the present investigation flat heat pipes fabricated by bond-
ing an array of parallel wires between two layers of screen mesh
and enclosing this in a solid case, have been developed, fabricated
and tested experimentally. The array of the parallel wires serves
two functions: First is to provide support for the internal structure
so as to withstand the variations in the operating pressure, and
second, to assist in the return of the working fluid. Because the
physical properties of the sintered screen mesh wicks are signifi-
cantly different from those typically reported for wrapped screen
mesh wick, it is necessary to identify and investigate these differ-
ences, in order to provide an accurate method by which the heat
transfer performance can be analyzed and modeled.

The objectives of the present investigation are threefold: First,
to develop an analytical model that can be used to predict the heat
transport limitations of the flat heat pipes developed herein; sec-
ond, to develop the fabrication process necessary to construct the
test articles; and third, to determine the effect of variations in the
geometric shape and operational parameters on the heat transport
capacity in order to optimize the design.

Experimental Investigation

The Novel Flat Heat Pipe. A novel flat heat pipe, illustrated
in Fig. 1 was developed, and two prototypes were fabricated using
a high temperature sintering process. Those prototypes were
evaluated experimentally to determine the operational and perfor-
mance characteristics. The screen mesh and the sharp corners
formed between the wire and mesh combined to serve as the cap-
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illary structure to circulate the working fluid in the axial and trans-
verse directions, respectively. In addition, the array of parallel
wires improved the capacity of the heat pipe to withstand varia-
tions in operating pressure occurring due to the transient operating
conditions. Pure water was used as the working fluid.

The test articles measured 152.4 mm long and 25.4 mm wide,
with a 25.4 mm evaporator and a 50.8 mm condenser, were fab-
ricated from copper. The detailed configuration of the test articles
is presented in Table 1.

Experimental Setup. The experimental test facility shown in
Fig. 2 was developed and experiments were conducted to evaluate
the heat transfer performance of the two test articles described
above, over a wide range of test conditions. The experimental
system was composed of a cooling system, the test section, a
power supply and measurement system, and a data acquisition
system. A PC was used to monitor, log, and process the experi-
mental data. The cooling system included a constant-temperature
thermal bath and a cooling chamber. The condenser section of the
flat heat pipe was inserted horizontally into the cooling chamber.
The coolant circulated through the cooling chamber, where heat
was removed from the condenser section by forced convection,
and then to a constant-temperature bath. The constant-temperature
bath was set to the required temperature and held at a constant

temperature through the tests. The temperature variation of the
cooling fluid was held to within61°C, and the operating tem-
perature was varied over a range of 30°C– 90°C within an uncer-
tainty of 60.71°C.

The power supply and measurement system utilized an electri-
cal resistance heater powered by a DC power supplier, and two
multimeters~HP3498A!used to measure the voltage and current
through the heater. The electric heater which measured 25.4
325.4 mm was attached to one side of the evaporator section with
Omega 201 thermal grease to reduce the contact thermal resis-
tance between the heater and the heat pipe surface. This approach
resulted in an experimental uncertainty of less than 0.1 mW.

The test section was thermally insulated to minimize the con-
vective losses from the outer surface of the heat pipe. In order to
monitor the temperature variations along the heat pipe, ten ther-
mocouples were attached to the outer surface of the flat heat pipe
along the centerline as illustrated in Fig. 3. Those thermocouples
were directly connected to an HP data acquisition system
~34970A!, controlled and processed by a PC. In addition, two
thermocouples were placed in the cooling chamber to monitor the
cooling fluid temperature and ensure a constant condenser tem-
perature.

Test Procedures. The test procedure utilized here was similar
to that previously described by Wang and Peterson@11#. Prior to
each test, the system was allowed to equilibrate for approximately
one hour. The power supply was then turned on and the power
incremented. At this point in the tests, it took approximately 15 to
20 minutes to reach steady-state, which was defined as no change
in temperature of more than60.5°C in any of the thermocouples
within a given ten minute period. Once the steady-state condition
had been reached, the temperature distribution along the heat pipe
was measured and recorded, along with the other experimental
parameters. The power input was then increased incrementally,
and the process repeated until dryout occurred as determined by
rapid spikes in the evaporator thermal couple farthest from the
condenser. Once dryout was reached, the temperature difference
between the evaporator and condenser rapidly increased. The
power input at this point was assumed to be the maximum heat
transport capacity of the heat pipe at this power level and operat-
ing temperature, which is defined as the adiabatic vapor tempera-
ture. Changing the temperature of the condenser coolant by
changing the set point on the constant temperature bath, and fol-

Fig. 1 Schematic of the flat heat pipe

Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental setup

Fig. 3 Thermocouple distributions on the tested flat heat
pipes

Table 1 Physical specification of the flat heat pipes

Flat heat pipe Prototype 1 Prototype 2

L, mm 152.4 152.4
Le , mm 25.4 25.4
Lc , mm 50.8 50.8
tw , mm 0.254 0.254
Wick structure #100 screen #150 screen
Layers 4 6
ds , mm 0.813 0.813
Sw , mm 2.5 2.5
Hp , mm 2.71 2.52
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lowing the procedure described above, allowed the maximum heat
transport capacity to be determined for various operating tempera-
tures.

Utilizing an energy balance, the measured heat loss was deter-
mined to be less than 6.6% of the input power for all of the tests.
The overall experimental uncertainty was determined to be ap-
proximately 0.71°C.

Analysis
As described previously@12#, the operation of a flat heat pipe is

subject to a number of limitations and the maximum heat transport
capacity at a given operating temperature is determined by the
smallest of these values at the specified operating temperature. For
high heat flux heat pipes operating in a low to moderate tempera-
ture range, the capillary and boiling limits are typically the domi-
nant factors that govern the operation of these devices@4,5#. The
calculation of the operational limitations for flat heat pipes of this
type can be found as follows.

Capillary Limit. In order to maintain the continuity of the
interfacial evaporation, the total pressure drop in the heat pipe
must be less than or equal to the maximum capillary pumping
pressure@12#. When the overall pressure drop is equal to the cap-
illary pumping pressure, the evaporation heat transfer reaches
maximum value, and

DPtotal5DPcap (1)

The total pressure drop resulting from the frictional viscous
pressure drop of the liquid and vapor, the pressure drop due to the
phase-change and gravitational body force induced pressure drop
can be expressed as@4#

DPtotal5DPv1DPl1DPph,e1DPph,c1DPg (2)

The capillary pressure can be estimated by the Young–Laplace
equation and expressed as

DPcap52s cosaS 1

r m,e
2

1

r m,c
D (3)

Combining Eq.~1! and Eq.~3! and neglecting the phase-change
pressure drop, the maximum capillary heat transport capacity of
the flat heat pipe can be estimated as@4#

Qmax5S 2s cosa

Leffr m,e
2r lg sinu D •F 2~ f Re!vmv

rvDh,v
2 Ac,vhf g

1
m l

KAc,lr lhf g
G21

(4)

where the effective length of the flat micro heat pipe,Leff , can be
defined as

Leff50.5Le1La10.5Lc (5)

and the hydraulic diameter of the vapor phase can be expressed as

Dh,v5
4Ac,v

pv
(6)

The vapor-phase frictional factor, (f Reh)v can be calculated as
previously described@13,14#. The cross-sectional area of the va-
por flow, Ac,v , and the wetted perimeter,pv , in Eq. ~4! for this
special case have been obtained from the derivation by Wang and
Peterson@11#.

For the sintered multi-layer screen mesh, the permeability will
be affected by the sintering and other fabrication processes. In the
absence of extensive experimental data, the formula for wrapped
screen wicks, which is described in Eq.~7!, can be used to esti-
mate the permeability by modifying the porosity

K5
dw

2 «3

122~12«!2 (7)

through a change in the porosity of the sintered screen mesh
which is defined as

«512
CpNdw

4
(8)

whereC is the compact coefficient. Using experimental data from
the tests conducted here, it was determined that this value ranged
from 1.05 to 1.33 depending on the sintering conditions and the
configuration of the mesh used. This compares very well with
previous results obtained by other investigators.

Boiling Limit. Nucleation within the capillary wick is unde-
sirable for wicked heat pipe operation since the bubbles can ob-
struct the liquid circulation and cause hot spots on the heated wall
@15#. Though there are always some vapor nuclei or small vapor
domes on the heated wall of wick structure, significant superheat
is required essentially for those bubbles to grow. Evaporation heat
transfer on the wick layer is different from pool boiling on a
surface with and without a porous layer. The evaporation in the
thin wick layer occurs at the liquid–vapor interface and the liquid
pressure is affected by the capillary structure of the wick. Bubble
formation within the wick layer is dominated by the porous struc-
ture and the superheat between the heated wall and the liquid-
phase. As a result, only those bubbles larger than a critical value
can exist and grow in the superheated liquid. It is very difficult to
accurately estimate the critical bubble size, but a method for ap-
proximating the critical bubble radius, required for bubble forma-
tion and growth can be found in Ref.@16# as

r b5
2s

Psat~Tl !exp$v l@Pl2Psat~Tl !#/RgTl%2Pl
(9)

where the liquid pressure,Pl , in the wick layer can be expressed
as

Pl5Pv2~Pcap1Pd! (10)

and

Pcap5
2s

r m,e
(11)

Pd52
Ā

d3 (12)

For an ideal gas

Pd5r lRgTlv ln~adb! (13)

In the capillary wick, the size of the bubble is constrained by
the pore size on the heated wall. The bubble cannot form, nor will
it grow when the critical bubble size is less than the effective pore
size in capillary structure, therefore, no boiling occurs. The inter-
facial temperature is affected by the disjoining and capillary pres-
sures, and also depends on the value of the interfacial resistance.
Because the interfacial resistance is very small, it was not consid-
ered in the current study.

The heat transfer through the wick-fluid layer occurs mainly by
conduction and as a result, the critical boiling limitation in the
wick layer can be estimated as@4#

qb5
keffTv,sat

dshf grv
S 2s

r b
2PcapD (14)

whereds is the average thickness of the wick layer. For a thicker
homogenous wick layer, this process provides reasonable accu-
racy. It should be noted that the effective thermal conductivity of
the wick-fluid layer of the sintered mesh is different from that of
the wrapped screen mesh. The correct value can be best estimated
using the formula for sintered metal fibers presented by Peterson
@4#
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keff5
~kf2ks!1~12«!~kf2ks!

~kf2ks!2~12«!~kf1ks!
(15)

Entrainment Limit. When a heat pipe operates at high heat
fluxes, the counter-current vapor flow may entrain liquid droplets
and carry these droplets back towards the condenser. This short-
circuits the liquid return path and causes premature dryout in the
evaporator. When this occurs it is referred to as the entrainment
limit and for an axial heat pipe can be expressed as@5#

qe5Ac,vhf gS srv

2r h,w
D 0.5

(16)

for screen mesh wick surfaces, the hydraulic radius can be esti-
mated to be one half of the distance between the wires. Other
limits can be estimated as described by Peterson@4#.

The maximum heat transfer capacity of the heat pipe can be
determined by evaluating the different limits at various operating
conditions and can be expressed as

Qmax5Min$Qc,max,Qb,max,Qe,max,Qs,max,Qv,max% (17)

Results and Discussion
A thorough investigation of the heat transport capacity at vari-

ous operating temperatures and the effects of variations in the
design parameters helps us to understand the operation of heat
pipes and allows the design parameters to be optimized. The ana-
lytical and experimental results described above are presented and
compared in this section.

Effect of the Mesh Number. Variations in the mesh number
of the screen have a reverse effect on the capillary pumping pres-
sure and the frictional pressure drop occurring in the liquid phase
in different ways, and as a result, there may exist an optimum
mesh number for a given heat pipe at a specific operating tem-
perature. The analytical results of the effect of variations in the
wick design on the maximum transport capacity is presented in
Fig. 4 for the flat heat pipes developed and evaluated here. The
diameter of the supporting wires was 0.813 mm. The results indi-
cated that for the three screen mesh combinations investigated
here, the maximum heat transport capacity of the heat pipe with a
mesh number of 150 was higher than others in most operating
temperature ranges.

Effect of Wire Diameter. Variations in the diameter of the
wires can change the size of the vapor space, which in turn affects
the heat transport capacity of the flat heat pipe. As presented in
Fig. 5 for the flat heat pipe with 6 layers of 150 screen mesh, the

analytical results indicated that the maximum heat transfer capac-
ity increased considerably by very small increases in the wire
diameter.

Effect of the Wick Thickness. The thickness of the wick
layer ~in layers!is very important in the design and manufacture
of the heat pipes. An increase of the layer of the mesh wick can
reduce the liquid frictional pressure drop proportionally by in-
creasing the liquid flow area, resulting in improved heat transfer
capacity. However, the increase in the layer of the screen mesh
results in significant increases in superheat through the wick layer,
and therefore, in premature boiling limitations as indicated in Fig.
6.

The modeling results are presented in Fig. 6 for three flat heat
pipes with the screen mesh number of 100, 150, and 200. The
results indicate that there exist an optimum number of layers for
each screen mesh structure. In addition, this optimum number of
layers of screen~or thickness!is larger for the screen with larger
mesh numbers. The highest maximum heat transport capacities are
obtained for the optimum number of layers. The flat heat pipe
with multiple layers of denser mesh wick has a much higher heat
transport capacity than the one with a lower mesh number wick.

Effect of the Orientation. As mentioned previously, the tilt
angle of the heat pipe has a considerable effect on the heat trans-
port capacity by assisting or suppressing the return of the working
fluid. However, the sensitiveness to the orientation is much differ-
ent for various wick structures. Both model the analytical and
experimental evaluation of the flat heat pipes were conducted and
the results are presented in Fig. 7. Results indicated that the maxi-
mum heat transport capacity is reduced by increasing the tilt

Fig. 4 Modeling results of the effect of mesh number on the
maximum heat transport capacities of flat heat pipes

Fig. 5 Modeling results of the effect of the wire diameter on
the maximum heat transport capacities of flat heat pipes

Fig. 6 Modeling results of the effect of layers of the wick on
the maximum heat transport capacities of flat heat pipes
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angle, but that this effect is moderate, even for the wicks with
larger mesh numbers. The trends of experimental results are
agreeable with the analytical results. However, the experimental
results both for prototype 1 and 2 were higher than the modeling
results for larger tilt angles. The performance of the sintered mesh
wick is better than the wrapped one because of the better effective
thermal conductivity and smaller cell structure.

Effect of Length. It is apparent that longer heat pipes have
lower heat transport capacities due to the larger frictional pressure
drop. The effects of variations in the length on the heat transfer
are illustrated in Fig. 8 for different mesh numbers. For shorter
heat pipes, the boiling limit is dominant, while the capillary limit
is the major limiting factor for the longer heat pipes.

Comparison of Experimental and Modeling Results. As
described in the experimental investigation, two prototypes whose
configurations are summarized in Table 1, were fabricated,
charged, and tested in order to determine the maximum heat trans-
port capacity and verify the modeling results. The results of this
comparison are illustrated in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for Prototype 1
and Prototype 2, respectively. The predicted maximum heat trans-
port capacities were in very good agreement with the experimen-
tal results when the compact coefficient of the sintered screen
mesh wick was equal to 1.15. The maximum heat transport capac-
ity of Prototype 1 was 112 W at an operating temperature of 85°C
and 123 W for Prototype 2.

Conclusions
A novel flat heat pipe has been developed and investigated both

experimentally and analytically. Two prototypes with different
wick configurations were evaluated. The results indicated that the
maximum heat transfer capacity of the flat heat pipe was affected
by the mesh number, wire diameter, number of layers, and tilt
angle, as well as the sintering process utilized, i.e., the compact
coefficient of the sintered screen mesh wick. Increasing the wire
diameter resulted in an increase in the maximum heat transport
capacity. The mesh number had opposing effects on the capillary
pumping capacity and the frictional pressure drop, such that there
exists a set of optimum design parameters. Similar to the mesh
number, the layer number of the screen mesh also has an opposing
effect on the capillary and boiling heat transfer, with the larger
mesh number having a higher heat transfer capacity with more
layers. The tilt angle had the greatest effect on the maximum heat
transfer capacity and the impact of tilt, decreases with increasing
mesh number. At higher operating temperatures, the boiling limit,
which is related to the physical properties of the porous wick may
be exceeded. The sintering process determined the compact coef-
ficient, which ranged from 1.05 to 1.33, and significantly changed
the properties of the screen mesh, thereby influencing the opti-
mum design for various thermal loads.

The experimental results indicated that the maximum heat
transport capacity and heat flux for Prototype 1, which utilized
four layers of 100 mesh screen and a compact coefficient, of 1.15,
were 112 W and 17.4 W/cm2, respectively, in a horizontal posi-
tion. For Prototype 2, which utilized six layers of 150 mesh screen
and a compact coefficient of 1.15, these values were 123 W and

Fig. 7 Effect of the tilt angle on the maximum heat transport
capacities of the flat heat pipes

Fig. 8 Modeling result of the variation of the maximum heat
flux with the length of the flat heat pipes

Fig. 9 A comparison of the experimental and modeling results
of the Prototype 1 flat heat pipe

Fig. 10 A comparison of the experimental and modeling re-
sults of the Prototype flat heat pipes
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19.1 W/cm2, respectively. In both cases, the experimentally ob-
tained values compared quite well with those obtained analyti-
cally.
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Nomenclature

Ā 5 Constant
Ac 5 Cross-section area, m2

a 5 Constant
b 5 Constant
C 5 Compact coefficient

De 5 Equivalent diameter, m
Dh 5 Hydraulic diameter, m
ds 5 Diameter of the supporting wires, m
dw 5 Wire diameter of the mesh, m

f 5 Frictional coefficient
g 5 Gravity acceleration, m/s2

Hp 5 Height of the heat pipe, m
hf g 5 Latent heat of vaporization, J/kg

K 5 Permeability, m2

k 5 Thermal conductivity, W/m K
L 5 Length of the heat pipe, m
N 5 Number of the mesh
P 5 Pressure, Pa
p 5 Perimeter, m

Pd 5 Disperse pressure, Pa
DP 5 Pressure drop, Pa

Q 5 Heat load, W
Qb 5 Boiling heat flux, W/m2

Qc 5 Capillary heat flux, W/m2

Qe 5 Entrainment heat flux, W/m2

r b 5 Radius of vapor bubble, m
r cap 5 Radius of liquid meniscus, m
Sw 5 Space between wires, m
T 5 Temperature, K
Tl 5 Liquid-phase temperature, K

Tlv 5 Liquid-vapor interface temperature, K
Tv 5 Vapor-phase temperature, K

Tope 5 Operating temperature, K
tw 5 Thickness of the wall, m
W 5 Width of the heat pipe, m

Greek Alphabet

a 5 Contact angle, degree
d 5 Thickness of the film on the porous surface, m

ds 5 Thickness of the screen wick, m
« 5 Porosity, %
u 5 Tilt angle, degree
m 5 Viscosity,N25/m2

r 5 Density, kg/m3

s 5 Surface tension, N/m

Subscripts

a 5 Adiabatic, air
b 5 Boiling
c 5 Condensation, capilary

cap 5 Capillary
e 5 Evaporation, entrainment

eff 5 Effective
f 5 Fluid
g 5 Gravity
l 5 Liquid phase

m 5 Meniscus
ph 5 Phase-change

s 5 Sonic
sat 5 Saturated

v 5 Vapor phase
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Heat Transfer Enhancement for
Finned-Tube Heat Exchangers
With Winglets
This paper presents the results of an experimental study of forced convection heat transfer
in a narrow rectangular duct fitted with a circular tube and/or a delta-winglet pair. The
duct was designed to simulate a single passage in a fin-tube heat exchanger. Heat transfer
measurements were obtained using a transient technique in which a heated airflow is
suddenly introduced to the test section. High-resolution local fin-surface temperature
distributions were obtained at several times after initiation of the transient using an
imaging infrared camera. Corresponding local fin-surface heat transfer coefficient distri-
butions were then calculated from a locally applied one-dimensional semi-infinite inverse
heat conduction model. Heat transfer results were obtained over an airflow rate ranging
from 1.5131023 to 14.031023 kg/s. These flow rates correspond to a duct-height Rey-
nolds number range of 670–6300 with a duct height of 1.106 cm and a duct width-to-
height ratio,W/H, of 11.25. The test cylinder was sized such that the diameter-to-duct
height ratio, D/H is 5. Results presented in this paper reveal visual and quantitative
details of local fin-surface heat transfer distributions in the vicinity of a circular tube, a
delta-winglet pair, and a combination of a circular tube and a delta-winglet pair. Com-
parisons of local and average heat transfer distributions for the circular tube with and
without winglets are provided. Overall mean fin-surface Nusselt-number results indicate a
significant level of heat transfer enhancement associated with the deployment of the
winglets with the circular cylinder. At the lowest Reynolds numbers (which correspond to
the laminar operating conditions of existing geothermal air-cooled condensers), the en-
hancement level is nearly a factor of 2. At higher Reynolds numbers, the enhancement
level is close to 50%.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1842786#

Introduction
Air-cooled condensers used in binary-cycle geothermal power

plants require the use of finned tubes in order to increase heat
transfer surface area on the air side. Air is forced through several
rows of these finned tubes by large fans. The condenser units can
be very large, representing approximately 50% of the overall capi-
tal cost of these plants. In addition, the power required to operate
the fans represents a significant parasitic house load, reducing the
net power production of the plant. The research presented in this
paper has been undertaken with the aim of devising viable heat
transfer enhancement strategies for application to geothermal air-
cooled condensers and similar applications. An effective strategy
can result in a reduction in condenser size~and plant capital cost!
and/or power consumption.

One heat transfer enhancement strategy that has been studied in
some detail is the exploitation of longitudinal vortices to increase
heat transfer coefficients with only small increases in pressure-
drop penalty. Longitudinal vortices are generated naturally in fin-
tube heat exchanger passages by the interaction of the flow with
the heat exchanger tube. In this case, the vortices are called horse-
shoe vortices. Longitudinal vortices can also be created intention-
ally through the use of winglet vortex generators mounted or
punched into the fin surfaces. Jacobi and Shah@1# provide an
excellent review of heat transfer enhancement through the use of
longitudinal vortices. Various winglet shapes have been studied.
Results presented in the present paper are restricted to delta
winglets, both as a delta-winglet pair~no tube!and in conjunction
with a circular tube. Heat transfer enhancement with double rows
of longitudinal vortex-generators~delta-winglet pairs! in a chan-
nel flow without tubes has been evaluated experimentally by

Tiggelbeck et al.@2#. An investigation of the mechanisms of heat
transfer enhancement associated with delta-wing vortex genera-
tors was performed by Torii et al.@3#. The specific configuration
of vortex generators plus circular tube used in the present study
was based on recommendations provided by Fiebig et al.@4#. We
are also investigating the usage of oval tubes instead of circular
tubes with or without winglets@5,6# for the geothermal applica-
tion. Base line local heat transfer measurements for both circular
and oval tubes without winglets were obtained previously by the
present authors and are presented in Ref.@7#.

In order to assess the heat transfer effectiveness of various com-
binations of tube and vortex-generator geometries, a heat transfer
measurement technique that allows for high-resolution visualiza-
tion and measurement of local heat transfer was chosen for this
work. The focus of the work presented in this paper was to docu-
ment local heat transfer distributions for two cases: a delta-
winglet pair with no tube, and a delta-winglet pair positioned in
the downstream wake region of a circular tube. During the next
phase of the research, delta-winglet vortex generators will be
placed in the test section in various configurations with an oval
tube. Subsequent research will involve measurement of local heat
transfer and pressure drop in single-channel, multiple-tube geom-
etries with winglets. Finally, overall heat transfer and pressure
drop will be evaluated for a multiple-channel, multiple-tube-row
prototype heat exchangers. Concurrent numerical studies are un-
der way. The numerical studies should allow for evaluation of
many more configurations than can be studied experimentally. The
ultimate goal is to devise optimal heat exchanger geometries for
the geothermal air-cooled condenser application.

Apparatus
The experiments were performed in a narrow rectangular duct

designed to simulate a single passage of a fin-tube heat exchanger.
A drawing of the test section is shown in Fig. 1. Dimensions of
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the flow channel were width,W511.4 cm, height,H51.0 cm
(4.5 in.30.4 in.). It is scaled up to approximately double-size
compared to a typical fin-tube condenser heat exchanger. The duct
was fabricated primarily out of lexan polycarbonate. For the
circular-tube tests, a 5.08 cm~2.0 in.! diameter circular disk, rep-
resenting the tube of a fin-tube heat exchanger, also fabricated
from lexan, was positioned in the center of the duct as shown. The
test section length was 27.94 cm~11.0 in.!, yieldingL/H527.5. A
flow-development section withL/H530 was located upstream of
the test section. Consequently, depending on Reynolds number,
the flow is approximately hydrodynamically fully developed as it
enters the test section.

In order to enable thermal visualization of the test section bot-
tom surface~representing the fin surface!, the top wall of the flow
duct in the vicinity of the circular tube was formed by calcium
fluoride (CaF2) windows. Initial testing~single circular tube,
delta-winglet pair! was performed using two CaF2 windows, each
12.7 cm36.35 cm36 mm (5 in.32.5 in.30.24 in.). Subsequent
testing with the circular tube plus winglets was performed using a
single larger window, 12.7 cm312.7 cm36 mm (5 in.35 in.
30.24 in.). The CaF2 windows enabled viewing of test section
bottom surface with an imaging infrared camera. Lexan is opaque
in the sensitive wavelength range of the camera~3.6–5mm!. The
transmissivity of the CaF2 windows is very high (.95%) in this
wavelength range. The test section bottom surface~polycarbonate!
was painted black using ultraflat black paint in order to achieve a

surface emissivity very close to 1.0. This emissivity value was
verified over a wide temperature range in separate camera-
calibration tests by comparing camera-indicated temperatures with
surface temperatures measured using a precision thin-foil flush-
mounted thermocouple bonded to a black-painted polycarbonate
test surface. Therefore no emissivity corrections were required for
the infrared temperature measurements.

A transient heat transfer measurement technique was employed
for obtaining detailed local heat transfer measurements on the
model fin surface. A schematic of the flow loop is shown in Fig. 2.
Inlet air is heated to a desired setpoint temperature using an in-
line feedback-controlled finned-element air heater~350 W!. The
heated air initially flows through a bypass line until the desired air
temperature and flow rate is established. The air is then suddenly
diverted through the test section by changing the position of a
three-way valve. Using this technique, the room-temperature fin/
tube model is suddenly exposed to a uniformly heated airflow,
thereby inducing a heat conduction transient in the lexan sub-
strate. Local surface temperatures on the substrate increase at a
rate that is dependent on the value of the local heat transfer coef-
ficient. This transient localized heating is quantitatively recorded
using an imaging infrared camera. Values of local heat transfer
coefficients can then be determined from an inverse heat conduc-
tion analysis.

The bypass flow is diverted from the main flow duct through a

Fig. 1 Test section

Fig. 2 Schematic of flow loop
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circular hole~4.85 cm diameter!cut into the bottom of the flow-
development section. The center of the hole is located 8.25 cm
~3.25 in.! upstream of the test section entrance. The duct walls
downstream of this location are not preheated during the flow
establishment period. Therefore, this distance represents a thermal
entry length. When flow is suddenly initiated through the test
section by changing the position of the three-way valve, the flow
bypass hole in the bottom of the flow development section is
covered by sliding a flat lexan cover~sliding gate valve!over the
hole. This procedure provides a continuous flat smooth flow sur-
face, eliminating any concerns about a cavity-type flow distur-
bance associated with the hole.

Heater control is accomplished using a PID controller
~Yokogawa model 514!coupled to a solid-state relay with a
pulsed relay output. A thermocouple mounted inside the duct mea-
sures the process variable. Air temperature uniformity across the
duct was verified via infrared imaging of the test surface during
preliminary tests with no test cylinder in place. Airflow rate is
monitored through the use of an in-line precision mass-flow meter
~Kurz model 504FT! plumbed into the exhaust line. Test-section
mass-average velocities and Reynolds numbers were calculated
based on the SCMH values obtained from the mass-flow meter.
Air is drawn through the system by a centrifugal blower~1/3 HP,
240 V three-phase!located at the flow exit. Blower speed is con-
trolled by a sub-micro inverter variable-frequency drive~AC Tech
model SF215!, which in turn is controlled by a computer-
generated 4–20 mA control signal. System flow rate varies lin-
early with blower speed over the range used in this study from
about 1.5131023 to 14.031023 kg/s. These flow rates corre-
spond to a duct-height Reynolds number (ReH5rUH/m5ṁ/mW)
range of 670–6300 with a duct height of 1.106 cm and a duct
width-to-height ratio,W/H, of 11.25.

Two flush-mounted thin-foil thermocouples were bonded to the
bottom surface of the test section near the test section inlet. These
thermocouples provide a continuous indication of surface tem-
perature at two locations and are used to help determine the exact
start time of each test, which occurs when the heated airflow is
diverted through the test section.

Heat transfer results will be presented for three experimental
configurations: circular tube, delta-winglet pair, and circular tube

plus delta-winglet pair. The test section geometry for the circular
tube was presented in Fig. 1. The specific geometries for the delta-
winglet pair and the circular tube plus delta-winglet pair are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. The winglets had a 1:2 height/length aspect ratio
and were oriented at a 45 deg angle to the flow. The height of the
winglets was 90% of the channel height. This height was chosen
rather than the full channel height in order to avoid damage to the
CaF2 windows. The winglets were machined from lexan polycar-
bonate and were bonded to the test surface. The test configuration
for the winglet-only tests is shown in Fig. 3~a!. For these tests, the
winglets were located near the test section inlet and were spaced
one channel height apart. The test configuration for the circular
tube plus delta-winglet pair tests is shown in Fig. 3~b!. The loca-
tion of the winglets for these tests was based on the geometry
recommended in Ref.@4#. The winglet tips are located down-
stream of the test cylinder at the intersection of the horizontal and
vertical cylindrical-tube tangent lines. The angular orientation
with respect to the flow was again 45 deg.

Quantitative thermal visualization images are obtained using a
precision imaging infrared camera~FLIR PRISM DS!. This cam-
era uses a fully calibrated 3203244 platinum-silicide infrared
~IR! charge coupled device focal plane array detector which op-
erates at a temperature of 77 K. The detector temperature is main-
tained by a mechanical split-stirling-cycle helium cryocooler. In
its base mode of operation, the camera can be used to measure
infra-red intensities corresponding to temperatures in the
210– 250°C range, with extended ranges available through the
use of filters up to 1500°C. The camera detector has a 12-bit
digital dynamic range and a minimum discernible temperature dif-
ference of 0.1°C at 30°C. It is equipped with a 25 mm standard
lens, which provides a 17°313° field of view. All radiometric
information is stored in binary digital files on PCMCIA flash
memory cards for subsequent analysis. Infra-red thermography
has several advantages over thermochromic liquid crystals for sur-
face temperature mapping, including wide available temperature
range, high spatial resolution, excellent thermal resolution, and
full-field direct digital data acquisition and processing.

The thermal image binary data files created by the camera on-
board processor are stored in a specialized 16-bit TIFF gray-scale
format ~file extension.ana!. These files include not only the image

Fig. 3 Winglet locations and geometry: „a… winglet-only case, „b… circular cylinder plus winglets
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pixel values, but also a large amount of camera and test-specific
information such as camera and firmware identifiers, date and
time of image acquisition, camera settings at image acquisition,
and temperature/pixel calibration data points. This information is
included in the TIFF file in the form of ‘‘private tags’’@8#. Specific
file-format information provided by FLIR was used in conjunction
with general information about the TIFF standard found in Ref.
@8# to fully decode the binary data files for subsequent thermal
analysis using a Labview program created for this purpose.

Signals from loop instrumentation were fed into a modular mul-
tiplexing data-acquisition system~Hewlett Packard 3852A! which
in turn was interfaced to a system-controller computer via an
IEEE-488 bus. For this experiment, the data acquisition unit was
configured with a 20-channel field-effect transistor~FET! multi-
plexer with thermocouple compensation, a 5 1/2 digit integrating
voltmeter, and a four-channel voltage/current digital-to-analog
converter~DAC!. The DAC module was used to provide control
signals~4–20 mA! to the variable-frequency blower drive. The
mass-flow meter was configured to communicate directly with the
computer using an RS-232 interface. Data-acquisition and
instrument-control system programming was accomplished using
Labview ~National Instruments version 5.1! software. The data
files included time histories of the thermocouple and mass-flow
meter signals with updates at 0.7 s intervals.

Experimental Procedure
As mentioned previously, a transient heat transfer technique

was employed in order to obtain measurements of local heat trans-
fer coefficients on model fin surfaces. Details of the experimental
procedure will now be provided. After the IR camera is powered
up and the detector array has reached its 77 K operating tempera-
ture, the camera is positioned above the test section at an appro-
priate height for observing either the entire portion of the test
section or a close-up view. In order to avoid IR reflections of the
warm camera body off the CaF2 windows, the camera is posi-
tioned at a small angle off the vertical. The camera gain and level
adjustments are set such that the minimum observable temperature
corresponds to the initial temperature with a temperature range of
10– 15°C. The software clock on the camera is synchronized with
the clock on the data acquisition computer to within60.5 s. The
three-way valve is set to the bypass position and the sliding gate
valve is opened. Flow is initiated through the bypass line by ad-
justing the blower RPM until the desired flow rate is observed.
The air temperature is established by adjusting the PID controller
set-point value to the desired level, typically 45°C. Before divert-
ing heated air through the test section, a pretest thermal image of
the test section is acquired. At this time, the data acquisition sys-
tem is set to begin writing data to disk. The three-way valve
position is then changed and the sliding gate valve is closed to
divert the heated airflow through the test section, initiating the
thermal transient. A number of thermal images of the test section
~typically 5! are acquired during the first 5–60 s of the transient.
These images are stored on PCMCIA flash memory cards and are
transferred to the system controller computer after each test.

Data Reduction
The objective of the tests is to obtain detailed maps of local

heat transfer coefficient. The IR images provide local surface tem-
peratures at specified times after initiation of the transient. In or-
der to obtain heat transfer coefficients from the measured surface
temperatures, the bottom surface of the test section is assumed to
behave locally as a one-dimensional semi-infinite solid undergo-
ing a step change in surface heat transfer coefficient. For the 1.27
cm thickness of the lexan test surface, the semi-infinite assump-
tion is valid for at least 88 s after initiation of the transient. The
time-dependent surface (x50) temperature for a semi-infinite
solid subjected to this boundary condition is given by@9#

T~0,t!2Ti

T`2Ti
512expS h2at

k2 DerfcS hAat

k D (1)

and if we let

u5
T~0,t!2Ti

T`2Ti
;g5

hAat

k
5

hAt

Arck
(2)

the equation reduces to

u512exp~g2!erfc~g! (3)

This equation represents the relationship between heat transfer
coefficient and surface temperature measured at a specific time
after the start of the test. It must be solved iteratively forg. How-
ever, since the camera pixel array includes over 78,000 pixels, it is
not practical to directly solve the equation at every pixel. Instead,
a look-up-table approach was used in the data-reduction scheme.
The measured temperature range for each thermal image is di-
vided into 100 increments and a value of heat transfer coefficient
is obtained for each of these 100 temperatures by iteratively solv-
ing Eq. ~3!. Each actual pixel temperature is then converted to a
heat transfer coefficient by linear interpolation among the 100
increments.

Experimental Uncertainty
Estimates of the experimental uncertainties of the Reynolds

numbers and heat transfer coefficients presented in this paper have
been obtained based on constant-odds, 95% confidence level@10#.
For Reynolds number, the uncertainties associated with the mass-
flow meter and the viscosity need to be considered. The accuracy
specification for the mass-flow meter was stated by the manufac-
turer ~and independently verified at the INEEL calibration labora-
tory! as62% of reading plus 0.5% of full scale. The uncertainty
in the viscosity is very small, since it is calculated quite accurately
for each run at the measured duct air temperature as part of the
data reduction procedure. Total relative uncertainty in Reynolds
number was estimated to be about 9% at ReH5670 and 2.5% at
ReH56300. For the heat transfer coefficients, individual uncer-
tainties in image-capture time, surface temperature, air tempera-
ture, and substrate thermal product were considered. Results indi-
cated that the relative uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient
ranges from 20% ath;10 W/m2 K to 10% ath;120 W/m2 K.

Results
Local surface heat transfer contour plots for the delta-winglet-

pair configuration are presented in Fig. 4. Heat transfer results are
presented as a function of Reynolds number based on channel
height,H. Heat transfer coefficients are based on the test section
inlet temperature. The results presented in Fig. 4 reveal the heat
transfer effects of a double-vortex system associated with each
winglet @3#. The vortices are swept downstream as longitudinal
vortices. The main vortex, located directly downstream of the vor-
tex generators, is formed by flow separation along the leading
edge of the winglets. The corner vortex, located outside of the
main vortex, develops like a horseshoe vortex on the upstream-
facing pressure side of the winglets. The heat transfer effects of
the vortices persist for many channel heights~at least 15!down-
stream of the winglet location. The horizontal line near the center
of each heat transfer distribution is an artifact caused by the
boundary between two of the CaF2 windows. The small circular
white region in the center of each image just below the horizontal
window boundary is a bolt hole used to attach a circular disk for
the fin/tube studies to be discussed later in this paper. This hole
was covered with tape on the outside substrate surface to avoid
any flow disturbance. Apparent heat transfer coefficient values on
the winglets themselves are not valid since the one-dimensional
semi-infinite assumption does not apply at this location.

At low Reynolds numbers, maximum fin-surface heat transfer
coefficients are observed in the main vortex downstream of the
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winglets. At higher Reynolds numbers, maximum values are as-
sociated with the corner vortex, very close to the outer corner of
the winglets. The magnitudes of these peak values are similar to
the peak values observed in the same duct in the stagnation region
of a circular cylinder, as reported in Ref.@7#. The peak values are
about 4–5 times larger than corresponding fully developed duct
values. However, mean surface heat transfer coefficient values for
the configuration displayed in Fig. 4 are just about equal to the
corresponding fully developed duct values, as predicted using the
Dittus–Boelter correlation, with Reynolds number based on the

hydraulic diameter of the rectangular duct. The individual vortices
appear to be most well defined at the lowest Reynolds number
shown. Lowest heat transfer coefficients occur in the corner re-
gions of the rectangular duct, which are at the sides of the images
shown in Fig. 4.

The spanwise variation in local fin-surface heat transfer coeffi-
cient for the delta-winglet-pair configuration is presented in Fig. 5
at two different axial measurement locations. The coordinate sys-
tem used is defined in the figure. These plots clearly show the heat
transfer effects of the winglet-induced double-vortex system. The

Fig. 4 Local fin-surface heat transfer coefficients for a delta-winglet pair

Fig. 5 Spanwise variation of local heat transfer coefficient for delta-winglet-pair configuration
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local spanwise variation in heat transfer coefficient atx/H
53.75, which is just downstream of the winglets, shows very
sharp double peaks in local heat transfer associated with each
vortex generator. For all of the Reynolds numbers shown, the
highest heat transfer coefficients at each axial location are associ-
ated with the primary vortex. The magnitude of the local heat
transfer coefficient decreases sharply from the peak values to a
minimum near the sides of the rectangular duct. Aty/H57.50, the
spanwise heat transfer variations are broader, and the peak asso-
ciated with the corner vortex is visible, but indistinct.

The second configuration considered for this study was the case
of a circular cylinder plus winglets~see Fig. 3 for geometry spe-
cifics!. Local fin-surface heat transfer results for this configuration
are presented in Fig. 6 for four Reynolds numbers. The addition of
winglets yields a reduction in the size of the low-heat-transfer
wake region and also provides localized heat transfer enhance-
ment in the vicinity of the winglets similar in magnitude to the
localized enhancement observed for the delta-winglet-pair cases
shown in Fig. 4. With the exception of the lowest Reynolds num-
ber case, peak local heat transfer coefficients in the vicinity of the
winglets are similar to the peak values observed in the cylinder
stagnation region. A distinct double peak in local heat transfer
coefficient can be seen in the cylinder stagnation region at ReH
5670. This double peak was discussed in some detail in Ref.@7#
for a cylinder without winglets. The spanwise streaks evident near
the test section inlet for Re51224 are associated with secondary
flows that become established in the flow development section of
the rectangular duct.

A direct comparison of local heat transfer distributions for a
circular cylinder with and without winglets at ReH;1200 is pre-
sented in Fig. 7. The comparison reveals that, for this winglet
location, the horseshoe vortex produced by the interaction of the

flow with the circular cylinder is disrupted by the winglets. There
is a reduction in the width of the low-heat-transfer wake region,
but the heat transfer coefficients directly downstream of the cyl-
inder are actually slightly reduced for the winglet case compared
to the no-winglet case. Stagnation-region heat transfer coefficients
are slightly higher for the winglet case compared to the no-winglet
case.

A plot of the spanwise variation in local wake-region heat trans-
fer coefficient at an axial location just downstream of the winglets
is presented in Fig. 8 for the same two data sets presented in Fig.
7. The spanwise variation for the winglet case clearly shows a
double peak associated with each winglet. A single peak associ-
ated with each horseshoe vortex is evident in the no-winglet
curve.

Overall mean fin-surface Nusselt numbers calculated from the
heat-transfer-coefficient data files are presented in Fig. 9. For cal-
culation of mean Nusselt numbers, the regions occupied by the
winglets and the cylinder~if applicable!were not included. The
characteristic dimension used here for both the Reynolds number
and the Nusselt number is the channel height,H. This character-
istic dimension was chosen for consistency with previous related
literature@1–6#. Results from three configurations are included in
the figure: delta-winglet pair~no cylinder!, circular cylinder with-
out winglets, and circular cylinder with winglets. In addition, a
curve representing the Dittus–Boelter correlation for turbulent
duct flow is included. Per accepted practice@9#, the Dittus–
Boelter results were calculated using the duct hydraulic diameter
as the characteristic dimension. The Reynolds and Nusselt num-
bers were then converted to the form based on the duct height,H.
It should be noted that since the hydraulic diameter for this duct is
almost twice the duct height, transition to turbulence would be
expected to occur at a ReH value of approximately 1250.

Fig. 6 Local fin-surface heat transfer distributions for circular cylinder plus
winglets
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Results presented in Fig. 9 indicate a significant level of heat
transfer enhancement associated with the deployment of the
winglets with the circular cylinder. At the lowest Reynolds num-
bers ~which correspond to the laminar operating conditions of
existing geothermal air-cooled condensers!, the enhancement level
is nearly a factor of 2. At higher Reynolds numbers, the enhance-
ment level is close to 50%. Mean Nusselt numbers for the
cylinder-only case and the winglet-only case were very similar to
each other and very close to the Dittus–Boelter correlation. The
agreement with Dittus–Boelter is surprising since this correlation
applies to fully developed turbulent pipe~or duct! flow without
any protuberances in the flow. Low heat transfer coefficient values
in the corner regions of the duct were included in the calculation
of the mean values. Also, when the cylinder is in place, high
stagnation-region local heat transfer is offset by the low wake-
region values.

A complete evaluation of the usefulness of the addition of
winglets to the fin surfaces in a actual heat exchanger must ac-
count for the increase in pressure drop associated with
the winglets. Work is currently under way on obtaining these
measurements.

Summary and Conclusions
An experimental study has been performed on local heat trans-

fer in a narrow rectangular duct fitted with a circular tube, and/or

winglet vortex generators. The duct was designed to simulate a
single passage in a fin-tube heat exchanger with a duct height of
1.106 cm and a duct width-to-height ratio,W/H, of 11.25. The
test section length yieldedL/H527.5 with a flow development
length of L/H530. The test cylinder was sized to provide a
diameter-to-duct height ratio,D/H of 5.

Heat transfer measurements were obtained using a transient
technique in which a heated airflow was suddenly introduced to
the ambient-temperature test section. High-resolution local test-
surface temperature distributions were obtained at several times
after initiation of the transient using an imaging infrared camera.
Corresponding local fin-surface heat transfer coefficient distribu-
tions were calculated from a locally applied one-dimensional
semi-infinite inverse heat conduction model. Heat transfer results
were obtained over an airflow rate ranging from 1.5131023 to
14.031023 kg/s. These flow rates correspond to a duct-height
Reynolds number range of 670–6300.

Local heat transfer distributions observed for the case of a
delta-winglet pair with no tube show the effects of a double-
vortex system associated with each winglet. Peak vortex-induced
heat transfer coefficients are about 4–5 times larger than corre-
sponding fully developed duct values. However, mean surface
heat transfer coefficient values for the delta-winglet pair configu-
ration are just about equal to the corresponding fully developed
duct values, as predicted using the Dittus–Boelter correlation,
with Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter of the

Fig. 8 Spanwise variation in local wake-region heat transfer
coefficient, with and without winglets, Re HÄ1200

Fig. 7 Direct comparison of local heat transfer distributions for a circular cylinder
with and without winglets

Fig. 9 Mean Nusselt numbers
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rectangular duct. The local spanwise variation in heat transfer co-
efficient atx/H53.75, which is just downstream of the winglets,
shows very sharp double peaks in local heat transfer associated
with each vortex generator. For all of the Reynolds numbers
shown, the highest heat transfer coefficients at each axial location
are associated with the primary vortex.

Heat transfer results for the circular-cylinder-plus-winglets con-
figuration indicate that the addition of winglets yields a reduction
in the size of the low-heat-transfer wake region and also provides
localized heat transfer enhancement in the vicinity of the winglets
similar in magnitude to the localized enhancement observed for
the delta-winglet-pair-only cases. With the exception of the lowest
Reynolds number case, peak local heat transfer coefficients in the
vicinity of the winglets are similar to the peak values observed in
the cylinder stagnation region.

Overall mean fin-surface Nusselt numbers indicate a significant
level of heat transfer enhancement associated with the deployment
of the winglets with the circular cylinder. At the lowest Reynolds
numbers~which correspond to the laminar operating conditions of
existing geothermal air-cooled condensers!, the enhancement level
is nearly a factor of 2. At higher Reynolds numbers, the enhance-
ment level is close to 50%. Mean Nusselt numbers for the
cylinder-only case and the winglet-only case were very similar to
each other and very close to the Dittus-Boelter correlation.
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Nomenclature

D 5 cylinder diameter, cm
h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
H 5 channel height, cm
k 5 lexan thermal conductivity, W/m K
L 5 test section length, cm
ṁ 5 air mass flow rate, kg/s

NuH5hH/k 5 Nusselt number based on channel height

R 5 cylinder radius, cm
ReH5rUH/m 5 Reynolds number based on channel height

t 5 time, s
T 5 temperature, K
Ti 5 initial temperature, K
T` 5 flow mean temperature, K
U 5 mean flow velocity, m/s
W 5 channel width, cm
x 5 test section axial coordinate, or semi-

infinite solid depth coordinate, cm
z 5 test section spanwise coordinate
a 5 lexan thermal diffusivity, m2/s

g5 hAt/Arck 5 nondimensional heat transfer coefficient
u5 T(0,t)

2Ti /T`2Ti 5 nondimensional temperature difference
m 5 air absolute viscosity, N s/m2
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An Analytical Study of Heat
Transfer in Finite Tissue With Two
Blood Vessels and Uniform
Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
Counter-current (vessel–vessel) heat transfer has been postulated as one of the most
important heat transfer mechanisms in living systems. Surprisingly, however, the accurate
quantification of the vessel–vessel, and vessel–tissue, heat transfer rates has never been
performed in the most general and important case of a finite, unheated/heated tissue
domain with noninsulated boundary conditions. To quantify these heat transfer rates, an
exact analytical expression for the temperature field is derived by solving the 2-D Poisson
equation with uniform Dirichlet boundary conditions. The new results obtained using this
solution are as follows: first, the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate can be a large fraction
of the total heat transfer rate of each vessel, thus quantitatively demonstrating the need to
accurately model the vessel–vessel heat transfer for vessels imbedded in tissues. Second,
the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate is shown to be independent of the source term; while
the heat transfer rates from the vessels to the tissue show a significant dependence on the
source term. Third, while many previous studies have assumed that (1) the total heat
transfer rate from vessels to tissue is zero, and/or (2) the heat transfer rates from paired
vessels (of different sizes and at different temperatures) to tissue are equal to each other
the current analysis shows that neither of these conditions is met. The analytical solution
approach used to solve this two vessels problem is general and can be extended for the
case of ‘‘N’’ arbitrarily located vessels.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1842788#

Introduction
Many bio-heat transfer applications such as the optimization of

thermal therapy related treatment modalities~e.g., high tempera-
ture therapy, etc.!require the knowledge ofin vivo 3-D tissue
temperature distributions, and therefore an accurate estimation of
heat transfer rates between a complicated 3-D blood vessel net-
work and unheated/heated tissue@1#. Since a considerable fraction
of blood vessels are found in pairs~e.g.,@2,3#!, vessel–vessel heat
transfer has generally been postulated as one of the most impor-
tant heat transfer mechanisms involved in determining the tissue
temperature distributions~e.g.,@3–7#!.

To understand the effect of paired vessels on the tissue tempera-
ture distributions, previous researchers have extensively studied
the geometry of these vessels in both infinite and finite tissue
domains by using several approximations. First, the presence of
externally induced heating in the tissue has always been neglected
when estimating the heat transfer rates between the vessels and
tissue and between the two vessels@6–25#. Since, in many ther-
mal therapy applications, e.g. conventional hyperthermia, high
temperature cancer therapies and standard physical therapy, strong
source terms are present in tissue, it is important to study the
effect of the source terms in the evaluation of the heat transfer
rates.

Second, while quantifying the heat transfer rates, one or both of
the following two types of assumptions have always been em-
ployed; one, the total heat transfer rate from the two vessels to the
tissue is zero@8–12# and two, the heat transfer rates from vessels
to the tissue are equal to each other regardless of the vessel sizes,
locations, and their wall temperatures@13–21#. Since these as-
sumptions limit the applicability of the previous derivations,
evaluation of these assumptions is needed. In addition, while a
few researchers@22–25# demonstrated the effect of the heat ex-

change between the artery and vein from the axial temperature
distribution along the blood vessels, they did not quantify the
vessel–vessel heat transfer rates explicitly. Since these axial tem-
perature distributions present the combined effect of the vessel to
vessel and vessel to tissue heat transfer rates, the actual amount of
the vessel-vessel and vessel to tissue heat transfer rates cannot be
explicitly quantified from this information alone.

Third, all of the previous solutions, except DiFelice et al.@8#,
make significant mathematical approximations in order to obtain
solutions for the temperature distribution in tissues with a pair of
vessels. For example, several researchers have used the approxi-
mate method of sources and sinks to obtain the temperature dis-
tribution in both, infinite@9–11# and finite tissue domains@13,16#.
This technique implicitly assumes that~1! there exists a source
and a sink of equal magnitude in the tissue and~2! the heat flow
around the source terms is homogeneous and in the radial direc-
tion. Therefore this technique is not appropriate to use in vessel–
tissue configurations where vessels may have unequal heat trans-
fer rates from their walls and are close to each other and/or to the
outer tissue boundary. Others have used either perturbation meth-
ods@15# or have superimposed approximate solutions obtained by
considering only one of the paired vessels to develop approximate
solutions with two vessels@7,17,18,22,24#in the finite, unheated
tissue. It should be noted, however, that these approximate ana-
lytical solutions@7,17,18,22,24#are exact when the thermal con-
ductivity of the tissue is equal to that of blood. Also, that the
previously developed analytical solutions that are most pertinent
to the present study@7,17,24#, in their current form, do not allow
for specifying the desired temperature boundary conditions inde-
pendently on all surfaces.

Defilice and Bau@8# used conformal mapping to obtain the
exact tissue temperature distribution for a pair of vessels in an
infinite tissue medium. However, since it has been shown that
approximately 1–3 vessels of the size 50mm and larger are
present in a 1 mm2 cross section of tissue@2#, more vessels are
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bound to be present in a larger tissue medium~.1 mm2!. Again,
since all of these vessels interact thermally with the tissue and
among themselves, any study of the vessel–vessel heat transfer
with a pair of vessels in an infinite tissue matrix requires checking
of its results against more realistic, finite domain cases.

While the above two vessels studies are most applicable to the
present research, there are several single vessel studies that are
also pertinent. In particular, the effect of arbitrarily located single
vessels in a finite, unheated~e.g., @8,17,22,26#!and heated~e.g.,
@27–29#! tissue domains with uniform~e.g.,@8,17,22,26–28#!and
nonuniform boundary conditions@29# has been investigated using
two approaches:~1! conformal mapping@8,17,26–29#, and~2! the
Green’s function@22#. However, those single vessels results have
not been previously extended to the two vessels case studied
herein~i.e., the case of a finite, heated tissue with two arbitrarily
located blood vessels!, and indeed the conformal mapping tech-
nique cannot directly be extended to.1 vessel cases without
introducing further approximations@16,17#since it results in more
boundary conditions than required. To obtain the exact analytical
solution using the conformal mapping technique, the method pre-
sented in the present paper would need to be followed. The solu-
tion presented using the Green’s function can be extended to.1
vessels@22#. This extension, however, will result in the same
number of unknowns and related algebraic equations to solve for
the tissue temperature distribution as presented in this paper. A
more comprehensive review of these single vessel solutions is
provided in our earlier work@29#.

It is clear from the above discussion that although the vessel–
vessel heat transfer has always been postulated as being very im-
portant in determining thein vivo tissue temperature distributions,
there exists neither an appropriate derivation nor an accurate way
to quantify the vessel–vessel and vessel–tissue heat transfer rates
in finite tissue anatomies of most importance. An accurate and
appropriate derivation and quantification are thus needed in order
to evaluate the importance of the vessel–vessel heat transfer in
such tissues and for use in evaluating the accuracy and applica-
bility of the previously employed approximations. Analytical so-
lutions to such problems are particularly useful in evaluating the
effects of all of the variables involved, and providing solutions
that can be directly used in developing improved bio-heat transfer
equations~e.g. theTCEBE @30#!. The determination of the tissue
temperature distribution with 1–3 blood vessels~typical numbers
for perfused tissue control volumes@2#! is of particular impor-
tance in such equations. Therefore, the objectives of this study are
three fold:~1! to derive an exact analytical solution to obtain the
tissue temperature distribution in an unheated/heated, finite, non-
insulated tissue with a pair of vessels,~2! to accurately quantify
the vessel–vessel and vessel–tissue heat transfer rates, and~3! to
study the effects of various geometrical parameters on these heat
transfer rates.

Mathematical Model: Solution
As a first step to fulfill the stated goals, an exact series solution

is presented of the 2-D energy equation with a uniformly distrib-
uted source for a finite, homogeneous, noninsulated tissue with
two arbitrarily located circular vessels. Since our work is the first
attempt to explicitly define and quantify the vessel–vessel and
vessel to tissue heat transfer rates, it has been assumed for sim-
plicity that the temperatures at the vessel walls and outer tissue
boundary are uniform@8–10,13,21#. Our assumption is valid
when mass flow rates through vessels are high and heating is
dominant and uniform in tissue. The effect of variable boundary
conditions on the vessel–vessel and vessel to tissue heat transfer
rates is under investigation@31#. Further, the applicability of the
uniform vessel wall and tissue boundary temperatures to more
general cases can be illustrated using the solution presented by
Wu et al. 1993@17# ~which is derived for high Peclet numbers! for
the blood vessel diameters used in this paper. It can be seen that
the temperature oscillations present on the two vessel walls and

the outer tissue boundary are very small compared to their mean
values. A uniform source distribution is assumed both for simplic-
ity, and since the distribution of the source term can be approxi-
mated as being uniform over short distances for most heating
systems of interest—whose power deposition patterns vary negli-
gibly over distances of the magnitude of the tissue boundary ra-
dius. This source termg- consists of external heating only~the
Pennes’@32# BHTE source/sink term is not included ing- since it
represents a method of replacing the effects of the vessels cur-
rently under study!.

To obtain the temperature field in a 2-D tissue medium with
uniform conductivity, a source term and two arbitrarily located
circular vessels, we impose a nondimensional equation~1! in the
tissue after converting it into a Laplace equation using the change
of variable fromT to T1 .

1

R

]

]R S R
]T1

]R D1
1

R2

]2T1

]c2
50 (1)

The required boundary conditions are presented in Eqs.~2!–~4!
~Fig. 1!.

T1uR1
501PR1

2/4 (2)

T1uR2
5Tvw21PR2

2/4 (3)

T1u1511P/4 (4)

The problem defined above can be rewritten as the superposition
of the following two sub-problems~Fig. 2!,

Sub-problem 1:

1

R

]

]R S R
]T11

]R D1
1

R2

]2T11

]c2
50 (5)

T11uR1
501PR1

2/42c21 (6)

T11uR2
5c12 (7)

T11u1511P/4 (8)

Sub-problem 2:

Fig. 1 Schematic of the tissue cylinder with two unequal arbi-
trarily located vessels
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1

R

]
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]T12
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1

R2

]2T12

]c2
50 (9)

T11uR2
5c21 (10)

T12uR2
5Tvw21PR2

2/42c12 (11)

T12u150 (12)

where

T15T111T12 (13)

This division allows the original problem with two blood vessels
to be reformulated as the summation of two sub-problems each
consisting of only one of the two vessels~Fig. 2!. Here,ci j is the
temperature distribution produced on the wall of thejth vessel by
the wall of theith vessel in sub-problemi. Note, however, that the
values of theci j are not known and therefore the boundary con-
ditions ~6–7! and ~10–11! cannot be used to obtain the complete
solution—this issue has been addressed later in the paper. To sim-
plify the problem even further by making vessel and the tissue
concentric@33# in both sub-problems, a standard bilinear transfor-
mation (wi) is used. The modified sub-problem 1 with vessel one
and tissue concentric and boundary condition equation~8! can be
written as

1

R1*

]

]R1*
S R1*

]T11

]R1*
D 1

1

~R1* !2

]2T11

]a1
2

50 (14)

with

T11u1511P/4 (15)

The general solution to Eq.~14! is:

T115A011A018 ln~R1* !1(
n51

`

$An1~R1* !n1An18 ~R1* !2n%sin~na1!

1(
n51

`

$Bn1~R1* !n1Bn18 ~R1* !2n%cos~na1! (16)

Using Eqs.~15! and ~16! and the orthogonality of sine and
cosine functions, the following relations can easily be derived:

A01511P/4 (17)

An152An18 (18)

Bn152Bn18 (19)

Using Eqs.~17!, ~18! and ~19!, Eq.~16! can be rewritten as fol-
lows:

T11511P/41A018 ln~R1* !1(
n51

`

An1$~R1* !n2~R1* !2n%sin~na1!

1(
n51

`

Bn1$~R1* !n2~R1* !2n%cos~na1! (20)

Similarly, for sub-problem 2, the following solution can be ob-
tained after applying the transformationw2 that makes the vessel
two and tissue concentric and the boundary condition at the tissue
boundary@Eq. ~12!# in the transformed plane.

T125A028 ln~R2* !1(
n51

`

An2$~R2* !n2~R2* !2n%sin~na2!

1(
n51

`

Bn2$~R2* !n2~R2* !2n%cos~na2! (21)

Using Eq.~13! and converting variableT1 back toT, the complete
solution to the original nondimensional problem can be written as,

T511P/41A018 ln~R1* !1A028 ln~R2* !1(
n51

`

An1$~R1* !n

2~R1* !2n%sin~na1!1(
n51

`

An2$~R2* !n2~R2* !2n%sin~na2!

1(
n51

`

Bn1$~R1* !n2~R1* !2n%cos~na1!1(
n51

`

Bn2$~R2* !n

2~R2* !2n%cos~na2!2PR2/4 (22)

Since the values ofci j in Eqs. ~6–7! and ~10–11! are not
known, the constants presented in Eq.~22! cannot be evaluated in
the transformed plane. Therefore, to evaluate all the constants
(A018 , A028 , An1 , An2 , Bn1 , andBn2), the expression shown in Eq.
~22! should be expressed into the original coordinates using rela-
tionships presented in the nomenclature section that relateR, R1* ,
a1 , R2* , anda2 to the original coordinatesx1 and y1 since the
vessel wall boundary conditions are known in the original plane
~given temperatures!. To evaluate the complete set of 2(2N11)
constants whereN is the finite number of terms considered in each
of the above summation series, a system of 2(2N11) indepen-
dent linear equations consisting of 2(2N11) constants should be

Fig. 2 Dividing the original problem of two vessels in a finite tissue into two sub-problems, each consisting of one vessel
only
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formed by multiplying the boundary condition equation (i 11)
and the solution @Eq. ~22!# with sin(mui) and cos(mui) (m
50¯N), respectively, and integrating over the perimeter of theith
vessel (i 51,2) ~refer to the Appendix for more details!. The ob-
tained system of two (2N11) linear equations~due to two vessel
wall boundary conditions! with 2(2N11) constants can be evalu-
ated using any linear equation solver. It can also be realized from
the above description that every other addition of a vessel in the
finite tissue medium introduces, in general, another (2N11) con-
stant, which can be evaluated using the additional vessel wall
boundary conditions.

Note that our approach is different from DiFelice et al.@8# who
could obtain only 2N linear equations for 2N12 unknown con-
stants using their boundary conditions~whereN was the number
of terms considered in their series solution!. To obtain two addi-
tional equations, they had to define the criteria for convergence of
the coefficients. Conversely, in our problem, we do not make such
approximations since the partition of the main problem with two
vessels into two sub-problems allows us to obtain two additional
boundary condition equations.

Using the orthogonality of sine and cosine functions, it is found
that for the problem at hand all of the coefficients attached to sine
terms are zero. This leaves us a system of 2(N11) equations with
the same number of unknowns. The general solution takes the
following form.

T511P/41A018 ln~R1* !1A028 ln~R2* !

1(
n51

`

Bn1$~R1* !n2~R1* !2n%cos~na1!

1(
n51

`

Bn2$~R2* !n2~R2* !2n%cos~na2!2PR2/4 (23)

The obtained system of 2(N11) independent equations can eas-
ily be solved for the 2(N11) unknown coefficients using the
available numerical linear equation solvers.

Vessel–Vessel Heat Transfer
To meet the second goal of this paper and to accurately quantify

the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate it is important to account for
the fact that in a finite, noninsulated tissue with two vessels, some
of the energy leaving one vessel wall goes to the other vessel wall
and the rest goes to the tissue boundary. We can express this
physical situation as follows,

Qtotal,vw15Qvw2-vw11Qtw-vw1 (24)

Qtotal,vw25Qvw1-vw21Qtw-vw2 (25)

Again, since the total heat transfer rate leaving each vessel wall
can be calculated by using the exact solution for the temperature
field presented in the previous section and evaluating and integrat-
ing the flux around the vessels, Eqs.~24–25! have four unknown
heat fluxes, and only two equations to solve for them. To obtain
the other equations, it is hypothesized that the only driving force
for the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate is the temperature differ-
ence between the two vessel walls in unheated/heated tissues i.e.
if the two vessel walls are at the same temperature, the vessel–
vessel heat transfer rate is zero. Therefore, if the temperature of
one of the vessel walls is set equal to the temperature of the
second vessel wall and the total heat transfer rate is calculated on
the second vessel wall, it will represent the amount of energy
transferred to the tissue boundary only from the second vessel
wall. The heat transfer rates from the vessel walls to the tissue
wall are thus given as follows.

Qvw1-tw5Qtotal,vw1u tvw2→tvw1
(26)

Qvw2-tw5Qtotal,vw2u tvw1→tvw2
(27)

Equations~24! and ~26! and Eqs.~25! and ~27! can be used to
calculate the vessel–vessel heat transfer rates,Qvw1-vw2 and
Qvw2-vw1 , respectively, and the results should be equal in magni-
tude and opposite in sign if and only if our hypothesis that the
vessel wall temperature difference is the only driving force for the
vessel-vessel heat transfer rate.

In terms of the situations studied, we have analyzed the effect
of the source term and the problems’ geometrical parameters on
the vessel–vessel and vessel–tissue heat transfer rates for three
different cases, namely; one, when the tissue boundary tempera-
ture is higher than the two vessel wall temperatures~i.e., the cold
vessels case!; two, when the tissue boundary temperature is lower
than the two vessel wall temperatures~i.e., the warm vessels
case!; and three, when the tissue boundary temperature lies in
between the two vessel wall temperatures~i.e., the mixed case!.
While results for all of the above cases are presented by Devash-
ish @34#, this paper presents results only for the case of both of the
vessels cooling the tissue, i.e., the cold vessels case~Figs. 4–8!.
To study a general case of the unequal vessel wall temperatures it
is assumed in our study that the wall temperature of vessel two
~simulating a vein!is higher than the wall temperature of vessel
one ~simulating an artery!and is approximately halfway (Tvw2
50.6) in between the wall temperatures of the vessel one and
outer tissue boundary. Also, since in high temperature therapy
applications the temperature of the vessel wall and the tissue
boundary usually varies in between 38°C and 43°C, this gives the
vessel 2 wall temperature of 41°C@35,36# which is reasonable
since arteries bring in cooler blood to the heated tissues from the
rest of the body and veins bring in warmer blood from the heated
arteries and veins. Since the average tissue temperature reaches as
high as 50°C@35,36#, the nondimensional source termP takes the
maximum value of 20 in all of the figures so that the average
tissue matrix temperature reaches approximately the outer tissue
boundary temperature. The total number of terms ‘‘N’’ used in the
series solution to produce results is 20. This makes the maximum
error in the evaluation of boundary temperatures less than 0.5%,
which is sufficient@15,22#for bio-heat transfer applications~Fig.
3!.

Results
In terms of specific results, first, it is found that the two vessel–

vessel heat transfer rate terms,Qvw1-vw2 andQvw2-vw1 are always
equal to each other in magnitude and opposite in sign for all
vessel sizes, eccentricities, and wall temperatures studied, thus
verifying our hypothesis about the difference in vessel wall tem-
peratures as the only driving force for the vessel–vessel heat
transfer rate, analytical procedure and its numerical implementa-
tion. Additionally, Fig. 3 presents for the heated tissue the given
and calculated boundary conditions to show that the developed
solution satisfies all the boundary conditions and thus validating
our solution further.

Next, Fig. 4 presents two sets of curves for the vessel–vessel
heat transfer rate (Qvw2-vw1) for different values of the nondimen-
sional source termP (P50, 10, and 20!and the nondimensional
temperature of vessel wall two (Tvw2); one set of curves presents
the variation in the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate (Qvw2-vw1) as
a function of the nondimensional radius of vessel two (Rvw2) for
a fixed nondimensional vessel eccentricity of the two vessels and
radius of vessel one. The other set of curves presents the variation
in the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate (Qvw1-vw2) with the nondi-
mensional eccentricity of vessel two (Av2) for a given nondimen-
sional vessel radius of the two vessels and eccentricity of vessel
one. Since it is well known that the vessels of radius;50–200
mm are thermally significant and make a majority of the counter-
current vessel pairs@2,9,10#, and the ratio of diameters of veins to
arteries in living systems@37,38#varies from;1–2, to study the
effect of the vessel radius on the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate,
the nondimensional radius of vessel two,Rvw2 is varied from
0.1–0.5~;56.5–282mm! while keeping the nondimensional ra-
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dius of vessel one as 0.2~;112mm! and assuming that the radius
of the tissue matrix is;564 mm ~since there are 1–3 vessels in
the tissue of the size of 1 mm2 @2#!. The value of the eccentricity
of vessel one,Av1 , is chosen as20.6 and the value of vessel
two’s eccentricity,Av2 is chosen as10.3 to be able to put part of
the perimeter of the vessels close to the tissue boundary and to
include the boundary effects. To study the effect of the vessel
eccentricity on the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate in the cases of
traditional counter–current vessel pairs@2# ~when the smallest dis-
tance between the two vessel walls is not greater than the largest
diameter of the two vessels!, the eccentricity of vessel two is
varied from 0.1 to 0.5. The nondimensional eccentricity of vessel
one is kept as20.6 for the aforementioned reasons. The nondi-
mensional radii of vessels one and two are chosen as 0.2 and 0.3,
respectively, since, as mentioned before, the ratio of the diameters
of the veins to arteries varies in between 1 and 2 in living systems
@37,38#.

For the purpose of comparing the vessel–vessel heat transfer
rates from vessel wall two to vessel wall one that are shown in
Fig. 4, with the comparable vessel wall to tissue boundary heat
transfer rates, Figs. 5 and 6, present, respectively, for both vessels
one and two, the variation in the heat transfer rate from the vessel

wall to the tissue boundary, as functions of the vessel size and
eccentricity. Note that all heat transfer rates are nondimensional-
ized in terms of the conduction heat transfer rate between the
vessel wall one and tissue boundary, per unit distance of vessel
one perimeter between the two.

To study the importance of vessel–vessel heat transfer, Figs. 7
and 8 present, respectively, for vessels one and two, the vessel–
vessel heat transfer rate from vessel two to vessel one,Qvw1-vw2
as a percentage of the heat transfer rate from the vessel wall to the
tissue boundary as a function of the nondimensional radius and
eccentricity of vessel two.

Discussion
Several different observations can be made from this study.

First, as seen in Fig. 4, the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate is
independent of the source term, while the vessel–tissue heat trans-
fer rates are strong functions of the source terms~Figs. 5–6!. This
can easily be explained by noticing that the problem investigated
can be broken into two sub-problems; sub-problem A, with the
given boundary temperatures and no source term and sub-problem
B, with the source term and boundary temperatures set at zero.

Fig. 3 The validity of the solution is presented for NÄ20, PÄ20, Rvw 1
Ä0.2, A v1ÄÀ0.6, Rvw 2Ä0.4, and A v2Ä0.4. Solid lines represent the given
nondimensional temperatures at the two vessel walls and the outer tissue
boundary. The solution predicted using the solution is presented using
markers.

Fig. 4 The variation in the nondimensional vessel–vessel heat transfer rate,
Qvw ,2-vw ,1 , as a function of the nondimensional vessel 2 size, Rvw 2 , and ec-
centricity, A v2 , with Rvw 1Ä0.2, A v1ÄÀ0.6, Tvw 1Ä0, Tvw 2Ä0.6, TtwÄ1, and P
Ä0, 10, 20
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The sub-problem A contains the vessel–vessel and the vessel–
tissue heat transfer rates which are dependent on the boundary
temperatures and the geometry. In the sub-problem B, there is no
vessel–vessel heat transfer rate. It only contains the vessel–tissue
heat transfer rates, which are functions of the deposited power.

Second, in cold vessels case in unheated tissues the vessel–
vessel heat transfer rate is found to be a significant fraction of the
vessel to tissue heat transfer rate for both of the vessels~Figs.
7–8!. This is easily explained since the wall temperature differ-
ence between the two vessels is on the same order as the tempera-

Fig. 5 The variation in the nondimensional heat transfer rate from tissue to
vessel 1, Qtw -vw 1 , as a function of the nondimensional vessel 2 size, Rvw 2 , and
eccentricity, A v2 , with Rvw 1Ä0.2, A v1ÄÀ0.6, Tvw 1Ä0, Tvw 2Ä0.6, TtwÄ1

Fig. 6 The variation in the nondimensional heat transfer rate from tissue to
vessel 2, Qtw -vw 2 , as a function of the nondimensional vessel 2 size, Rvw 2 ,
and eccentricity, A v2 , with Rvw 1Ä0.2, A v1ÄÀ0.6, Tvw 1Ä0, Tvw 2Ä0.6, TtwÄ1

Fig. 7 The variation in the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate, q vw 2-vw 1 , as a
fraction of the tissue to vessel 1 heat transfer rate, q tw -vw 1 , as a function of
the nondimensional vessel 2 size, Rvw 2 , and eccentricity, A v2 , with Rvw 1
Ä0.2, A v1ÄÀ0.6, Tvw 1Ä0, Tvw 2Ä0.6, TtwÄ1
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ture difference between the vessel walls and the tissue boundary.
The percentage contribution of the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate
decreases compared to the vessel–tissue heat transfer rates as the
strength of the source terms increases. The explanation to this
result is also intuitive since the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate is
a function of the vessel wall temperature difference and geometry
only and is independent of the source term~Fig. 4!, while the
vessel–tissue heat transfer rates are strong functions of the source
term ~Figs. 5–6!. Since the heat transfer is taking place from the
tissue wall to the vessel walls~i.e., the vessels are cooling the
tissue!, an increase in the strength of the source term increases the
heat transfer rates from tissue to the vessel walls thereby decreas-
ing the percentage contribution of the vessel–vessel heat transfer
rate.

Third, it can be seen from Figs. 5–6 that in the cold vessels
case, the summation of the vessel to tissue heat transfer rates is
not zero. This summation may become zero only when at least
one of the vessel wall temperatures is higher than the tissue
boundary temperature and both vessel wall temperatures are not
equal to each other. It can also be seen that the two vessel to tissue
heat transfer rates are significantly different from each other.
Therefore, the vessel–vessel heat transfer analyses with the as-
sumptions that there is no net vessels to tissue heat transfer
@8–12# or the vessel to tissue heat transfer rates are equal to each
other @13–21#, have limited applicability.

Fourth, it is shown in Figs. 5–6 that an increase in the strength
of the source term significantly increases the amount of energy
transferred from the tissue to the vessel walls. This can be easily
explained since an increase in the strength of the source term
increases the tissue temperature around the vessels and thus in-
creases the heat flux from tissue to vessels. This result suggests
that it is inappropriate to neglect the effect of heating in the evalu-
ation of the vessel to tissue heat transfer rates in applications
where significant source terms are present.

Fifth, it is shown in Fig. 5 that as the radius of vessel two
increases the amount of energy transferred from the tissue to ves-
sel one decreases. This can easily be explained by noting that in
the presented case, the wall temperatures of both of the vessels are
lower than the tissue boundary temperature. Therefore, an in-
crease in the radius of vessel two increases its surface area and
thus the amount of the energy transferred from the tissue to vessel
two ~Fig. 6! resulting in a decrease in the amount of energy trans-
ferred from the tissue to vessel one. It is also shown that the
vessel–vessel heat transfer rate increases as the radius of vessel
two increases~Fig. 4! @21#. The explanation of this result is obvi-
ous since, as mentioned before, an increase in the radius of vessel
two increases the net vessel–vessel heat transfer surface area and

thus the total vessel–vessel heat transfer rate. The behavior of the
vessel–vessel, vessel one to tissue and vessel two to tissue heat
transfer rates, with the change in the radius of vessel two and
source term also explains the curves in Figs. 7–8.

Sixth, it is shown in Figs. 5–6 that as the eccentricity of vessel
two increases the amount of energy transferred from the tissue to
the vessels increases@21#. An increase in the heat transfer rate
from the tissue to vessel one with an increase in the eccentricity of
vessel twoAv2 can be explained since an increase in the eccen-
tricity of vessel twoAv2 decreases its effect on vessel one and
thus allows more energy to flow into vessel one from the tissue
around it. An increase in the heat transfer rate from the tissue to
vessel two with an increase in the eccentricity of vessel twoAv2
can be explained since an increase in the eccentricity of vessel
two Av2 allows part of the perimeter of vessel two to approach the
tissue boundary. This results in an increase in the heat transfer rate
into the vessel from this thermally more significant part of the
vessel, an increase that is larger than the corresponding decrease
of the heat transfer rate from the rest of its perimeter. Figure 4
shows that the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate decreases as the
eccentricity of vessel two increases@21#. The explanation of this
result is obvious since an increase in the eccentricity of vessel two
decreases the temperature gradient responsible for the vessel–
vessel heat transfer rate. The behavior of the vessel–vessel, vessel
one to tissue and vessel two to tissue heat transfer rates with the
change in the eccentricity of vessel two and the source term mag-
nitude also explains the curves in Figs. 7–8.

In other cases, i.e., when both vessel wall temperatures are
higher than the tissue boundary temperature~the warm vessels
case!and when one vessel wall temperature is lower while the
other vessel wall temperature is higher than the tissue boundary
temperature~the mixed case!, all of the previous six findings
about the vessel–vessel and vessel–tissue heat transfer rates are
found to be valid: the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate is indepen-
dent of the source term, while the vessel–tissue heat transfer rates
are significantly dependent of the source term; the vessel–vessel
heat transfer rate is a large fraction of the vessel to tissue heat
transfer rate; the sum of the vessel–tissue heat transfer rates from
the two vessels to the tissue is not equal to zero, and are indeed
significantly different from each other; and, the heat transfer rates
from the two vessels to the tissue are functions of the geometry
@34#.

To address the limitations of the current study, the developed
analytical solution method presented herein requires a matrix in-
version to evaluate all of the constants to determine the tissue
temperature distribution~refer to the Appendix!. This makes this
solution method slower and relatively difficult to use compared to

Fig. 8 The variation in the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate, q vw 2-vw 1 , as a
fraction of the tissue to vessel 2 heat transfer rate, q tw -vw 2 , as a function of
the nondimensional vessel 2 size, Rvw 2 , and eccentricity, A v2 , with Rvw 1
Ä0.2, A v1ÄÀ0.6, Tvw 1Ä0, Tvw 2Ä0.6, TtwÄ1
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the other previous solution techniques~e.g.,@7,17,24#!developed
for unheated tissues. However, as mentioned before, those analyti-
cal solutions@7,17,24#, in their current form, do not allow for
specifying the desired temperature boundary conditions indepen-
dently on all surfaces. Therefore, these studies are complementary
to one another. Further, future extensions of this work to develop
similar expressions for 2-D cases with spatially varying boundary
conditions, and three-dimensional situations are necessary to gain
insights into, and develop analytical expressions for, the heat
transfer rates associated with pairs of vessels eccentrically embed-
ded in finite, heated/unheated tissues.

Conclusions
This paper presents an exact analytical series solution for the

tissue temperature distribution in finite, unheated/heated, noninsu-
lated tissue with a pair of arbitrarily located vessels and, for the
first time, appropriately quantifies the vessel–vessel and vessel–
tissue heat transfer rates for such situations. The analytical solu-
tion results show that, in general, it is important to accurately
model the vessel–vessel heat transfer in unheated/heated tissues.
However, for large values of the source term when vessels are
cooling the tissue~the tissue boundary temperature is higher than
the vessel wall temperatures!, the vessel–vessel heat transfer rate
can be neglected in comparison to the vessel to tissue heat transfer
rates. It has also been shown that the vessel–vessel heat transfer
rate is independent of the magnitude of the source terms, while the
heat transfer rate from both of the vessel walls to the tissue bound-
ary is a strong function of the source term. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to include the effect of the source term to accurately model
vessel-tissue heat transfer in applications where strong source
terms are present.

Nomenclature

av i 5 distance between the centers of the tissue and the
ith vessel,i 51, 2 ~m!

g- 5 uniform source term in the tissue per unit volume
~Watts/m3!

k 5 tissue conductivity@Watts/~m•K!#
qvw2-vw1 5 heat transfer rate between vessel wall 2 and vessel

wall 1 ~Watts/m!
qtw-vw1 5 heat transfer rate between tissue and vessel wall 1

~Watts/m!
qtw-vw2 5 heat transfer rate between tissue and vessel wall 2

~Watts/m!
qtotal,vw1 5 total heat transfer rate into vessel wall 1

~Watts/m!
qtotal,vw2 5 total heat transfer rate into vessel wall 2

~Watts/m!
r 5 radial distance~m!

r i 5 perimeter of vessel ‘i’ from the center of outer
tissue cylinder
$(av i1r vwi cosui)

21(rvwi sinui)
2%1/2, i 51, 2 ~m!

r vwi 5 ith vessel radius,i 51, 2 ~m!
r tw 5 outer tissue boundary radius~m!

tvwi 5 ith vessel wall temperature,i 51, 2 ~K!
t tw 5 outer tissue boundary temperature~K!

Non-Dimensional Parameters

a1i 5 constant forith sub-problem,Av i2Rvwi , i 51, 2
a2i 5 constant forith sub-problem,Av i1Rvwi , i 51, 2

A0i , A0i8 5 constant associated with the solution of theith
sub-problem,i 51, 2

Ani , Ani8 5 constant associated with the solution of theith
sub-problem,i 51, 2

Bni , Bni8 5 constant associated with the solution of theith
sub-problem,i 51, 2

Av i 5 distance between the centers of tissue cylinder and
ith vessel,av i /r tw , i 51, 2

P 5 power deposition,g-r tw
2 /@(t tw2tvw1)k#

Qvw2-vw1 5 heat transfer rate between vessel wall 2 and vessel
wall 1, qvw2-vw1 /@(t tw2tvw1)k#

Qtw-vw1 5 heat transfer rate between outer tissue boundary
and vessel wall 1,qtw-vw1 /@(t tw2tvw1)k#

Qtw-vw2 5 heat transfer rate between outer tissue boundary
and vessel wall 2,qtw-vw2 /@(t tw2tvw1)k#

Qtotal,vw1 5 total heat transfer rate into vessel wall 1,
qtotal-vw1 /@(t tw2tvw1)k#

Qtotal,vw2 5 total heat transfer rate into vessel wall 2,
qtotal-vw2 /@(t tw2tvw1)k#

R 5 radius,r /r tw , (x1
21y1

2)1/2

Ri 5 perimeter of vessel ‘‘i’’ from the center of outer
tissue cylinder
$(Av i1Rvwi cosui)

21(Rvwi sinui)
2%1/2, i 51, 2

Ri* 5 radius in conformally mapped space forith sub-
problem, (Ui

21Vi
2)1/2, i 51, 2

Rvwi 5 ith vessel radius,r vwi /r tw , i 51, 2
T 5 temperature, (t2tvw1)/(t tw2tvw1)

T1 5 temperature,T1PR2/4
Ui 5 first of the two coordinates in the conformally

mapped space that relates to thex andy coordi-
nates of the original Cartesian coordinate system
for ith sub-problem,
$(xi2l i)(12l ixi)2l i yi

2%/$(12l ixi)
22(l i yi)

2%,
i 51, 2

Vi 5 second of the two coordinates in the conformally
mapped space that relates to thex andy coordi-
nates of the original Cartesian coordinate system
for ith sub-problem,$(12l i

2)yi%/$(12l ixi)
2

2(l i yi)
2%, i 51, 2

wi 5 conformal transformation forith sub-problem,Ui
1 jVi5(xi1 jy i2l i)/„12l i(xi1 jy i)…, i 51, 2

xi , yi 5 original Cartesian coordinate system inith sub-
problem,i 51, 2

x2 5 one of the two coordinates of sub-problem 2 re-
lated to the original coordinates and the coordi-
nates of sub-problem 1,x1 cos(f1)1y1 sin(f1)

y2 5 one of the two coordinates of sub-problem 2 re-
lated to the original coordinates and the coordi-
nates of sub-problem 1,y1 cos(f1)2x1 sin(f1)

Greek Symbols

u i 5 angular position from the center ofith vessel in
the original coordinate system,i 51, 2

a i 5 angular position from the center ofith vessel in
the transformed coordinate system, tan21(Vi /Ui), i
51, 2

l i 5 constant,$11a1ia2i2((12a1i
2 )(12a2i

2 ))1/2%/(a1i

1a2i), i 51, 2
c 5 angular position measured from the center of tis-

sue
f i 5 angular position of the center of (i 11)th vessel

from the center of tissue

Appendix:
The purpose of this appendix is to show how 2(2N11) con-

stants (A018 , A028 , An1 , An2 , Bn1 , and Bn2) of Eq. ~22! can be
evaluated by constructing a linear system of 2(2N11) equations:
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T511P/41A018 ln~R1* !1A028 ln~R2* !1(
n51

`

An1$~R1* !n

2~R1* !2n%sin~na1!1(
n51

`

An2$~R2* !n2~R2* !2n%sin~na2!

1(
n51

`

Bn1$~R1* !n2~R1* !2n%cos~na1!1(
n51

`

Bn2$~R2* !n

2~R2* !2n%cos~na2!2PR2/4 (22)

The following relationships, mentioned in the nomenclature sec-
tion, relate the variables (R,R1* ,a1 ,R2* ,a2) of Eq. ~22! to the
original coordinates (x1 , andy1):

R25x1
21y1

2 (A1)

~Ri* !25~Ui !
21~Vi !

2, i 51,2 (A2)

a i5tan21~Vi /Ui !, i 51,2 (A3)

Ui5$~xi2l i !~12l ixi !2l i yi
2%/$~12l ixi !

22~l i yi !
2%, i 51,2

(A4)

Vi5$~12l i
2!yi%/$~12l ixi !

22~l i yi !
2%, i 51,2 (A5)

l i5$11a1ia2i2~~12a1i
2 !~12a2i

2 !!1/2%/~a1i1a2i !, i 51,2
(A6)

a1i5Av i2Rvwi , i 51,2 (A7)

a2i5Av i1Rvwi , i 51,2 (A8)

x25x1 cos~f1!1y1 sin~f1! (A9)

y25y1 cos~f1!2x1 sin~f1! (A10)

Substituting Eqs.~A1–A10!into Eq. ~22!, the new equation~22!
in the original coordinates (x1 ,y1) can be rewritten as follows:

T511P/41A018 ln~R1* ~x1 ,y1!!1A028 ln„R2* ~x1 ,y1!…

1(
n51

`

An1$„R1* ~x1 ,y1!…n2„R1* ~x1 ,y1!…2n%sin„na1~x1 ,y1!…

1(
n51

`

An2$„R2* ~x1 ,y1!…n2„R2* ~x1 ,y1!…2n%sin„na2~x1 ,y1!…

1(
n51

`

Bn1$„R1* ~x1 ,y1!…n2„R1* ~x1 ,y1!…2n%cos„na1~x1 ,y1!…

1(
n51

`

Bn2$„R2* ~x1 ,y1!…n2„R2* ~x1 ,y1!…2n%cos„na2~x1 ,y1!…

2PR2~x1 ,y1!/4 (A11)

The original coordinates (x1 ,y1) relate to the vessel 1 parameters
(Rvw1 ,u1) and vessel 2 parameters (Rvw2 ,u2) as given below.

For vessel 1—

x15Rvw1 cosu11Av1 (A12)

y15Rvw1 sinu1 (A13)

For vessel 2—

x15~Rvw2 cosu21Av2!cos~f1!2~Rvw2 sinu2!sin~f1!
(A14)

y15~Rvw2 cosu21Av2!sin~f1!1~Rvw2 sinu2!cos~f1!
(A15)

Substituting Eqs.~A12–A13! and ~A14–A15!, respectively, into
Eq. ~A11! and applying the original vessel wall boundary condi-
tions to the resulting equation, gives the following two equations:

Tvw1511P/41A018 ln„R1* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…1A028 ln„R2* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…1(
n51

`

An1$„R1* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…n2„R1* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…2n%sin„na1~Rvw1 ,u1!…

1(
n51

`

An2$„R2* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…n2„R2* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…2n%sin„na2~Rvw1 ,u1!…1(
n51

`

Bn1$„R1* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…n

2„R1* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…2n%cos„na1~Rvw1 ,u1!…1(
n51

`

Bn2$„R2* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…n2„R2* ~Rvw1 ,u1!…2n%cos„na2~Rvw1 ,u1!…

2PR2~Rvw1 ,u1!/4 (A16)

Tvw2511P/41A018 ln„R1* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…1A028 ln„R2* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…1(
n51

`

An1$„R1* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…n2„R1* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…2n%sin„na1~Rvw2 ,u2!…

1(
n51

`

An2$„R2* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…n2„R2* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…2n%sin„na2~Rvw2 ,u2!…1(
n51

`

Bn1$„R1* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…n

2„R1* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…2n%cos„na1~Rvw2 ,u2!…1(
n51

`

Bn2$„R2* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…n2„R2* ~Rvw2 ,u2!…2n%cos„na2~Rvw2 ,u2!…

2PR2~Rvw2 ,u2!/4 (A17)

It can be seen from Eqs.~A16!and~A17! that they are only func-
tions of vessel 1 and vessel 2 parameters, respectively. Multiply-
ing both sides of Eq.~A16! with sin(mu1) and cos(mu1), respec-
tively ~where, m50¯N), and integrating over the vessel 1

perimeter (u150¯2p) will result in a linear system of 2N11
equations with 2(2N11) unknowns. Similarly, multiplying both
sides of Eq. ~A17! with sin(mu2) and cos(mu2), respectively
~where,m50¯N), and integrating over the vessel 2 perimeter
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(u250¯2p) will result in an additional linear system of 2N
11 equations with 2(2N11) unknowns. This complete set of
2(2N11) equations with 2(2N11) unknowns can be solved us-
ing any linear equation solver to evaluate the constants.
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This work uses the ‘‘dual phase lag’’ (DPL) model of heat con-
duction to offer a new interpretation for experimental evidence of
non-Fourier conduction in processed meat that was interpreted
previously with hyperbolic conduction. Specifically, the DPL
model combines the wave features of hyperbolic conduction with a
diffusion-like feature of the evidence not captured by the hyper-
bolic case. In addition, comparing the new interpretation to
Fourier-based alternatives suggests that further study of all the
interpretations could help advance the understanding of conduc-
tion in the processed meat and other biological materials such as
human tissue.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1844540#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Conduction, Non-Equilibrium, Com-
posites, Bioengineering

Introduction
This work uses the ‘‘dual phase lag’’~DPL! model @1# of heat

conduction to offer a new interpretation for the evidence of non-
Fourier conduction in the experiments of Mitra et al.@2# with
processed meat~bologna!. In particular, the DPL model provides a
more comprehensive treatment of the heterogeneous nature of the
meat compared to the interpretation in@2# that used hyperbolic
conduction. Nevertheless, this work does not seek to prove that
the DPL model is applicable to the processed meat. Instead, the
objective here is to determine if the model merits additional study
alongside the alternative interpretations that are summarized later.

Importantly, the evidence in@2# raises the possibility that non-
Fourier conduction is relevant to human tissue, as discussed later.
Consequently, the motivation for the work here is to extend the
analysis of@2# that is aimed at eventually developing better tools
to predict transient temperature in human tissue. For example,
damage to human tissue from thermal burns is an exponential
function of temperature@3# so even small improvements in pre-
dicted temperatures can strongly influence predictions of damage.

The approach taken here for the new interpretation with DPL
conduction treats the processed meat as a composite material that
is a heterogeneous compacted mixture of two different constitu-
ents ~meat particles and water!. A single macroscopic~average!
temperature, which is a function of location and time, character-
izes the composite. Furthermore, the DPL model accounts ap-
proximately for the effects of the different microscopic~indi-
vidual! thermal behaviors of the constituents on this macroscopic
temperature during the period of thermal nonequilibrium that cor-
responds to the early stages of heating or cooling. That is, before
the two constituents closely approach local thermal equilibrium
~identical temperatures! at successive locations in the composite.

In contrast to the approach taken here, the classical approach
for predicting a single macroscopic temperature of a composite
treats it as homogeneous@4#. More specifically, this classical ap-
proach uses Fourier conduction and homogenized properties~i.e.,
effective or average properties! that correspond to local thermal

equilibrium between the different constituents. Consequently, the
classical approach does not capture the effects of nonequilibrium
on the macroscopic temperature during the early stages of heating
or cooling, as observed experimentally~e.g.,@1,2,4–7#!.

More rigorously, the individual temperatures of the different
constituents during nonequilibrium can be close to, or far from, a
single macroscopic temperature depending on their thermal prop-
erties and modes of heating@8,9#. However, the approach taken
here focuses on a single macroscopic temperature because the
temperatures measured in@2# appear to be average values for the
processed meat, as discussed later.

DPL Model
The DPL model accounts for deviations from the classical ap-

proach involving Fourier conduction by introducing the phase lags
tq and tT of heat flux and temperature gradient, respectively.
Here, it is convenient to interprettq as a measure of the delay in
conduction~e.g., contact resistance between meat particles! that is
not captured by the classical approach during nonequilibrium. On
the other hand,tT is interpreted conveniently here as a measure of
the conduction that occurs along microscopic paths~e.g., within
meat particles!not captured by the classical approach during non-
equilibrium.

For the one-dimensional problems solved later, the DPL rela-
tion @1# between heat flux and temperature gradient is

q1tq

]q

]t
52k

]T

]x
2ktT

]2T

]t ]x
, (1)

whereq andT are the macroscopic~average!heat flux and tem-
perature,x and t are the location and time, andk is the homog-
enized thermal conductivity of the classical approach described in
@4#. These problems are posed with the statement of energy con-
servation,

rC
]T

]t
52

]q

]x
, (2)

wherer andC are the homogenized density and specific heat of
the classical approach@4#.

Equation~1! reduces to the corresponding relation for the hy-
perbolic model in@2# by settingtT50. Also, it reduces to the
relation for Fourier conduction of the classical approach by setting
tT50 and tq50 ~i.e., a homogeneous material!. Moreover, for
tT /tq51 the solutions to the DPL problems in this work reduce
to corresponding Fourier solutions of the classical approach.

Relation to Two-Temperature Model
Reference@1# develops a DPL heat equation for a macroscopic

temperature of a two-constituent composite by combining the mi-
croscopic~individual! Fourier heat equations of the two constitu-
ents. These individual equations comprise a two-temperature
model for the composite because they contain the two distinct
temperatures of the constituents. Hence, this development in@1#
shows that DPL conduction can describe a macroscopic result of
microscopic interactions governed by Fourier conduction. Corre-
spondingly, the DPL model adopted here is parabolic~diffusive!
in nature similar to the Fourier model. This DPL model, however,
can be a more convenient tool for predicting a macroscopic tem-
perature of a composite compared to the two-temperature model
because the DPL approach defined earlier solves directly for a
macroscopic temperature.

Highlights of Experiments
Reference@2# describes four types of experiments where pre-

dictions of transient temperatures obtained with the classical Fou-
rier approach did not reproduce temperatures that were measured
in samples of processed meat. However, measurements from only
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two of these experiments, Experiments I and III, are needed here
to show that DPL conduction can capture their non-Fourier fea-
tures.

In Experiments I and III, samples of processed meat at uniform
but different initial temperatures were placed suddenly into con-
tact att501. The experiments were designed so that the subse-
quent conduction was one-dimensional, occurring in only the
longer-dimension~x-direction!of each sample. Also the samples
were sufficiently long so that, for some time aftert501, each
experiment simulated an infinite solid occupying2`,x,1`.
Importantly, the temperatures measured with thermocouples at
several locations in the samples appear to be macroscopic~aver-
age! values because their beads were probably in contact with
both constituents~meat particles and water!.

For Experiment I a room temperature sample and a cold sample
of processed meat were placed into contact along the linex50
corresponding to their interface, as noted in Fig. 1. The initial
temperatures wereTri 523.1°C andTci58.2°C for the ‘‘room’’
and cold samples, respectively. For Experiment III, Fig. 1 shows
that a sample~with the thickness of 10.4 mm! at an initial tem-
perature between room and cold values~i.e., a medium tempera-
ture!was ‘‘sandwiched’’ between room temperature and cold tem-
perature samples, wherex50 was aligned with the center of the
medium temperature sample. The initial temperature of the ‘‘me-
dium sample,’’Tmi , was 14.3°C and the initial temperatures of
the room and cold samples were 24.1°C and 6.2°C, respectively.

For the meat samples in both experiments@2#, k
50.80 W/mK,r51230 kg/m3, andC54.66 kJ/kgK. As described
shortly, treatingk, r, C, tT , andtq as constants, then fitting the
DPL predictions made here to the temperatures measured in@2#,
led to tT50.043 s andtq516 s for Experiment I, andtT
50.056 s andtq514 s for Experiment III. Similarly,@2# deter-
mined thattq515.5 s for hyperbolic conduction in each experi-
ment.

The Appendix summarizes the methods underlying the predic-
tions made here for the macroscopic temperatures of the DPL,
hyperbolic and classical Fourier cases that accompany the new
interpretation discussed next. As described in the Appendix, all of
these predictions were performed so that the corresponding tem-
peratures would change by less than 1% with, for example,
smaller sizes in time and space steps for the finite-difference so-
lution of the DPL problem posed for Experiment III.

New Interpretation
Figure 2 compares the temperatures predicted here to the mea-

surement in@2# for the room temperature sample of Experiment I
at 6.3 mm from its interface with the cold sample. For consistency
with @2# the comparison uses the dimensionless temperatureu and
dimensionless time (t/15.5 s), where this time incorporatestq

515.5 s obtained for hyperbolic conduction in@2#. Also, u5(T
2Tri )/(Tref2Tri ), where the reference temperature,Tref
515.7°C, is the constant value measured at the interface of the
cold and room temperature samples after being placed into con-
tact. Importantly,u is defined so that its value increases even
though the actual temperature decreases in the room temperature
sample.

The solid circles in Fig. 2 are discrete values of measured tem-
perature that were extracted from the continuous thermocouple
record in@2# by enlarging the original figure~Fig. 2~a!in @2#! then
noting these values with a caliper and scale. The number of circles
was judged sufficient to represent faithfully the continuous record.
Also, the vertical range of uncertainty for the extracted values in
Fig. 2 is the same as the original range for the continuous record
in @2#. This range is the same because the vertical uncertainty
associated with the extraction is small relative to the original
range. However, the horizontal uncertainty in Fig. 2 is the range
associated with the extraction, which is larger than the original
range in @2#. Figure 2 shows only one pair of uncertainty bars
because this pair is the same at each circle.

For the DPL prediction in Fig. 2 the values oftq andtT were
estimated using a simple method geared toward obtaining quickly
a reasonable fit of the prediction to the measurement. Despite its
simplicity, this method was deemed adequate for illustrating the
overall behavior of the DPL prediction and determining if the
DPL model merits additional study. The fit was obtained by noting
first that the delayed initial increase in temperature measured
within the sample was consistent with the general behavior of
DPL conduction in the range of 0,R,1, whereR5tT /tq ~e.g.,
see the general behavior in@1#!. After that, the valuetq515.5 s,
determined for hyperbolic conduction (R50) in @2#, was adopted
as a first approximation fortq of the DPL case here. Then, the
values oftq andtT were adjusted over several cycles of predic-
tions until they provided a reasonable fit to the measurement as
judged ‘‘by eye.’’

The key feature of Fig. 2 is that the DPL prediction~solid line!
closely follows the measurement in the room temperature sample.
Specifically, this prediction captures the gradual increase in tem-
perature from A to B that is not reproduced by the hyperbolic case
~dashed line!. Furthermore, the DPL prediction captures the rapid
increase in temperature from B to C that the hyperbolic case, in
contrast, predicts as an abrupt jump in temperature. Also, the fig-
ure shows that at relatively early times the Fourier prediction
~dashed–dotted line! of the classical approach deviates signifi-
cantly from the measurement and non-Fourier~DPL and hyper-
bolic! predictions.

In more detail, the absence of noticeable increases in the mea-
sured temperature and the non-Fourier predictions for times ear-
lier than point A in Fig. 2 is a consequence of the conduction
delay induced by the effect oftq . With hyperbolic conduction@2#

Fig. 1 Schematic of Experiments I and III „after †2‡…

Fig. 2 A comparison of measurement and predictions for Ex-
periment I
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this delay leads to the propagation of thermal waves with sharp
wave fronts separating heated and unheated zones in the context
of the dimensionless temperatureu. Hence, for hyperbolic con-
duction the abrupt jump in temperature corresponds to a wave
front passing this location in the sample. For DPL conduction,
however,tT accounts for diffusion of heat ahead of the sharp
wave fronts that would be induced bytq . This diffusion broadens
the wave fronts, so the combined effect oftq and tT appears as
the gradual increase in temperature from A to B followed by the
rapid ~but not abrupt!increase from B to C. Importantly, this
diffusion is consistent with the parabolic nature of the DPL model
adopted here.

Figure 2 shows also that the Fourier prediction deviates signifi-
cantly from the measurement at relatively early times because,
even though the Fourier model is parabolic, it does not incorpo-
rate the combined effect of the phase lags just noted for the DPL
case. However, as expected, the Fourier prediction converges to
the measurement and non-Fourier predictions as the different con-
stituents of the meat approach thermal equilibrium at this location
in the sample.

Before leaving Fig. 2 it is important to note that the vertical
uncertainty in measured temperature is larger than the magnitude
of the gradual increase in temperature from A to B just attributed
to DPL conduction. Thus, even though all the experiments in@2#
show this type of gradual increase prior to their rapid increases in
temperature, a more detailed study of the gradual increase is post-
poned until measurements become available with smaller uncer-
tainties that would permit a more definitive discussion. In addi-
tion, there is evidence@1# that the phase lags should depend on
location so the values of lags listed in Fig. 2 could change after
accounting for this dependence. Consequently, using a more so-
phisticated method to determine the phase lags, such as parameter
estimation@10#, is postponed until more extensive measurements
become available.

Lastly, it is interesting to note that the parabolic nature of the
DPL model adopted here means that a thermal disturbance at any
point in the meat samples of Experiment I~and in Experiment III!
affects instantaneously every other point in the samples, similar to
the Fourier case. However, the conduction delay represented bytq
of the DPL model causes this instantaneous effect to become no-
ticeable at times that are greater than those predicted by the Fou-
rier case.

Next, Fig. 3 shows that the DPL prediction approximately cap-
tures the two rapid changes in temperature measured in the me-
dium temperature sample of Experiment III from@2#. The thermo-
couple was located in this sample at 3.2 and 7.2 mm from its
interfaces with the room and cold temperature samples, respec-
tively. In particular, the figure compares the measurement taken
from Fig. 4 of @2# to the temperatures predicted here in terms of
dimensionless temperatureu versus dimensionless time (t/15.5 s),

whereu5(T2Tmi)/(Tref2Tmi), andTref519.2°C, as calculated
with Tref5(Tri 1Tmi)/2. For this dimensionless temperature, in-
creases and decreases inu correspond to increases and decreases,
respectively, in actual temperature. The solid circles in Fig. 3 are
discrete values of measured temperature extracted from the con-
tinuous thermocouple record in@2# using the method described
earlier. Also, the figure shows only one pair of uncertainty bars
because this pair is the same at each circle.

For the DPL prediction in Fig. 3, the values oftq andtT were
estimated using the method described earlier with Fig. 2. How-
ever, for Fig. 3 this method was oriented toward obtaining values
of the phase lags to approximate only the rapid changes in mea-
sured temperature because of its more complex non-Fourier be-
havior relative to Fig. 2. Accordingly, Fig. 3 shows that the DPL
prediction does not follow closely the gradual increase in mea-
sured temperature from A to B in the medium temperature sample
that would be attributed to DPL conduction. In a future study, a
more sophisticated method to estimate the phase lags could pro-
vide a DPL prediction that captures closely the entire range of
measured temperature in the figure.

Figure 3 does show, however, that the DPL prediction in the
medium temperature sample captures the first rapid change in
measured temperature~B up to C! that the hyperbolic prediction
shows as an abrupt jump in temperature. This abrupt jump is a
consequence of the wave front associated withtq of the hyper-
bolic case, similar to the jump discussed previously with Fig. 2.
For the DPL case, in comparison, the combined effect oftq and
tT again broadens the wave front, leading to the rapid increase in
temperature instead of an abrupt jump. Interestingly, the room
temperature sample induces the first rapid change from B to C and
subsequent heating from C to D because the thermocouple is lo-
cated closer to this sample than to the cold sample.

At D the cold sample induces the second rapid change in mea-
sured temperature~D down to E!. Although the DPL prediction
shows a rapid change that begins in the neighborhood of D, this
change is significantly less rapid than that of the measurement.
Nonetheless, the combined effect of the phase lags permits the
DPL prediction to avoid the abrupt decrease in temperature that
the hyperbolic case exhibits, starting at about D. In the hyperbolic
framework@2#, this abrupt decrease is a consequence of destruc-
tive interference between heating and cooling waves that originate
from the room and cold temperature samples. Figure 3 shows also
that the Fourier prediction, which lacks the combined effect of the
phase lags, does not capture the two rapid changes in measured
temperature.

To complete the discussion of Fig. 3 it is important to note that
after the second rapid change in measured temperature~D down to
E! the Fourier prediction converges toward the hyperbolic and
DPL predictions, as expected. However, the three predictions do
not converge to the measured temperature after point E even at the
dimensionless time of 15~not shown!, which is the maximum
time provided in@2# for the continuous thermocouple record. Ad-
ditional experiments performed as part of a future study could
help explain this lack of convergence.

Finally, DPL predictions made as part of this work, but not
shown here, capture the non-Fourier features of the temperatures
measured in the other experiments of@2# with processed meat.
These DPL predictions avoid the abrupt changes in temperature
associated with the hyperbolic model. More generally, the DPL
predictions for all the experiments in@2# correspond to the range
of 0,R,1, whereR5tT /tq ~for example,R'0.003 with Fig. 2
here!. The theoretical study of@11#, however, states that DPL pre-
dictions for certain heterogeneous materials should be restricted to
R.1. It is not yet clear if this restriction should apply to the
processed meat of@2#, so the potential conflict between the range
of R for the DPL predictions here and the restriction of@11# needs
to be resolved in a future study. On a related note,@1# and @7#
report measurements of temperature and corresponding DPL pre-
dictions with 0,R,1 for heterogeneous materials~but not pro-
cessed meat!.

Fig. 3 A comparison of measurement and predictions for Ex-
periment III
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Application to Human Tissue
Figure 7 in@2# shows evidence of non-Fourier behavior for the

macroscopic temperature measured in a sample of raw pork~por-
cine tissue!under conditions analogous to Experiment I. More-
over, this behavior is roughly similar to the DPL prediction shown
here in Fig. 2. Hence, this evidence in@2# raises the possibility
that non-Fourier conduction is relevant to human tissue in the
context of a macroscopic temperature, because there is a close
resemblance between human and porcine tissue@12#. In turn, this
possibility means that predicting the damage to human tissue from
thermal burns might be improved by using the DPL model to
calculate macroscopic temperatures during the burn process.

A special note is that the relatively close behaviors of the DPL
and hyperbolic predictions in Figs. 2 and 3 appear to suggest that
the hyperbolic model could serve as an approximation to the DPL
model. In general, however, this approximation should be avoided
because solutions to problems governed by this DPL model are
diffusive in nature. For example, although not shown here, these
DPL solutions do not exhibit the well known abrupt jumps in
surface temperature associated with hyperbolic conduction for a
solid subjected to a suddenly applied heat flux at that surface.
Hence, the artificially high surface temperature of the hyperbolic
case could induce large errors in the prediction of damage from
thermal burns because the severity of damage is an exponential
function of temperature@3#.

Alternative Interpretations
In addition to Fourier conduction within the individual constitu-

ents ~solid and water!of the processed meat,@13# included the
motion of water in the meat—and the corresponding
convection—to provide an alternative interpretation of the abrupt
jumps in temperature measured for the experiments of@2#. In
contrast, all of the predictions made here and in@2# corresponded
to ‘‘pure conduction’’ because they did not include this convec-
tion.

According to@13#, convection was induced in the experiments
of @2# by pressing the meat samples together at the start of each
experiment and by the subsequent development of temperature
gradients across the samples. In the context of this convection the
temperature jumps were attributed to, for instance, the arrival of
warm water at the measurement locations in the colder samples
before the effect of ‘‘pure conduction’’ became noticeable at these
locations. Interestingly, the temperature predictions in@13# re-
sembled qualitatively the measurement shown, for example, in
Fig. 2 here. However,@13# did not directly compare its predictions
to the measurement represented in the figure.

Despite the resemblance just noted, interpreting the experi-
ments of@2# in the context of convection might require additional
study before it can replace interpretations based on ‘‘pure conduc-
tion.’’ In particular, predictions similar to the DPL case in Fig. 2
here can be obtained using the equations of@13# by recasting
those equations in the form of a ‘‘pure conduction’’ DPL equation.
Specifically, setting the convection term equal to zero in the en-
ergy equation for the water~Eq. ~1! in @13#! results in a Fourier
heat equation that describes ‘‘pure conduction’’ in the water. Then,
combining this heat equation with the ‘‘pure conduction’’ Fourier
heat equation for the solid~Eq. ~2! in @13#! to eliminate either the
water or solid temperature leads to a ‘‘pure conduction’’ DPL
equation with the form of Eq.~6.17!on p. 158 of@1#.

Next, @14# cited the possibility that the measurements in@2#
showing evidence of non-Fourier conduction in the processed
meat were wrong or misinterpreted. To support this possibility,
@14# showed that temperatures measured in its experiment with
processed meat did not show non-Fourier behavior. Unfortunately,
it was not possible to reconcile the conflicting measurements of
@2# and@14# because their experiments were performed differently
and there was no information in either study about the internal
details of the processed meats.

In contrast to the experiment of@14#, the experiment with pro-
cessed meat in@15# was meant to closely reproduce Experiment I
of @2#. Despite this closeness the measurements of@15# did not
exhibit non-Fourier behavior. In turn,@15# cited several issues
with the experiments of@2# that might have caused the tempera-
ture jumps which@2# attributed to hyperbolic conduction. How-
ever,@15# left open the possibility that the non-Fourier behavior in
@2# could have been a manifestation of the ‘‘thermal lag’’ induced
by the different thermal properties for the constituents of the meat.

Finally, it is interesting to note that a classical ‘‘thermal pen-
etration time’’ tp defined for Fourier conduction does not explain
the delays in conduction exhibited by the measurements of@2#
with processed meat. In general terms,tp is the time required for
the temperature at a given location in a solid to change by a
specified amount after the onset of a thermal disturbance else-
where in the solid. More specifically, for a semi-infinite solid,@15#
cites the expression for penetration time:tp5x2/(10a), wherex is
the given location in the solid relative to its surface atx50 that is
subjected to a thermal disturbance anda is its thermal diffusivity.
For the processed meat of@2#: a51.431027 m2/s using a
5k/(rC) and the values fork, r, andC cited earlier. Importantly
the definition of the penetration time is somewhat arbitrary, as
noted in @15#, so the expression fortp is treated here as an ap-
proximation.

By applying the expression just cited fortp to, for example, the
room temperature sample of processed meat in Experiment I that
corresponds to Fig. 2 here,tp528.4 s for the sample at 6.3 mm
from its interface with the cold sample. Alternatively, in the di-
mensionless context of Fig. 2, (tp/15.5 s)51.8. Figure 2 shows
that this dimensionless penetration time corresponds approxi-
mately to the first noticeable increase in temperature predicted by
the classical Fourier model. However, the temperatures for the
measurement and the DPL prediction first increase noticeably at
the larger dimensionless time of about 4.2. Consequently, this
Fourier penetration time does not explain the conduction delay in
the measurement of Experiment I.

Conclusion
The existence of several different interpretations for the mea-

surements in@2# with processed meat suggests that additional
study is needed to help clarify the nature of conduction in the
meat. In particular the parabolic DPL model, as adopted here,
merits a role in this study because it accounts for the heteroge-
neous nature of the meat that is not accommodated by the classi-
cal Fourier model. Perhaps more importantly, the additional study
could help advance the understanding of conduction in other bio-
logical materials such as human tissue.
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Appendix: Prediction Methods
The DPL prediction for Experiment I was obtained by applying

Eq. ~7! from @16# to the cold and room temperature samples in the
experiment. This equation is an analytical solution to the DPL
problem of a semi-infinite solid with a uniform initial temperature
occupyingx.0 when, att501, its surface temperature atx50 is
suddenly raised~or lowered!to a constant value. Hence, this so-
lution applies separately to the cold and room temperature
samples of Experiment I after setting the constant surface tem-
perature in the solution to (Tci1Tri )/2, which is the constant tem-
perature measured at the interface between samples during the
experiment.~Also, this interface temperature was derived inde-
pendently for the Fourier, hyperbolic and DPL predictions in this
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work by following the procedure in@17#.! Similarly, the Fourier
(tT /tq51) and hyperbolic (tT50, tq515.5 s) predictions for
Experiment I were obtained using Eqs.~6! and~7! from @16#along
with the interface temperature just noted. For all predictions, the
integrals in these equations were evaluated numerically using the
method described in@16#. During each evaluation, the number of
subintervals comprising the ranges of integration was increased
until less than a 1% change in temperature would occur with
additional subintervals.

For Experiment III, the DPL prediction was obtained by solving
numerically the problem posed by Eqs.~1! and~2! cited earlier in
this work along with the corresponding initial and boundary con-
ditions for heat flux and temperature. Namely, the heat flux was
initially zero everywhere and maintained at zero forx→2` and
x→1`. The initial conditions for temperature were stated earlier
and the temperatures were maintained at their initial values for
x→2` andx→1`.

The method of numerical solution for the DPL conduction
problem just posed for Experiment III used forward and central
difference approximations for the time and space derivatives, re-
spectively, subject to the stability condition given in@18#. For the
first time step of the solution, the interface temperatures for the
cold, room and medium temperature samples were set equal to the
values calculated with the same type of expression noted earlier
for the interface temperature in Experiment I. After that, the in-
terface temperatures were determined as part of the solution. The
Fourier prediction for Experiment III was obtained with the same
numerical method after settingtT /tq51.

To ensure converged numerical solutions for the DPL and Fou-
rier problems of Experiment III, the time and space steps were
reduced in size until changes of less than 1% would occur in
temperatures predicted with smaller step sizes. For example, the
DPL prediction was obtained usingDt50.01 s and Dx55
31026 m. Also, using 13104 space steps simulated a solid occu-
pying 2`,x,1` because the temperatures near the first and
last space-step locations did not change noticeably from their ini-
tial values over the entire time period considered.

Finally, the prediction of hyperbolic conduction for Experiment
III was obtained by settingtT50 in Eq. ~1!, then solving the
resulting problem along with Eq.~2! using the method of charac-
teristics and corresponding stability condition described in@19#.
For this prediction,tq515.5 s as in@2#, and the boundary and
initial conditions, convergence criterion, number of space steps,
and calculation of the interface temperatures for the first time step
were the same as just noted for the DPL prediction of this experi-
ment.
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The problem of forced convection transpired turbulent boundary
layers with external pressure gradient has been studied by using
different scalings proposed by various researchers. Three major
results were obtained: First, for adverse pressure gradient bound-
ary layers with suction, the mean deficit profiles collapse with the
free stream velocity, Ù, but into different curves depending on
the strength of the blowing parameter and the upstream condi-
tions. Second, the dependencies on the blowing parameter, the
Reynolds number, and the strength of pressure gradient are re-
moved from the outer flow when the mean deficit profiles are nor-
malized by the Zagarola/Smits [Zagarola, M. V., and Smits, A. J.,
1998, ‘‘Mean-Flow Scaling of Turbulent Pipe Flow,’’ J. Fluid
Mech., 373, 33–79] scaling, Ù d* /d. Third, the temperature
profiles collapse into a single curve using the new inner and outer
scalings proposed by Wang and Castillo [Wang, X., and Castillo,
L., 2003, ‘‘Asymptotic Solutions in Forced Convection Turbulent
Boundary Layers,’’ J. Turbulence,4(006)], which produce the true
asymptotic profiles even at finite Pe´clet number.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1842790#

1 Introduction
In recent years, the field of flow control in turbulent boundary

layers has become urgently important due to the wide variety of
fundamental and industrial applications, particularly in controlling
heat transfer, separation, and drag reduction. In this study, various
scalings for both the velocity and temperature profiles will be
investigated for the boundary layer subjected to the effects of
transpiration, heat transfer and pressure gradient. The similarity
analysis of the RANS equations for zero pressure gradient~ZPG!
and adverse pressure gradient~APG! developed by George and
Castillo @1# and Castillo and George@2#, respectively, has been

applied to obtain the velocity scales in turbulent boundary layers.
The same theory has been developed for thermal turbulent bound-
ary layers by Wang and Castillo@3#. In this investigation, the
scales obtained from the similarity analysis of turbulent boundary
layers will be applied to analyze the data obtained by Orlando,
Kays and Moffat@4#, which is subject to transpiration and heat
transfer. These similarity scalings will be compared with the clas-
sical scalings and scalings obtained by the other investigators, and
the advantage and disadvantage of each scaling are clearly
observed.

2 Various Velocity and Temperature Scalings
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the available scalings for both the

velocity and the temperature profiles, respectively. Table 1 shows
the scalings in inner variables from various investigators for both
the velocity and temperature profiles. The inner velocity scaling,
as shown in row two, is the same for all investigators, which is
described by the friction velocity,u* . In the classical view, this
scaling was supposed to collapse both inner and outer parts of the
boundary layer as described by Millikan@5#, but many measure-
ments predicted the opposite. The inner temperature scaling ob-
tained by the Reynolds analogy shown in the fourth row is differ-
ent from the scaling by George, Wosnik, and Castillo@6# ~known
here as GWC!and Wang/Castillo@3# ~known here as WC!shown
in the last row. The similarity length scale in inner variables is
different for all cases in the temperature field. Similarly, Table 2
displayed the scalings in outer variables. The outer velocity scal-
ing obtained from the classical approach~row 2! is different from
the scaling obtained by Castillo/George@2# ~row 3! ~known here
as CG!, and the Zagarola/Smits@7# ~row 4! ~known here as ZS!.
Notice that the outer length scale is the same for all investigators.
As for the temperature field, row six shows the scaling used in the
Reynolds analogy@8#, which again assumed that existence of a
single scaling for inner and outer flow. The scaling by GWC using
similarity analysis is shown in the seventh row and finally, the
results obtained by Wang and Castillo@3# labeled as WC are
shown in the eighth row.

3 Velocity and Temperature Profiles
Figure 1 shows the velocity profile normalized by the scalings

listed in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 1~a!shows the velocity profiles in
a semi-log scale normalized with the friction velocity,u* , and the
length scale,n/u* . Using the inner scaling,u* , the profiles col-
lapse in the inner region, but fail to collapse in the outer region for
this particular low Reynolds number data (834<Reu<3144).
Although the profiles have a similar range of Reynolds number,
the profiles move towards the wall as the magnitude of the blow-
ing parameter is increased. Also, notice the overlap regionManuscript received May 7, 2003; revision received October 8, 2004. Review

conducted by: K. S. Ball.

Table 1 The inner velocity and temperature scalings

1 Investigator Scaling: Usi Length Scale:y1

2 Classical and other investigators
U

Usi

Usi5u* y15
yu*
n

3 Investigator Scaling: Tsi Length Scale:yT
1

4 Reynolds Analogy
T2T`

Tsi
Tsi5Tt5

qw

rCpu*
yT

15y15
yu*
n

5 George/Wosnik/Castillo
T2T`

Tsi

Tsi5Tw2T` yT
15

yqw /rCp

a~Tw2T`!

6 Wang/Castillo
TW2T

Tsi
Tsi5Pr(Tw2T`)ASt yT

15
yU`

n
ASt
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increases with increasing value ofV0
1 while the wake region

decreases. The blowing paramterV0
1 was determined from the

similarity analysis and was given asV0
15V0 /U`dd/dx according

to Cal @9#.

Figures 1~b!, 1~c!, and 1~d!show the normalized velocity defi-
cit profiles. Figure 1~b! shows the profiles normalized using the
classical scaling,u* , andd99. Notice that in the classical view,
the profiles should collapse as a single curve. Clearly, this figure

Table 2 The outer velocity and temperature scalings

1 Investigator Scaling: Uso Length Scale: ȳ

2 Classical Scaling
U`2U

Uso

Uso5u* ȳ5
y

d99

3 Castillo/George
U`2U

Uso

Uso5U` ȳ5
y

d99

4 Zaragola/Smits
U`2U

Uso

Uso5U`(d* /d) ȳ5
y

d99

5 Investigator Scaling: Tso Length Scale: ȳT

6 Reynolds Analogy
T2T`

Tso
Tso5Tt5

qw

rCpu*
ȳT5

y

dT

7 George/Wosnik/Castillo
T2T`

Tso
Tso5~Tw2T`!

St

Cf /2
ȳT5

y

dT

8 Wang/Castillo
T2T`

Tso
Tso5~Tw2T`!

dT*

dT

ȳT5
y

dT

Fig. 1 Velocity profiles in APG normalized by different outer scalings and d99 subject to suction
and forced convection using the data of Orlando et al. †4‡
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shows the opposite effect. In Fig. 1~c!, the profiles are now nor-
malized by the CG scaling,U` . It can be seen that the profiles
collapse, but to different curves showing the effect of the blowing
parameter. Notice that as the magnitude ofV0

1 increases, the pro-
files move closer to the wall; thus increasing the skin friction
coefficient. This scaling is obtained by means of the similarity
analysis proposed by Castillo and George@2#, which is contrary to
the classical view that the scaling is chosen before any type of
analysis. Finally when the ZS scaling is used as shown in Fig.
1~d!, the profiles collapse to one single curve. More importantly,
this scaling successfully removes all effects including the pressure
gradient, the upstream conditions and the blowing parameter from
the outer flow. Also, notice that the slope in the overlap region is
close to 1/2, which is consistent with the 1/2 power theory of
Perry@10#. In addition, the blowing parameter influences the outer
flow and the inner flow, but mostly in the inner region.

Figure 2 displays the temperature profiles scaled in inner vari-
ables in a semi-log scale. Figure 2~a! shows the APG temperature
profiles with suction using the Reynolds analogy scaling,Tt . No-
tice that the classical scaling fails to collapse the profiles in the
overlap region and near the wall. However, the GWC profiles
shown in Fig. 2~b!show a better collapse than the classical scal-
ing. However, the profiles with strong suction~i.e., V0

15
20.2757→20.2045) are far away from other profiles. The more
negative the parameter~increase in suction!the closer the profiles
move toward to the wall. The WC inner temperature scaling col-
lapses the profiles very well as shown in Fig. 2~c!. Interestingly,

the effects of the blowing parameter are nearly removed from the
inner flow, but the blowing parameter has an effect on the overlap
region. However, Fig. 2~d! shows various APG and ZPG flows
without suction normalized with the new scaling proposed by
Wang and Castillo@3#. Notice the remarkable collapse of these
profiles even with APG over the entire boundary layer. Therefore,
Fig. 2~c!shows that suction effects do have a significant influence
in the inner flow. Therefore, this inner scaling related to the heat
transfer coefficient only is not enough to remove the effect of
suction on the inner flow, and a scaling which includes the mass
transfer information may do a better job.

Figure 3~a! shows the outer temperature profiles normalized
using the Reynolds analogy. Notice that the profiles do not col-
lapse as expected from the classical theory; consequently they
show a Pe´clet number and blowing parameter dependence. The
same experimental data scaled using GWC scaling is shown in
Fig. 3~b!. Clearly, the outer temperature profiles with suction col-
lapse into a single curve, but different from the profile without
suction, which means that GWC scaling cannot remove the effects
of suction. In Fig. 3~c!, the profiles are now normalized using the
new proposed outer temperature scaling found by Wang and
Castillo @3#. Evidently, the profiles collapse into one curve regard-
less different Pe´clet number and effects of suction, specially for
the outer region as shown in the semi-log scale figure. Thus, the
asymptotic profiles are found at finite Pe´clet number. Notice that
these profiles collapse better than the profiles normalized using
the GWC scaling even near the wall region.

Fig. 2 Comparison of different inner temperature scalings in APG subject to suction and forced
convection using the data of Orlando et al. †4‡
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4 Summary and Conclusions
Both velocity scalings and temperature scalings have been

tested for forced convected turbulent boundary layer subject to
suction and pressure gradients. The mean deficit profiles collapse
with the free-stream velocity, but to different curves depending on
the blowing parameter. This is true as long as the upstream con-
ditions are kept fixed, such as the wind-tunnel speed. The depen-
dencies on the upstream conditions, strength of pressure gradient,
the Reynolds number and the blowing parameter are removed
from the mean deficit profiles when normalized by the Zagarola/
Smits scaling,U`d* /d. It was also shown that the velocity pro-
files normalized in inner variables are affected by the blowing
parameter in the overlap region and in the wake region. Increasing
the blowing parameter, increases the overlap region, and decreases
the wake region.

The effects of the blowing parameter are completely removed
from the outer temperature profiles when normalized with the
outer scalingTso5(Tw2T`)dT* /dT ; thus the profiles collapse
into a single curve. However, the profiles in inner variables using
the scaling,Tsi5Pr(Tw2T`)ASt, exhibit a dependence on the
blowing parameterV0

1 .
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Nomenclature

d 5 boundary layer thickness,d99
St 5 Stanton number, St5qw /rCpU`(TW2T`)

T` 5 free stream temperature
dT* 5 thermal displacement thickness
d* 5 displacement thickness,d* 5*0

`(12U/U`)dy
d1 5 local Reynolds number dependence,d15du* /v

* 5 dependence on upstream conditions
V0

1
5 blowing parameter,V0

15V0 /U`dd/dx
dT 5 thermal boundary layer thickness
Tt 5 friction temperature,Tt5qw /rCpu*Tw 5 wall temperature
Pr 5 Prandtl number

U` 5 free-stream velocity
U`2U 5 velocity deficit

U`d* /d 5 Zagarola/Smits scaling
u* 5 friction velocity, u

*
2 5tw /r
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An algorithm for solution of a model for heating and evaporation
of a fuel droplet has been developed. The objective of the work is
to develop a computationally economic solution module for simu-
lating droplet evaporation that can be incorporated in spray com-
bustion CFD model that handles a large number of droplets. The
liquid-phase transient diffusive equation has been solved semi-
analytically, which involves a spatially closed-form and tempo-
rally discretized solution procedure. The model takes into account
droplet surface regression, nonunity gas-phase Lewis number and
variation of latent heat with temperature. The accuracy of the
model is identical to a Finite Volume solution obtained on a very
fine nonuniform grid, but the computational cost is significantly
less, making this approach suitable for use in a spray combustion
code. The evaporation of isolated heptane droplet in a quiescent
ambient has been investigated for ambient pressures of 1 to 5 bar.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1842791#

Introduction
The combustion of liquid fuels has been widely studied owing

to its importance in various power and propulsion systems. The
design of advanced combustors is increasingly relying on CFD
techniques. A crucial component of the spray combustion CFD
codes is the module for computing evaporation of individual drop-
lets, which forms the core of spray evaporation and combustion.
Since thousands of droplets have to be handled in a spray com-
bustion code, computationally efficient droplet evaporation mod-
els and solution algorithms that capture the essential physics are
necessary. The droplet model predicts heat transfer to the droplet
and evaporation rate, and provides a distributed mass source and
heat sink to the transport equations in the spray combustion
model.

Considerable effort has been directed in the past towards devel-
opment of efficient but accurate droplet models. Tong and Sirig-
nano @1,2# developed an approximate solution technique for va-
porizing pure and binary fuel droplets with internal circulation. In
their model, they eliminated the spatial dependence by transform-
ing the one-dimensional transient equation in the droplet core to a
set of coupled first order differential equations, which were solved
numerically using piecewise constant droplet regression rates.

Mandal et al.@3# developed a semi-analytical model for the
diffusion-limit liquid-phase transport for sphericosymmetric com-
bustion of a multicomponent droplet. They solved the liquid phase
equations using separation of variables technique. However, they
did not take the droplet surface regression into account, which
introduces a significant error, particularly in the later stages. Zeng
and Lee @4# developed a model for multicomponent droplet
evaporation that takes into account the spatial variation of concen-
tration and temperature within the droplet and used the separation
of variables to obtain closed form expressions for the droplet sur-
face and center parameters. The computational requirement for
this method was similar to that of infinite diffusion models while

taking into account the spatial variation of properties. However,
like Mandal et al.@3#, the model did not consider the droplet
regression effect. Zeng and Lee@5# modified their analysis by
incorporating the high pressure and radius regression effects.
However, the radius regression effects were considered only at
later times when a quasi-steady state was reached.

Mukhopadhyay and Sanyal@6# developed a model for multi-
component droplet burning in which the effects of radius regres-
sion and gas phase Lewis number were considered. In their model,
the liquid phase transient diffusive equations were solved numeri-
cally using Finite Volume Method. Torres et al.@7# also developed
a liquid phase model that accounted for droplet regression and
solved the equations numerically. In addition, they considered the
convective field in the droplet, induced by the thermal expansion
of the droplet. However, they did not compare the predictions of
this comprehensive model with those of simpler models. Both
these models, moreover, required numerical solution of the liquid
phase transport equations over the entire liquid domain.

Objective
The above discussion reveals the necessity of developing physi-

cally accurate and computationally simple droplet models. The
objective of the present work is to develop a solution technique
for liquid phase transport for droplet evaporation using a model
that takes into account both transient diffusive heating and radius
regression. In the larger context of simulation of spray combus-
tion, this provides a cheaper alternative to the full numerical so-
lution procedures@6,7# that capture both these effects. On the
other hand, closed form solutions@3,4#, though computationally
economic, do not address the effect of droplet surface regression
satisfactorily, while the predictions of infinite diffusion model are
significantly erroneous, especially at increasing ambient pressures
@8#. The liquid phase equations are solved analytically leading to a
significant reduction in computational time. Aggarwal and Mongia
@8# observed that liquid phase modeling with a surrogate single-
component fuel is adequate even for multicomponent droplets,
especially at higher pressures when the droplet heating effect be-
comes significant. Accordingly, we demonstrate the solution
method with an isolated droplet of heptane vaporizing in a heated
ambient. The pressure range investigated extends from 1 bar to 5
bar, where ideal gas models have been shown to be adequate,
especially at high ambient temperatures@9,10#.

Analysis
The mathematical model of the problem consists of quasi-

steady vapor phase transport processes and transient-diffusive liq-
uid phase transport. The two sets of equations are coupled by a set
of interface relations obtained by applying Reynolds Transport
Theorem to an infinitesimal control volume containing the inter-
face. The phase equilibrium relation incorporates variation of boil-
ing point and the latent heat with pressure. The liquid phase prop-
erties are assumed constant while constant values have been used
for thermal conductivity, specific heat and product of density and
mass diffusivity in the vapor phase. The transient diffusive liquid
phase equations have been non-dimensionalised using the initial
droplet radius and the gas phase mass diffusion time as the length
scale and time scale, respectively. The use of an initial radius as
the length scale gives a solution domain that changes with time.
The heat flux boundary condition, used at the droplet surface, is
obtained by an energy balance at the interface involving the heat
flux at the interface on the liquid and the vapor sides and the latent
heat of evaporation. The use of instantaneous values of vapor side
temperature gradient and evaporation rate give a time-dependent
boundary condition at the interface. The vapor phase and interface
equations have been detailed in Mukhopadhyay and Sanyal@6#.

The liquid phase energy equation in dimensionless form can be
written as:

1Corresponding author. Fax:191-33-24146532; Phone:191-33-24146177.
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The initial and the boundary conditions are as follows:
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The above system of equations are transformed by change of vari-
ables,U(R,t)5Ru(R,t) to the following form:
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g~t!5us1Rdf ~t! (5b)

U~R,t50!5Ru in, 0<R<Rd~t50! (6)

The time-varying solution domain and time-varying boundary
conditions are the two aspects of the above system of equations,
Eqs. ~4!–~6!, which render closed form solution difficult. In the
present work, the time domain is discretized into finite number of
steps. Within each time step,Rd(t) and g(t) are assumed con-
stant. However, these values are updated at each time step from
the corresponding vapor phase and interface solutions. Within
each time step, the problem can thus be solved by separation of
variables as follows.

u (k)~R,t!5ḡ(k)1
1

R (
n50
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k Dt ( i ) andln

(k)5(2n11)p/2Rd
(k) . The function

ḡ(k) represents the average~constant!value of g(t) over the in-
terval. The updating of eigenvalues at each time step, resulting
from changing domain size, is a significant contribution of the
present approach that enables proper treatment of surface regres-
sion effects. The constantsCn

(k) are evaluated by matching the
piecewise closed-form solutions of successive time-steps as fol-
lows.

u~R,t5t (k)!5u (k)~R,t8(k)50!

5u (k21)~R,t8(k21)5Dt (k21)!;t8(k)5t2t (k21) (8)

From Eq.~8! that implies temperature equality at the same physi-
cal time, namely the final time of the preceding time step and the
initial time of the current time step, the constants are evaluated as
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and
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The method has the advantage that the quantity of specific interest
to spray computations, namely, surface temperature can be com-
puted without calculating the temperature at the interior points.
The surface temperature at discrete intervals can be expressed as
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In the limit of very small time steps, as is normally used in such
computations, Rd

(k)/Rd
(k21) →1. For this limiting case,

*0
Rd

(k)

cos(lm
(k21)R)cos(ln

(k)R)→0 for mÞn. This simplifies Eq.~9!
to the following form:
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We compare the predictions withCn evaluated using Eqs.~9! and
~12! and refer to them as full semi-analytical or ‘‘FSA’’ and trun-
cated semi-analytical or ‘‘TSA’’ models.

Results and Discussions
Figure 1 compares the predictions of the present solution pro-

cedure for evaporation of an isolated heptane droplet in a quies-
cent ambient with the experimental results of Nomura et al.@11#.
The ambient conditions investigated correspond to 1 bar and 471
K and 5 bar and 468 K, respectively. The results obtained for both
the cases are in excellent agreement with the experimental obser-
vations, clearly indicating the initial heat-up period and the sub-
sequentd2-law period. From the figure, it is observed that over a
significant period of droplet life, the droplet heating and evapora-
tion are both significant and this trend is increasingly apparent at

Fig. 1 A comparison of the prediction of the present model
with experimental observations of Nomura et al. †11‡
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higher ambient pressures. This observation puts into question the
procedure adopted in commercial CFD packages like Fluent@12#,
where droplet heating and evaporation are treated separately.

In Figs. 2 and 3, the predictions of the present semi-analytical
models have been compared with the results obtained from nu-
merical simulation of the liquid phase transport. The code with
numerical solution module~FVM! for the liquid phase has been
validated earlier@6# for both single and multicomponent droplets.
For the numerical solution, 150 grids with clustering near the
droplet surface and a dimensionless time step of 0.0125 have been
used. Simulation with substantially finer grid and time step~250
grids and 0.00125! resulted in an improvement of about 0.01% for
both droplet surface temperature and droplet radius. The results
presented here are for an isolated heptane droplet evaporating in a
quiescent ambient at 1500 K in terms of the droplet surface tem-
perature and droplet surface heat flux. These are the quantities,
which are of primary importance to spray computation. For com-
parison, the predictions of the infinite diffusivity model, which
uses lumped models for liquid phase transport, have also been
included.

The temporal variation of droplet surface temperature (us)
shows the initial heat up period followed by the quasi-steady

phase when the droplet attains the ‘‘wet-bulb’’ temperature. Since
this final surface temperature is unaffected by the liquid phase
transport, all the models including the infinite diffusivity model
show identical values. However, during the heat-up period the
prediction of the infinite diffusivity model significantly differs
from the other models. The infinite diffusivity model considers the
thermal capacity of the entire droplet whereas the diffusion-limit
model is limited to a thin thermal layer due to the diffusional
resistance. This leads to an underprediction of the droplet surface
temperature in the initial stages. On the other hand, towards the
later stages of the heat-up period, when the thermal layer for the
diffusion limit model is of the same order as the droplet radius, the
higher thermal diffusivity for the infinite diffusion limit leads to
overprediction of the droplet surface temperature. The other three
models give identical predictions throughout the droplet life. We
also observe that the prediction of the infinite diffusivity model
differs from those of the other models for a greater fraction of the
droplet life at higher pressures. This is expected, since at higher
pressures, the droplet heat-up period is extended.

Figure 3 shows the temporal variation of droplet surface heat
flux. Initially the surface heat flux decreases with time due to
increase in the droplet surface temperature, which decreases the

Fig. 2 Temporal variation of droplet surface temperature at „a… 1 bar and „b… 5 bar
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temperature difference between the ambient and the droplet sur-
face. At later times, however, the surface heat flux starts to in-
crease again as the droplet surface area decreases due to evapora-
tion. As in the case of droplet surface temperature, the prediction
of the infinite diffusivity model differs significantly from the other
models at the initial stages, while the other three models give
identical predictions throughout the droplet life. Initially, the infi-
nite diffusivity model overpredicts and subsequently underpre-
dicts the heat flux. This difference is consistent with the initially
lower and subsequently higher prediction of the droplet surface
temperature, as discussed in the context of Fig. 2. As in the case of
droplet surface temperature, the difference in predictions is sig-
nificant over a greater portion of the droplet life at higher pres-
sures.

Table 1 lists the computation time required for simulating the
evaporation of an isolated heptane droplet in a stationary ambient
of 1500 K on a Pentium III 1 GHz processor using a Compaq
Visual Fortran compiler. The time required for the ‘‘truncated’’
semi-analytical model is of the same order as the infinite diffusiv-
ity model, while its accuracy is comparable to that of the numeri-
cally simulated diffusion limit model. Considering the large num-
ber of droplets involved in a spray computation, both the
truncated semi-analytical and infinite-diffusion models imply sig-
nificant reduction in overall computational time. Since the pre-
dicted deviation of the surface heat-flux between the infinite-
diffusion model and the truncated semi-analytical model tend to

increase with increase in ambient pressure, the present truncated
semi-analytical model appears to be a good candidate to be inter-
faced in a full-scale spray code. This procedure can also be used
for convecting droplets using ‘‘effective diffusivity’’ concept in-
troduced by Abramzon and Sirignano@13#.

Conclusions
A model for heating and evaporation of a fuel droplet has been

developed. The liquid-phase transient diffusive equation has been
solved semi-analytically, which involves a spatially closed-form
and temporally discretized solution procedure. The model takes
into account droplet surface regression, nonunity gas-phase Lewis
number and the variation of latent heat with temperature. The
accuracy of the model is identical to a Finite Volume solution
obtained on a very fine nonuniform grid, but the computational
time is nearly one-tenth and comparable to that of infinite diffu-
sivity model. The difference between the present model and the
infinite diffusivity model increases with increase in ambient pres-
sure. The present approach combines the accuracy of finite diffu-
sion models with the computational economy of infinite diffusiv-
ity model. Hence, it is an attractive alternative to the infinite
diffusivity model for use in spray combustion codes to obtain
droplet parameters, especially at elevated pressures, where the
droplet heating is significant.

Nomenclature

Cp 5 Gas phase specific heat at constant pressure~kJ/kg K!
d 5 Instantaneous droplet diameter~m!

d0 5 Initial droplet diameter~m!
D* 5 Ratio of liquid to gas phase mass diffusivity~dimen-

sionless!
f (t) 5 Liquid side instantaneous temperature gradient~di-

mensionless!
g(t) 5 Defined in Eq.~5b!

Le 5 Liquid phase Lewis number~ratio of thermal to mass
diffusivity!

Qcv 5 Heating value of fuel~kJ/kg!
R 5 Radial coordinate~dimensionless!

Rd 5 Instantaneous droplet radius~dimensionless!
t 5 Time ~s!

T 5 Dimensional temperature~K!

Greek Symbols

u 5 Dimensionless temperature (CpT/Qcv)
l 5 Eigenvalue
t 5 Dimensionless time

Dt 5 Dimensionless time step

Subscripts

in 5 Initial
s 5 Droplet surface

Superscripts

(k) 5 Time step
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Errata: ‘‘Mie Scattering Theory for Phonon Transport’’
†ASME J. Heat Transfer, 2004, 126, pp. 793–804‡

The paper appeared under the section onRadiative Transportwhereas it should have appeared under the section onNan/Micro Scale
Heat Transfer.
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